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Young ·Wild West and the ·Tenderfoot
-OR-

A NEW: YORKER IN THE WEST
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE TENDEIU?OOT ARIUYES,

The stage-coach that was due at 11.30 a. m. at Weston came
in nearly half an hour late.
It was not an uncommon thing for the outfit to be held up
by road agents and roving bands of Sioux Indians, and it
was the opinion of old Sam Murdock, the postmaster, and a
great many others, that such a thing had happened again.
But when they saw the stage-coach come rattling and bumping along with driver Shep Morey handling the ribbons in the
regular way, they nodded to each other and were almost ready
to swear that they had felt certain right along that nothing
had happened to the outfit.
Among those standing in front of the post-office waiting for
the mail was Young Wild West.
The young scout looked a little surprised when the driver
called him the instant he brought the four horses to a standstill.
"What's the trouble, Shep?" he asked.
"There's a tenderfoot an' a bad man inside," Shep answered.
"They've been bavin' trouble all ther way from Spondulicks,
an' I believe they made an arrangement to fight it out as soon
a.s they got here. The tenderfoot says he hails from New
York, an' after sizin' him up, r think he's too nice a chap to be
shot down by ther bad man, who calls himself Demon-Drive
Dick.''·
"All right, Shep, I'll see to It that the New Yorker has fair
play," and with that Young Wild West walked around to the
side of the coach where the passengers were getting out.
There were cr..ly four of theil\_, and the two first to get 011:
were bearded, rough-looking men, who had evidently spent
their last dollar in order to get to the Blaclr Hills :i.ncl better
their fortunes.
The next to alight was a good-looking, well-built young
man, of something less than twenty-five.
He wore a neat-fitting brown sack suit and a derby of the
same color, and his shoes looked as though they had been
shined within a day or two.
The expression on his face was one of anger and determination, and stepping back a couple of paces he waited in front
of the door for the other passengers to get out.
·
The next m-0ment the bad man the driver had spoken of
appeared.
He was a big, hulking follow, dressed after the regular style
of a cowboy, and the lower part of his face was completely obscured by a fierce reddish brown mustache and chin whiskers.
Somewhere the man had got hold of a number of medals,
and these were pinned on his shirt front in gorgeous array.
"Well, you blamed tenderfoot!'' he exclaimed, facing the·

young 1:nan, "you said if I spit on - your shoes ag'in you'd
show me somethin·. Now, I'm goin' to do it, so you may as
well tell these people how you want to be buried!·•
"See here, Mr. Demon-Drive Dick, as you call yourself, I
don't want any muss with you," was the rather calm reply.
"When I first got in the 1atage over in Spondulicks, you tried
to pick a muss with me by calling me a tenderfoot and poking
all manner of fun a.t me. When I did not 11otice the taunts
you made at me, you had sense enough to stop for a while.
But it did not last very long, for you soon began to try and
rub the blacking off my shoes with your boot soles. Then,
when I moved my feet as far from you as possible, you tried
to spit tobacco juice on my shoes."
"That·~ exactly what I did, young feller. An' you showed
what a blamed fool you was by gettin' mad. You said if I
wanted to spit on your shoes, for me to wait till we got out of
ther wagon, an' then if l done it you'd smash me in the jaw.·•
"That's just what I said, and you would have shot me right
then and there if it had not been for the other two passengers, who told you that you had better not."
"See here, you sizzlin' tenderfoot! You've said about enough,
you have. I'm a bad man from Texas, an' my name is DemonDrive Dick. Look out fer yerself now, for ther fun are about
to start!" ·
Then the bad man let fly a mouthful of tobacco juice, which
struck one of the polished shoes the young man wore.
There was not an ounce of cowardly blood in the tender- ·
foot's veins, it seemed, for he sprang forward and dealt Demon-Drive Dick a smashing blow between the eyes, which
caused him to stagger back against the stage-coach.
'"l'hat's the way we do it in New York," cried the young
fellow, and with that he caught the man's neck under hls left
arm and began pummeling his face unmercifully.
A murmtir of admiration went up from the crowd.
There was scarcely a man there who did not sympathize
with the New Yorker, but the most of them thought his triumph would be short-lived.
The.y expected to see the bad man 1:Jegin to pour lead into
him in a very short time.
And that is just what Demon-Drive Dick meant to do, for
he wriggled himself free, and darting under the wagon, came
out on the other side, his eyes blazing with fury and his revolver in his hand.
He raised the weapon to end the life of the tenderfoot then
and there, but before he could fire Young Wild West leaped
forward and knocked his arm upward.
Crack!
The bullet went in the air and sped on its way in· aarmlcss
flight.
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"Fair play, Mr. Demon-Drive Dick!" exclaimed the handsome boy. as coolly as though he was simply enjoying a chat
with the man. "That young man is not used to the ways of
these parts, and aftei- taking a whole lot of insults from you,
he knocked you down with his fists. H you want to fight
with him, why don't you go at him with your hands?"
Young Wild West stm had hold of the man's wrist, just
as he had caught it when he threw his arm up.
I-iis eyes were fixed on those of the big cowboy in a way
that showed he was in earnest, and the enraged fellow did not
make a move or say a word for the space of several seconds.
Then he blurted out:
'·Who in thunder are you, young feller?·•
"That makes no difference to you who I am. I say there is
going to be fair play here, and there is. ·•
·· An' I'll bet a thousand on it," said Landlord Brown of the
Gazoo Hotel, who was one of the crowd. "There is goin' to
be fair play, a1;' there ain't a soul of us what is goin' to interfere. Youur,:- ·wua ·west will attend to it. Ther tenderfoot is
a good one, an' T reckon be kin do you, you big, ugly-lookin'
coward!··
l >emon-Drive Dick did not make any 1·eply to this fling at
him.
H is anger was increasing, if anything, and suddenly he
made an effort to throw Young ·wild West aside.
But it was only an effo,:t, for the young scout simply gave
his v,rist a twist ::md bent it over his back with a lightniugllke mntion, and the bad man dropped upon his knees with a
howl of pain.
The next thing he saw was the muzzle of a revolver within
a few i11rl1es of his noEe.
'"Off with your belt now,•· was the command from Young
Wild \Vesl. '·You han got to fight the New Yorker the way
they do it in his town. If a man spits on another out here he
g-enerally gets shot, unless he is awfully quick; but in the East
it is different. He gets knocked down by a fist blow there.
Ah, that is it! Get that belt off, so you won 't have a knife or
shooter to fall b:i('.k on ii'_you get the worst of it."
Demon-Drive Dick had come to the conclusion that he had
better do as Young Wild West told him.
He hail heard of the young prince of the saddle and deadshot before. but this was the first time he had ever seen him.
He was getting cooler all the time, too, and when he handed
the belt containing his wea-pons to Wild, be acted as though
he thought he could easily whip the tenderfoot with his hands.
·'I'll fight him any way that suits ther crowd," he said.
"An' after rve whipped him, to show that I ain't no bluffer,
1'11 stand ofr at ten paces with any one in this blamed town
an' see who's who with a six-shooter!"
This challenge had the effect of making the men in the
crowd open their eyes.
They bad taken the bad man for a coward, but that' did not
look as though he was.
"We will have the fist fight first," said Young Wild West.
'· After that is over. if you insist on shooting, I will guarantee
to find some one who will accommodate you."
"Good enough," and Demon-Drive Dick ac:ted as though he
was really delighted.
The crowd had increased, until now there were fully a hundred men and boys there.
It had spread about like a flash that there was going to be
a fist fight, and as fist fights were not Yery common in Weston,
every one wanted to see it.
An open eircle was quickly made, and then ·wild told the two
they could go at it as soon as they liked.
Tbo young man who hailed from New York wore a confident
smile, and did not wait for any further invitation to let himsel t' go .
He saile.l right in and fetched his bi1; oppone.1t a heavy
s111.as1L on the chin which jarred him to the heels of his boots .
Then he gave him two more in rapid succession in the same
place, while Demon-Drive Dick's arms were beating in the air
after the fashion or a windmill.
Tile bad man staggered back a few steps, and then recovering his equilibrium, he made a rush at the tenderfoot.
But though powerful and strong, he was not quick enough
to catcl1 his agile opponent.
T'he result was that he missed him by at lea,;t two feet, and
then he received a. right-hf!.nd suint; on the car which sent him
spra 11·1ing- upon the gt·ound face down.
But Demon-Drive Dick wns not satisfied yet!
lle was more determined th an ever to get hold of the N6w
Yorker and crush the breath out of him by brute force.
Probably he could have done this if he could have one<::
managed to ,;ct him in his grasp.

But the young man seemed to know this, and he saw to it
that he did not get caught.
There was plenty of room, and all he had to do was to
dodge and hit whenever he got the opportunity.
The next time the cowboy came for him with head down
li.ke a mad bull.
As before, the tenderfoot sidestepped, and then his right
fist shot upward with terrific force.
'l'he blow caught the bad man on the side of the jaw an d
he rolled over like a stricken ox.
It was fully a half minute before he came to, and then be
was so dazed that he meekly allowed himself to be led to a
bench in front of the post-office by a couple of the miners.
'·Give me a drink of whisky," he gasped .
Some one was kind enough to go over to the Gazoo and
oblige him, and after he had swallowed the fiery stuff, DemonDrive Dick looked around him as though he were trying to get
his bearings.
·' I got licked, I guess,'' he saicl, after a pause. "'Veil, all
right. I'll try him some other time. Where's my belt?"
Young Wild West stepped over and handed it to him.
The bad man took it and buckled it about him witho ut a
word.
Then be got up and walked over to the Gazoo, most of the
crowd following him.
The fighting was all over, and the crowd knew it.
"I am very much obliged to you," said the young man from
New York, walking up to Wild and putting out his hand.
"You certainly saved my life. for it is almost certain that the
big coward would have shot me. I have a revolver in my
pocket, but I did not want to draw it, for fear that others
would take a hand in it."
"I was bound that you would have fair play," replied the
young scout, as he shook hands with him. '-Tf he had not
given in when I interfered I would have ended bis career in
very short order. That is the way we do business out here.
Thero are lots of so-called bad men like him to be found in
the ·west, and in some places they run things pretty much
as they want to. But out here in Weston they don·t, because
we won't allow them to. The driver tells me that you hail
from New York?"
"Yes, New York city is ruy birthplace, and where I have
always lived. I left three weeks ago to come out to the Black
Hills and make my fortune. My name is Rex Moore."
"Well, mine is Young Wild West. I rather thinl!: we sha11 be
friends. I will probably give you a lift in your effort to ma.1..-a
a fortune out here in the hills. Here come four of my partnel's ;_ I want to introduce them to you."
'fhe four who were making their way towards Young Wild
West and the tenderfoot were Jim Dart, Cheyenne Charlie,
Jack Robedee and Dove-Eye Dave.
Wilcl introduced them to Rex Moore, and all shook hands
with him in the bluff, hearty way so common to the West.
''Young Wild West just saved me from being riddled with
bullets," said the young New Yorker. ··1 will never forget him
for that!"
"Young Wild West is ther whitest boy that ever straddled a
horse!" cried Dove-Eye Dave, waving his hat to emphasize his
words; "an' the!' one that says he ain't kin have me for a
target!"
CHAPTER II.
TllE .KEW YORKER DECIDES 'IO EECO:'lrn .A. WEo;TEIC,Ell.

Hex Moore was overjoyed at Lhe way things had turned out.
The truth of the matter was that he had expected to be
shot.
He had read con~iderable of life in ti.le West, anrl realized
when Demon-Urive Dick first begun to insult him that he was
in for it.
He held his temper as long as he could, and when he did
let go he made up his mind that it was a case of do or die.
But now, if he was any jnd;:;-e, he had gained the friendship
of the most popular pr rsca in all Weston-Young Wild West.
"l haven't much money," i.le said, when the conversation
waned a little. "It cost more than I thought it would to get
out here. I wish you wou!d kindly dire ct me to the cheapest
hotel, ancl then give me an idea of how l must go to work to
get a claim to work."
l tell ·'yuu what you cn1i do," ·wi ld answered. ·'Come over
and take clinncr with .nm, .Tack and I. We run a regular
bachelor establishmeut. \Ve have a first-class Chinese cook,
; so you neec: not be afraid that our meals won't be a.11 right."
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"r am ever so much obliged to you for the invitation, but I said he was glad of the opportunity and promptly expressed
don't want to shove myself on your hospitality. I would his willingness.
Young Wild \Vest wa the owner of any number of riding
rather--"
" Yon will come right along with ui,, ·· .Jim Dart interrupted. suits such as were worn in the West, and when he offered to
"We .cxpeet to pay a visit to the great city of New York some let tlie tenderfoot have one of them he was delighted.
"Just the thing!" he exclaimed. ·'Then I will look like a
day, so I make a move that you stop with us for a while, just
·westerner, if I am not one.•·
so WI! can hear all about NPw York."
Our hero 1vent to the house witl.J him, and wheu they came
"l second the motion!" exclaimed .Tack Robedee.
'· All right, then," laughed Wild. "I'll vote on it and say back about ten minutes later there was a uig change in Rex
ay! Come on, Rex Moore, Tenderfoot from New York. It's Moore·s appearance.
He was about IVilcl's size, and the suit he ltad donned c:ould
all Sl!ttled.''
"Well, I never expected to be treated like this," and young not fit him any better if it had been made for him.
Cheyenne Charlie had brought his horse over, and as the
Moore went along with them to their house, that was just in
the rear of the office of the Wild West Mining and Improve- animal was a 'r eal gentle one, everything was in favor of the
N~w Yorker.
ment Co.
The first thing Charlie did was to mount and ride up and
Wing Wah, the Chinese cook, always made it a point to have
plenty of food on meal times, as he never knew just how many down himself.
Then he told Rex to do it in the same way, if he could.
Young Wild West would bring with him to eat.
As the young man had never been in the saddle before, he
And sn it was on this oc-casion.
di d
Rex Moore sat clown to the best meal he had eaten since he was, of course, rather awkward at first, but our friends
not laugh at him, which was encouraging to him more than
left Chicago.
After dinner they all went clown to the office, and the New anything else.
After he had made three or four attempts with more or less
Yorlu,r was introduced to Walter Jenkins, the foreman of the
,mccess, he turned to Wild and said:
mines owned by the company.
"I have got an idea that I could do better if I had some
He, too, had been a sort of tenderfoot, and he welcomed Rex
one to ride along with me to give me a few points as to the
Moore in a hearty manner.
.. You certainly have struck some of the best people on proper poise, and so forth. Mr. West, I think yo u would be
earth, ·, he said. "There is only one thing I don't admire about just the one."
"All right; I'll accommodate you, then; but please don't
Young Wild West and the rest of them, and that is, they
are always running into danger, when there is no need of it. mister me any more. I like my friends to call me by my name,
Ji:m, Charlie and Jack would follow Wild anywhere, and he is which is Wild . I'll get my horse right away, and show you
just as liable to lead them out on the prairie to tackle a band all I can."
As our hern said this, he turned and saw Ike, the colored
of a hundred Indians as he would to take them down to make
a raid on some one-horse gambling den. Young Wild West fellow, who did the outside work around the house, and
promptly told him to go and get. Spitfire, his horse.
has one great thing to learn yet."
When the handsome steed was brought out the man had all
"And what is that?" asked the tenderfoot, who. was very
he could do to hold him, but a word from Wild and he calmed
much interested.
down instantly.
"What the word fear means!"
He knew his master, and he was the only one he woul d
"See here," said Wild, who overheard the last part of the
conversation, "what are you giving our friend from tbe East?" obey readily.
Wild arranged the girths to suit him and then mounted.
'·He has not told me anything I did not already know,"
Rex Moore watched his every move, and then tried to irnispoke up Moore. "I could see what you were made out of
when you tackled the bad man and saved my life. I should tate him in getting into the saddle.
Ile did it remarkably well this time, and Charlie and U10
very much like to learn to shoot and ride like you fellows,
antl then I could go out on some of your dangerous rackets rest applauded him.
Then ·wild West set out on a gallop up the canyon a way
with you."
"We will teach you. But t_he next thing on hand is to put and back.
The tenderfoot came right after him, riding better every
you in the way of making some money. What did you work
second, it seemed.
at !n New York?"
As soon as Cheyenne Charlie thought he had learned to ride
"A bookkeeper," and Rex Moore blushed as though he was
well enough to do a little shooting from the saddle, he se t
asbamed to say It.
'·Good!" exclaimed Jlm Dart, jumping to his feet. "I must up a white stone on the stump of a tree and called for him.
say that our business has grown so much of ~te that I can and Wild to halt.
"Wild," said the scout, "show him what you can· do with
no longer keep the books wtth my limited knowledge of bookkeeping. Suppose you take my place for a while? I guess the the revolver while riding at full speed . Now, then, Moore, do
company can afford to pay you fifty dollars a week to keep as Wild does, or try to, I should say."
"All right," was the reply. •· I'll do my best."
things straight."
Young Wild West started on a full gallop, taking a large
"Do you mean that?"
,;Certainly he does," put in Wild. "Jim is like myself, he circle. When he came arounrl to the stone he fired two shots,
never says anything he does not mean, unless it be in a joke, one of them hitting it and knocking it off the stump.
Cheyenne Charlie quickly ran out and placed it back again
and everybody understands it that way. Vve will pay you
fifty dollars a week for a starter, and you can buy a piece of for the New Yorker, who was corning at full spEed, his reland from us on the instalment plan, if you want to; or you volver in his hand, ready to fire.
He fired and missed it.
can go n1.;t a little farther and stake out a claim of your own.
'rhen ·wild came around again and hit it twice.
If you do buy of us, we won't take a cent from you till the
Moore missed again, but he did not grow discouraged.
money you have paid us has been taken from the soil. There
"I'll learn after a while," he shouted to Charlie.
is plenty of gold out here, and all you have to do is to di'5
When Wild emptied both his revolvers he came to a stop.
for it. Sometimes a fellow strikes it big right on the start,
He hacl hit the stone nine times out of twelve.
and then, again, he might work a whole month and not make
Moore had five shots to fire before his twelve would be
enough to pay for his ammunition that he shoots his meat
v1ith. Bnt this is a rich yielding spot around here, and I gone, and as yet he had not ,hit the mark once, though he
rather think if you were to put in a couple of honrs each day grazed the stump twice.
He kept on riding around, and at the last shot he struck Urn
you would make a J.lttle money."
.. Well, I'll accept the position of bookkeeper for you, any- stone and caused it to roll off, the same as Wild had done on
way; and I thank you from the bottom of my heart for it." 1 the start.
"Hurrah!" cried Moore. '· I may be a tende:·foot, but I'm
··Don't mention it; you can start right in to work now, if
learning how to shoot."
you want to."
"And ride, too,'' said Wild. '· You are doing nobly."
:i',IIoore was only too glad to do so.
It was about supper time, so they gave it up for the day.
He began to feel that his hopes of getting rich In the West
"Since you have been kind enough to give me this ridin g
would be realized, after all.
The t.enclerfoot provecl hlmself to be an expert bookkeeper, suit, the next thing I want is a horse, aud I'm going to have
a good one as soon as I can get the money together."
.
too, and Jim Dart was delighted.
"You go and have a ta.lk with Dove-Eye Dave--the tall man
He would not be confined so close to the office now.
When closing time c·ame, Cheyenne Charlie offered to give you were introduced to to-day. He has twq or three extra
.Moore a lesson in riding and shooting, and the yo ung man horses, and if you tell him that you are working '.for the c:om-

,
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pany, and that I sent you to him, he will probably give you a
bargain for a very little cash down. If you want a horse, I
can't advise you any better than to do this ..,·
"Well, T do want a horse, and I'll do just as you say.
never knew I wanted a horse until now, and I want one
badly.''
''You have got tiler fever, .. laughed Jack Robed~e.
"Yes, if you stick to us, we will make a regular Westerner
of you,,. added Cheyenne Charlie.
"Thank you. Nothing would suit me ~uy better."
Rex Moore was going to take off the riding suit that fitted
him so well before sitting down to supper, but Wild told hitn
to keep it on.
"We will take a walk around town by and by, so keep it on,"
said he. "Let those who saw you whip Demon-Drive Dick
. to-day know that you have decided to try and be a Westerner.
Don't let any of them bluff yo.u, either. If any of the men
get reckless and try to scare you by drawing a gun on you,
try to get yours out first. If you think a man really means to
shoot you, just shoot him first! That is the wa; we have to
do it out here."
"All right, I will do just as you say, Wild," was the reply.
"My confidence is placed in you, and what you say I'll do, even
if I think it is wrong."
It was just about dusk, when Wild, Jim, Jack and Rex Moore
left the house and started to take a turn about town.
The place had been growing wonderfully of late, and there
was a brand new ho.tel that our friends had not visited yet.
The place had opened a couple of nights before, but Wild
had heard very little concerning it, beyond the fact that the
proprietor was a ver:y ugly looking man called Bowery Bill,
and he boasted of having served a sentence of six years in
Sing Sing prison, New York State.
Our hero was satisfied that he was one of the kind who
could really be called ''bad," and that was why he wanted to
take the tenderfoot to the new place.
Whatever the man might have been, he had pretty good
taste in the matter of a building, for his hotel had been built
on a lar ger and better scale than any building in Weston.
It had been in course of construction some little time, but
Bowery Bill had not come in town until it was completed and
sto~ked.
Then he came and took formal charge of it.
The bal' was pretty well packed when our friends walked in,
r.nd almost the first man they took notice of was Demon-Drive
Dick.
The bad man, as he chose to call himself, had been drinking
heavily, and seemed to be in a mood for almost anything.
"Hello, Yeung Wild West!" he called out, as his eyes lighted
on our hero. •· Come up an' drink with me."
"Much obliged," answered Wild, ''but I never take whisky."
"vVe!I, take \,hat you want, then."
"Very well, I'll have a cigar with you ."
"Give him tile best in the house, landlord," cried the
drunken cowboy. "They say he's the king-pin of Weston, so
nothin' is too good for him!"
'·'rhat's right," answered the man behind the ba1:, who was
no other than Bowery Bill, ti!e proprietor. '· Young Wild
"'\:Vest, I'm real glad to meet you. I've heard a whole lot said
about you since I've been in you r town, an' I have been waitin'
to get acquainted with you."
Wild shook hands with the man, as a matter of course, but
h() took a strong dislike to him right then and there.
Bowery Bill had one glass eye, and there were two or three
scars on his faC'e and neck which gave J-.im anything but a
pleasing appearance.
B ut th 1t was not what made Wild take a dislike to him
· panicukrly; it was his manner and his voice.

The young scout was enough a student of human nature to
know that the man's manner was affected, and that he did not
mean a word of what he was saying.
"From what he has heard of me he does not like me, I
guei:; .. ,'· tllonght Wild. ·'And if that is the cuse. he hns come
here fo1: the pu rpose of doing something els<-> lJesicles nmning
an l!oue»t btt$iness. "'\'i'ell. let him show l1is lrnnd as soou as
he hm, a mind to. HP ,vill find me r eady 1'or him .. ,

CIIAP'I"ER llI.
DANDY DAN COMb:S TO TOWN.

'l'he new hotel was called "The !tam's Horn." a name that
\Tas yery ;,uggestive.
If "crooked" business was to be done there. the name was
a proper one, and if it was to be run on :1 "straight" plan,
what was the difference? There was nothing in a name,
anyway.
Bt1t Young Wild West could not get it out of his head but
that the place was to be one of the bad ones of that section
of country.
But as long as Bo,,ery Bill treated him and his friends all
right he was not going to bother his bead about the place,
unless there got to be complaint:; allout it.
Wild took bis cigar with Demon-Drive Dick. and tl1cn, according to his usual custom, he treated cYerybocl,v in the place.
It cost the boy a whole lot of money wlieu be maL!e the
roumls of the lm,tling little mining town. but be wa ~ making
lots of it, und so he did, not cure.
The bad man did not recognize HCA i\loore at first. llecanse
he wore a suit common to that section, but when he did see
him he began to show signs of getting ugly.
The thrashing be had received that noon ,had been Yery
humiliating to him, and it was vlain that he hated tlle tenderfoot for it.
"Hello, you New Yorker!" he cried. "\\'hat are you tr:,in'
to do--clisgutse your. elf?"
"No," replied l\Ioore, quietly. "I aru s,l\ ing lllj' otlter clothes
to wear when I go back E'.l.St."
"vVell, I don't think ,von wil l ernr need 'em. then. Tl1e
cllances are that you'll die right i11 tlwst> diggiu's with ~·our
boots on."
''If I do, I hardly think you will l,e res[)on,;iule fur it!"
answered the New Yorker, much to \\'il<l';,; ,satisfaction.
"'Yhat do yer mean by that, you mt•a s ly lc.mde1·foot !'' roare,1
Demon-Drive Dick, clapping his hand on his revolver.
"Just what I said, ~·ou big ltulking coward!" aml a reroln:r
was in tlle teuderroot'.· hand im;lantly. tl1e muz1/.le lJeiug lel'cletl
at tlle bad man's brea::;t.
The crowd in tile barroom drew back on both sides with
amazing quickness.
Both men were almost total ;stra11gcrs to those vreseul, and
the.r extiected to see the preliminal'ies to a Enneral.
Moore dill nut tJi)1(:h. but kept !Jis eyes 011 lhosP of the co1~·boy.
If th<: 1'clloll' made the least mo Ye to raisl' llis rci-ol ,-er be
was goiug to shoot.
The words of Young Wild West were in his mind just then,
and he 1Yas going to act strict I~· on thr ml l'ice g-iYen him .
But Demon-Drire Di<-k did not attempt to pull the weapon
from tile holstiar.
lle had ,sense enough to rea!ir.e that tlii> glitter iu the :Xew
Yorker's eye \\'aS a dangerous oue.
"Guess you have l>e,:,11 takiu' ::;ome lc::;::;ons, :)lr. Tenderfoot,''
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Tbe landloi·d's belpe1· soon had the water, and when -it was
he said, witb an affected laugh. "Wbo·;:; been· learnin' yerset on tbe bar before tlie horse, Dandy Don raised his · glass
Young Wild West?''
"'.rhat's just tbe man. You h~t the nail right on the head. again.
"Here' happy clays, boys !'
Mr. Demon-D1ive Dick. Now take your band away from your
·When every one· had imbibed, the dandy horseman disrevoher, and if it gets there again while I am looking at ~·ou,
you w~ll be the one to die with your boots on and not me!" mounted.
"Your hostler. Bill," he said. "I've con\e over' to stay with
"Well, well!" nnd the lrncl man turned and walked over to
a few days."
you
though
as
with',
friendly
bim;:;elf
the men be had been malcing
"I'm real glad of that, Don. You'll find that I've got the
the 11·hole thing was a big joke.
But if he tried to make it out a joke no one else thought so. best accommodations in this town."
"So I imagined when I rode in. Now, then, I would like to
Wild was just about to propose that they go on to the next
to my room at once. I want to make a change in my cosgo
and
ears,
their
to
came
hoofs
plaC'e when tbe clatter of horses'
tlw next moment a clean-limbed black horse came in through ture, and then buck the tiger a bit before I turn in."
As soon as the ho ..tler bnd taken charge of the horse. Bowery
the door of the banoom and did not halt until the bar was
Bill came from behind 'the bar and lee] the dandy rider to '
reach ed.
In tlie saddle was a darlc, sinister man of thirty-five, hand- another part of the bou, e.
"Here's a nice room. Don,'' he said, leading the way up a
some and graceful.
of stairs. "Didn't any one else come with you?"
flight
and
velvet.
of
costume
riding
Ile \\'as attired in a handsome
"Yes, Faro Fan, my Chinese servant, and my expected br-ide.
the expem:ive sombrero t!Jat adorned his head was of a light
'l'hey are waiting for the biggest part of the population · to go
b1·own, with ;;-old braid around it.
A huge diamond pin sparkled in the front of his richly em- to bed before they come in town. The girl objects to marrying !
1.Jroidered silk shirt, and the butts of the revolvers and the hilt me, you know, and she does not want to stay in our company,
of a bunting-knife that could be seen protruding a'bove the even."
"Whew ! Where did you git ther gal, Don?"
fancy leather belt was of ivory with gold mountings.
"In Deadwood. I thought t!Jis would be as safe a place as
'l'I.Je horse was pawing the floor of tbe barroom nervously
to bring her, tbougb I must say that it is a bigger town
any
when the rider spoke.
I thought. You have got a minister here. hnven't you?"
than
a
was
that
voice
"Gentlemen;· said be, in an easy-going
I've heard say there is one. But you want to go care"Yes,
trifle musical, "I am glad to meet you all! I am Dandy Don
business, Dou. Ther boss of ther town is only a
this
in
ful
see
to
Weston
to
way
of Deadv,ood. nnd I I.Jave come all the
say be!s a terror ag'in anything that's bad."
they
but
boy,
Hello. Bill! How are you, old
WY old pard. Bowery Bill.
boss of the town a boy! You are :ioking,
The
"What!
a
proprietor
hotel
the
pard ?" and he put out his hand and gave
Bill."
Bowery
hearty shake.
"No, I ain't jokin'. I've heard enough about him from
"First rate, Don! First rate!" was the reply, us Bowery
Bill returned tile grip, and there was no doubt in WBd's mind fellers I kin' trust to know that he's about as tough a customer as one would wanter buck up against. To-nigllt is the
tb,1t be was in earnest when be said it.
'·Got a fine place here, Bill. Give everybody a drink,'' and first I seen him, an' when I had looked him oYer carefully I
then he forc·ed his horse back in a t}layful manner and made made up my mind that he was pretty dangerous."
"What name does this boy go by, Bill?"
him dance about in the center of the room.
"Young ,vnd West."
hold him all right," said Bo,very Bill, with a ·
'·The floor
"Oh!· Seems to me that I've heard of him oYer iu Deadwood.
had
I
so
time.
some
langh. "I !mowed you would be co1uin'
say he is only a boy. How did he become the boss of
You
it made good an' strong. I know when you come in to get a
town?"
the
.
drink you generally ri11e right in."
"By bis nerve an' his straight ;,l'ootiu', I've beard , ay,'' re"'Ibat's righ t. T've ne,·er !Jeen stopped from doing it yet,"
Bo"·ery Bill, acting as though ht> was tryiug bard to
to
plied
crowu
the
at
said Dandy Don. ancl then he looked around
impress his guest with what be was saying.
seP what sort of an im),Jres::;ion he was making.
"\Veil, I'd like to have a look at the boy that is the boss of
'L'here \\'ere tl1ose who seemed to be awed by bis presence,
and there were others wbo were simply amused at his bragga- this town," and Dandy Don nodded as though he would make
short work of him, in case it became necessar.1·.
docia an(l dandified airs.
"Why, he was in ther barroom when you rode in on ther
fine
a
present
did
man
'l'he
certain.
was
thing
But one
back of Sultan."
appearance.
"Bill, you don't mean to tell me that!"
The bor:;e he rode "·as a magnificent beast, too, and tile
"Yes, I do. While I am at it, I might as well tell you that I
gaudy trapµiugs nncl the rider's fancy costume made a picture
somethin' to try an' keep tbe pair of you from comin'
done
blind
a
but
that ll'as bound to attract the attention of any one
together. You see, this Young Wild West is a strict temperman.
Our four friends stood back among the crowd, -looking on ance feller. He never drinks whisky, but be is willin' to pay
with the reRt, and when all hands stepped up to drink with for it for any one else to drink. He's laid a few men low w110
have tried to make him drink at tber p'int of ther re,·olYer. I
Dandy Don they ca~e up, too. ·
Bowery Bill did not put whisky out to Wild; be simply knowed that if you had seen him take a cigar that cost a half
handed him a cigar, which showed that he had been pretty well dollar you would have asked him wby he didn't drink; so I
posted about the young deadshot's way of doing things when a simply did not put ther whisky to bim. 1· knowed what he
wanted, so I just gire bim tber cigar."
man tried to force whisky upon him.
"Bowery Bill, you are a fool! As if you think I would be
his
when
lips
his
to
glass
bis
raise
to
Dandy Don was about
afraid of this Young Wild West, or any one else!"
horse gave a whinny.
"I didn't once think you were afraid of him," replied the
"Ah!" be exclaimed. "I came near forgetting myself. Sultan
wants his drink. A pail of water, Bill, and see that it is a hotel keeper, apologetically. "But I did think that if you
clean pail. And when you get it put it right ~n the bar. I've knowed Young Wild West wouldn't tnke a drink of whisky
got the best horse in all creation, and nothing is too good for with you, there would have been tronble. an' from what I haYe
lleard of him you'd have got do11·ned."
llim."

will

'
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. Danrly Don IJroke out into ,t langh.
"Bowery;· said 11P. "ron ongllt to knLnY that I haYe ;;1!lrked
uv agaim,t tl1e be. t of them ancl never got clownPd. You know
who it was that calnlfl<l Wild Bill llic:kox, an' you know how
1 took thP starch out of Bill Cody a couple of years ago.
Ruffalo mean,l Io du mt- that day, I.mt I showed him that I
cc,uld drnw qnickPr than he. I only spared him, Bill, because
1 knPw ii' hP Wf'nt under I would be n markPd man. And now
yun thin!, J would gPt the worst of it if I tackled this boy
you ('all Young Wild West.''
"I thinl, you would be worse than a marked man, if you did,
J ):t1nly Don. I tl1ink yon would be a dead man!"
"\Yrll, wP will ha,e a chance to see how near you are right,"
mHI a.i.:,lin 111<· lrn ncl,;ome rider ·1aughed.

CHAPTER IV.
''-~ GAME OF SHOOT ON SIGHT! "'

"Well, here I am. Look at 1110." thr old man aw:m·ered v.ith
a laugh. "nliJ1e is a little red-c.re, Brown."
"Yes:' resumed Vl'ilcl. "Our tenderfoot from New York
wants to buy a good horse.''
"Well, I reckon I am jest tiler man as kin 'commodate him,
then. He kin eome rigl1t over au' look at wh,Jt 1·re got for
sale right now. if he wants ter."
''To-morrow morning will tlo, r guess; unlPss yon want to go
now, Rex."
"Well, I don't know as it woulcl <lo an:, harm for me to go
over and look at the horses now," said Moore. who plainly was
anxious to see what kind of horseflesh Dove-Eye had for sale.
".All right. Take a walk over with him. Dove-Bye. if lie
picks out a horse, let him take it as soon as he wants it, and
charge the same to me. I'll pay you, ai1d the ~ew Yorker
will pay me at his owu com-enience."
Moore was about to thank Wild, but he waved him off.
"Go and look at the horses," he observed. "We will wait
here till you come back."
The two bad not been gone OYer five minutes wb< n LiYely
Rick, one of the citizens of Devil Creek, came riding up.
As he dismounted to tie his horse, Wild and Jim stepped out
to see who the new arrival was.
"Hello, boys!" exclaimed the miner. '"rbings got so dull over
at tiler Creek that I thought rd take a ride o,er here. _\nything uew?"
'Tes," answered Wild. "There is a new hotel here."
'"l'he one that was bein' built when I was oYer here lust, I
s'pose."
"Yes. It really is the finest building ,ve have in town,
though I can't say that I think a great deal of the proprietor."
"Is he a stranger?"
"Yes; l never heard of him before."
"What's his name?" asked Lively Rick.
'·I believe he calls bim,;rlf Bowery Bill.''
"\Yhat! I guess I know him, then. OnJ~- ;rnt oue e,ve. ai1i't
he't"

Young ·wild West and his friends did not remain in the barroom of the Ram's Horn very long after Dandy Don bad been
conducted to a room by the proprietor.
Tlit·re were other tilings to show the tenderfoot, and Wild
wttnted him to see nll there wlls going on in town.
There were uow four places that went by the name of hotels
in \Yestou, aucl the best of them was certainly Brown's Gazoo.
Two "·ere regular gambling houses, each having a shady
reputation, but it remained to be seen what sort of a place the
new one would be.
Wild concluded to take Rex over to the Ga:i;oo first and introlluce him to Brown.
There \Y t>re uot very many in there, the new place having
tlrawn the crowcls that night.
Hrown was always glad to see Young Wild West come in the
plac·e.
.\.,; ,-:0011 a:-; he saw him now be came from behind the bar
antl 8llouk hands with him.
"That's right."
'.!'hen bP ,;hook hands with Jim and Jack, too, after which
"Well, he was over in Deadwood a coupll' uf months ago.
Hex ~[oore 11"a,; introduced.
"I know ,1 bout you," said Brown. "You are the tenderfoot He run ther toughest place there, which ls sayin' a whole Jot.
A good many who put up there were never seen after they
who licked ther big cowboy who took so mu<!h pains to tell .went to their rooms.,,
us be wa s such a bad man. That was ther best fight I've seen
in man, a cln:r. an· it makes me laugh when I think about it.
"According to that, my impression of lllm is nil right. theu."
You ha~l bPtl"Pr loo!, out for that fellow, though, for he will be said Young Wild West, turning to Jim. "\-Vhen 1 lnkP a dislike to a man it is safe to say that he i,; uot wlJat he ou~ht 1o
l.Jound to picl;: a muss with you and drop you l"l'ith a bullet."
"Ile tried that only a quarter of au hour ago, and got badly be. Come in, Lively, Robedee iii iu~ide. You want to :1:-;k him
if it is true that he is eng!lgecl to be marri<'ll HgH i 11:·
foolecl," re11Ued the ::'\few Yorker.
The miner from Devil Creek grinned broadly when h e heard
.. ls that so'('
this.
''Ye:;, that i,; right," spoke up Jim Dart. '·We have just
He was thinking of how the widow over in lti,; tmrn had
been iu the new hotel, and we left Mr. Demon-Drive Dick
jilted
Jack.
there when ,Ye came out. He was pretty well cowed down, too,
He went inside and found Hobcdee watching a gawe of draw
for our tPuderfoot friend here certainly showed that he was
quick enough to get the drop on him to-night. Ile wilted like poker that had just been startQd in the bnck room.
"Hello ..Tack, olcl para!" he exr·laimed. "lfow are yon g<'ttin'
a tender blade of grass taking its first dose of sunshine."
"You don·t say!'' and Brown looked admiringly at l\loore. along? I heard ovrr at the Creek y<'stt>rda.v that ~·011 was
'·Yon t1011't look like a tenerfoot now, I must say," he added. eng-aged to be marrird. It ain't n wid1le1· ag'in. i,-; H ': ''
"I guess yon nerer hNu·n anything likP that OYet' at DeYil
''All you want now is a little of the kind of nerve that Young
Creek," retorted Jack, shaking llancl,; with !Jim. "I ~appose
Wild West has got, au' :rnn'll be all right."
.. Oh! ll,• is bound to get along all right," spoke up Wild. Wild and Jim have been telling you a lot of nonsense."
"\\'e Jrn n~ biretl him to work for the company, and he means
"Well, atn·t it so that ~-011 nrP f'ngagNl to lw mmTiP<l ?"
to stay here in Weston with us. In about a month, I guess,
"\Vhat if it is. Yon kin h('l if it i,.; ,-o 1'11 gpt mnnir<l thi;;
they wuu·t L·all him a ternlerfoot any more:•
time, anyhow." and Huhe1l1'<' spol,e ,t" tltm1gh l1<• was (lt'ad
DoYe-J<;ye Dave C'arnP in jn;<t at that moment.
snre this time.
'I'he old man liked an occasional drink of whisky, and he
"\Yell, yon might, :in' tlwn ai(i11 ~-<,n might11·1. ~·po~" >'nllle
generally came to 1he Gazoo to get it.
other fell Pr comes along and steal,-; her a IYHY fr11111 .1 N '!''
''Here i,; the man you want to see, Rex," rf'marked Wild.
"I ain't the least bit afraid of that happenin'. How arr> you
"Let me !Jaye a cii;ar, Drown, and see what tile rest will haYe:• ruakin' out iu that line ? You ain·t manied yet, are you"t"
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''No. You kin jest bet tbat I "·ould.n"t get married ·without
ini-itin' you fellers!"
Lively Ilick t11re,y out lli,; chest as much us to say. "You
ought to know me better tllan that."
ViTild and the rest laughed, and then our hero stood treat for
'
the four.
"I'd like to take a run over ter the new hotel," said Ilick, a
few mimites later. "I'd jest like to see for sure if it is ther
Bowery Bill that I seen in Deadwood."
''\'i'e are waiting fot· a friend-a tenderfoot frieucl," replied
Jim. '"Ile has gone with Dove-Eye Dave to look at a horse,
and n·beu be come.· back we will go o,er with you."
A few mi11utes later Hex Moore and Dove-J1Jye came back.
The ~<'w Yorker was introduced to Lively Ilick and took
quite a notion to him.
"\,ell, .how clill ~-on like tile horse.· Dove-Ere showed you?''
ll!'<l,ecl Wild.
'·First rate. I think I will, take the bay mare he showed ·me,
though I can tell better in th~ daylight. They are all good
beastR, of that I am sure.·,
·'Yes, any of them ,,ould do, Jac-k, on a pinch, I guess. They
ar<• good saddle hor~es, and that is what you want."
After a littl<' fm,ther talk they left the Gazoo to finish the
ro11nds of the town.
•·w·e ,,ant to sho,v )Ioore tile other two places first." said
Wild to Rick. "\\'e want tn ~bow him how the majority of
the miners dispose of the golcl dust they dig and sift from the
dirt.''
'"l'hat's right," "·as the retort. "1.\-e'll take in tber ue,v
place last.''
They f.pent about half an hour in ea<:h place. uothiug out of
the orclinar.v happening in either, and then moYed over towards the H:uu·s Horn.
'rbc barroom wus still crowclell wh<'n they , ,a lked in, ancl
when Bowery Bill saw ,nl(l enter Just a faint look of unea si11ess crossed his face.
At the upper encl of the bar Dancly Don and three or four
of the Weston sports were throwing dice.
Tbe stakes were 11retty high, h~- the looks of tile Dile of gold
on the bar.
"Hello. Bowery Bill!'' cried Lir Ir Hick. as soon as he $aw
the landlord and got a good look at him. "What in thunde1"are
)"l)U cloin' over this ,rn.\'?''
''Ilow <lo )·ou do, partucr ... mu.I tile proprietor put out his
hand. "\Yell, I got tired of 1Jeau1roo<l. an' come oYcr to locate
here. How b,we ~-on IJeen sluce l ,;een you la~t'!''
"Fine as a fiddle . T.hings are awful quiet over ·at Devil
Creek, so 1 come over to see my old friend Young Wild West."
,\.;; Hick suill this. Daucl y Don looked up, and almost the
first person he ~aw ,n1s ·wi.ld.
lle ,er~' rinickl)' quit the _g,tme aull mo,ccl do1Yn to where
our frienus were standing.
"E-xc-nse me," he ~aicl polite!.,·, "but I just heard the name of
Young \VJld West. J !lave henrd consillerable of llim since I
came here to-night and woul<l like to become acquainted with
him ."
"All right. I'll introduce you to him!" exclaimed Bon·ery
Bill. before any one else conlcl say a word.
He felt pretty certain that there would be trouble between
the two, and be meant to malrn them friends if he possibly
could.
"Young ,vild West, tJlis is Dandy Don, an old friend . of
mine. You'll find him every inch a white man," he said. "Aud,
Dandy Don, you'll find Young Wild West the same, so that
ought to make you goo<l frieuu~ from the start.''
"I uever runke friends with any one till I know 1.hem pretty
well." remarked Dandy Don, after he hacl ,shaken llancls with
our I.Jero. "But I must say that I am real pleased to meet
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Young ,vild West, who llas made such a reputation hete i n
\Veston."
·'You arc something like me ou tliat point," ,Yild answered,
bouncl th:,t. he would not take a snnh ,1·itholit aB,:;weri:ng it. "I
1HiYer make fi:ieuds vdth auy one until I think I know them
thoroughly. I can generally tell wl.Jat a man is, though, after
he has spoken half a dozen words to me."
"if; that so, youngster? Perhaps rou can tell what sort of a
man I am.·•
As Dandy Don saicl this he drew himrself to his full height
anr1 looked rather contemptuously at Wild.
"You arc what I would call a good-looking. conceited fellow,
who sometimes ii; foolish enough to think. that he owns the
whole earth and every one in it!" said Wild, coolly. "You are
somewhat on the brag, too, and I am of the opinion that you
wonlc1 rather plny a crooked game of draw poker·than a ·quare
one."
No one expected to hear such a reply as this, not even Jim
or Jn ck. and for tile space of a couple of s,econds a deathly
~ilence followed.
naml.v Dou was plainly very much taken aback.
He had taken little stock in what Bowery Bill had told him
about Yonng Wild West, and be expecte<l to CO'-Cl' him at the
start.
But now he fully realized that he bacl barked up the wrong
tree.
:\ot that he was at all 'afraid of the handsom<' bo:r standing
before him; to gi,e llim Ids clue, the dandified horseman was uo
co"·arcl.
But he conlll read enongh in the expression of the face before him to realize that be lJ.Hd stacked up against tile toughest
proposition he had ever met.
"Well, ~it'. nre you ~ati~liecl with m~- opinion of ~·on?'' w·uc1
n.skecl, bent 011 ::set'ing tl1e tiling t!Jrougl1. now that the daf>hing
man, who was ::<o full of lwaggnflochl. l1ad started it.
"See here!" cxc:laimecl Danrl_v Don. speaking jnst as coolly
as v--ilcl had. "Do you know tllat if it wasn't for tbe fact that
yon ,:re so ~-onng r ,,-oulrl shoot you for saying tllatT'
His hand dro11pecl until it feli upon the butt of one of the
gold-mountecl rern!Yers in his belt :tl'i he ~aill this.
"Don't you bother at all about m~· nge. ::\Ir. Dandr Don .
You .-tarted this t;1iug going. anc1 now I want ~-011 to know tlrnt
I am going to finish it! You just take your band oil: that gun
of1 ,-ours, or I'll be compelled to break your ,nist with a
bullet!"
A hoar~e murmur of surprise 1Yent up nt tl\i;:,.
'I'l1e handsome stranger lln.d been ;.:[Jencling hi,; money freely
"·ith the men, aml a great many "-ere ready to sympat!Ji7,e
'
with bim.
"Don't let any one else attempt to take a hand in this
gam<>," Wild resumed. without taking llis e~'es off the fat·e of
his rna11. "H they <lo I wil,1 guanrntee that there will be a
few funerals iu ,,eston to-mono\\· that have not yet been
announced.''
Demon-Drive Dic:k was one of tlw men who sympathized
with Dana~· Don.
He had drawn bis reYOlYer, but Ile luq>pened to see tha.t the
tenderfoot bad him co,ered, so he wilted in no time.
"Call it quits, gents, an' everyb-Ody have a drink witb me!"
cried Bowery Bill, who was in a fever of excitement, and expect.ing every minute to see bis friend Dandy Don drop with a
bullet in him.
''I'll tell yon what I'll do," said Dandy Dou, still speaking
as coolly as he clicl before. "I'll agree to cll'O[) this ' thing for
to-night. if Young Wild v-·est n-ill; and the first time we meet,
be it to-morrow or any other time, it IYill be a game of shoot
on sight. Bow about it?"
"Agreed!" exclaimeu Young Wild West. "I shan·t make it
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But that was bis way, it seemed.
my particular business to hunt you up in the morning, Dandy
Wild slept as soundly as any one in Weston that night .
Don, but look out for me if we should happen to meet each
He got up at bis usual time and breakfasted with ,Jim, J ack
other!"
and Rex Moore just as though there was nothing out of the
"The same to you, Young Wild VVest !"
That settled the difficulty, as far as that night was concerned. ordinary on his mind.
'l'hey had just finished breakfast when Cheyenne Charlie
came to the house.
"Well, Wild," said be, "I bear that you have made a contract to pour some bot' le,ad into a dandy from Deadwoorl. I
CH.APTER V.
just saw him riding up· the hill over there, so I guess be is
r ea dy to take bis medicine."
ONLY ONE SHOT!
"I s that so?" and Wild got up and buckled on his belt.
It was in the neighborhood of twelve o'clock when Young "Well, that means business, suppose. I will go out and meet
him and have the thing over with."
Wild West and bis friends got home.
Five minutes later our hero led his horse out of the stable
As they were entering the house they saw a figure coming
and mounted.
do,Yn the mountain road and making for them.
"I would like to go along with you," sRid Moore.
"It's ther Chinee!" exclaimed Jack. "What in vb und er is he
"That wouldn't do, " was the reply. "Charlie said Dandy Don
doin' scoutin' around ther country this time o' n!gbt?"
was alone, didn't you, Charlie?"
"We will wait and see what be bas to say," said Wild.
"Yes,. and be had a very good mount under him-as fin e a
The next minute Wing Wah came running up, all out of
black as I ever laid eyes on. "
brea th.
"Well, if be is alone, I should be alone. Good-by, boys ! It
Ile had not seen our friends standing in the shadow, and be
may be that I won't" come back, but I rather think I will.
·1ya~ evidently very much in a hurry to get in the house.
""\"\'bat'R the matter, Wing?" Wild asked, stepping out in Anyhow, to make sure of it, I will bid you good-by."
With a laugh he rode off in the direction Charlie pointed
front of him.
out, leaving the four of them pretty sober-looking.
"Ooodee glRcious !" gasped the cool,, in great alarm.
Jim was a little uneasy.
"'Vl1ere have you been?" went on our hero. "Come, I want
He was pretty positive that Wild had a pretty tough custo know rif(ht away."
"Been to see another Chinee," was the reply. "He allee tomer to tackle.
But when be came to think of what had taken place in the
samee good fiend Wing Wah."
Horn the night before, he at once se~Ued himself into
'Ram's
"YVhere is he?" questioned Jim.
"He go to new hotel, allee samee with two Melican women." an easier frame of mind.
"Pshaw!" he thought. "Wild was altogether too quick for
"'.l'\vo American women!" echoed Wild. ".Are you sure?"
"Belly sure'. One Melican woman cry an' another all~e him last night, and I don't see why he won't be this morning.
It isn't likely there will be more than one shot fired."
samee laugh."
Meanwhile Young Wild West rode on up the hill.
They questioned h4D for about ten minutes, but could get
Spitfire wanted to go at full speed, but the boy h eld him in
nothing further than this much out of him.
He said he bad met the Chinaman in the early part of the check.
He reached the brow of the hlll and then turned off upon
evening, ancl that they had drinks and played. fan tan ever
since. He had only seen the women when they started for the the road that led to Spondulicks.
He kept his horse down to an easy canter.
hotel and clid not know who they were, or where they came
Presently he reached a bend in the road where it turned
from.
"The fact of one of the women laughing and the other cry- sharply to the left, and as he did so, he heard hoofbeats coming makes it seem rather st.range," said Wild, when they bl\d ing from the opposite direction.
Wild nodded to himself significantly, but did not slacken
entered the house. "And as they went to the new hotel, it
makes it appear as though there was some crooked work going his speed a particle.
Whoever it was coming did not check his speed, either,
on. We will have to keep an eye on the Ram's Horn and
though it was almost certain that he heard the sounds made
Bowery Bill."
"The one you should keep an eye on is Dandy Don," spoke by the sorrel's hoofs. ·
Two seconds later Young Wild West rounded the bend and
up Moore. "You must not let him get the drop on you, by
came face to face with a handsome horseman.
any means.''
It was the man he expected to meet-Dandy Don.
"I don't intend to," was the reply.
The bands of both were on their revolvers instantly.
"lt ra,tber strikes me that he is a da.ngerous man," the tenThen both their arms went up, and--"
derfoot resumed, with a shake of his head. "I hope he won't
Crack!
manage to fire the first shot when you do meet."
Only one report rang out, and Dandy Don fell back and
"Don't you wony," laughed ·wnd._ "I am more than satisfi~d he Is a (langerous man, too, and the sooner Weston is rid dropped from the saddle!
Wild bad proven himself to be the quickest shot.
of hi:t'l the better it will be for all good citizens. I can't say
J enjoy tile business of sllooting scoundrels, and I never have
The black horse, frightened at being relieved of its rid er
do11e It yet, unless I haYe been forced to. This is a case where in such a ,way, galloped past our hero and went on in the
1 either had to shoot Dandy Don to-night, or to-morrow, or direction of Weston.
some other time. It is not to my liking, I assure you, but it
Wild did not linger at the spot an Instant. He had the
bas got to be done.''
man's heart covered when he fired, and he was satisfied that
The New Yorker looked at Young Wild West with a gaze the bullet had found its mark.
He turned Spitfire around and rode along in the wake or
that was nangbt but admiration.
He could not understand why it was ,that the young fellow the riderless black.
Down in front of the office of the Wild West Mining and
was so confident that it wou ld be him who would do the shoot.improvement Company four anxious ones were waiting.
ing, aucl not D:mcl,r Don.
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Cheyenne Charlie had his gaze turned in the direction he
had last seen the form of the daring young scout he loved
next to Anna, his wife.
Charlie's eyes must have been a little sharpe1; than the
others, for suddenly he gave a cry and threw his hat in the
air.
"There's a black horse comin' down ther hill wit'out a
rider !" be said.
"Yes!" exclaimed Jim. "And there comes a sorrel with a
rider! Wild has finished his man, as sure as you live!"
Tears of joy started to the eyes of Rex Moore.
He had feared that his champion might get the worst of it.
It was not more than twenty minutes since Young Wild
West had rode off, but to the tenderfoot it seemed much more
than an hour.
He said not a word, but simply took a seat on the office
steps and waited to hear what Wild had to say.
The black horse cantered on by, and did not stop till it
reached the stable at the Ram's Horn Hotel.
Our hero rode up and dismounted as though he had just
returned from giving his horse a little exercise, though his
face was just a trifle pale.
"There was only one shot fired," he said, in answer to the
expectant looks cast at him. "I was quicker than he, and the
body lies in the road. I'll notify his friend, Bowery Bill, and
he can go and get it!"

CHAPTER VI.
"FIVE :MINUTES TO SEVEN! "

l

In this way he soon got around to the rear of the Ram'~
Horn, and a little later entered it by a back door.
He did not go into the barroom, but went upstairs, and then
sent for Bowery Bill to come up.
The prop_rietor was not long in getting there.
"What! Are you alive, Don?" he asked in surprise.
"Oh, yes. I'm worth a dozen dead men yet, I guess," wm
the reply.
"When I seen your horse come back without you a few·
minutes ago, I made up my mind that you bad gone undel'.''
"'Yell, I met Young Wild ·west, but I did not go under,
though it was no fault of his."
"Yon didn't drop him, Don, did you?"
"~o;• and the handsome villain shook bis head in a -rnry
decided way. "I did not drop him. 'l'o tell the truth, I didn't
have the chance; or, rather, I did have the chance, but was not
quick enough. He fired too soon for me, and I fell from the
saddle before I knew what had happened. I am glad Sultan
had sense enough to come back here."
"If he shot you, how in thunder is it you are here alive?"
asked the puzzled hotel keeper, his solitary eye gazing in
amazement at his friend.
"Look at that, Bill," and the watch was handed o,er to him.
"Great Scott!" gasped Bowery Bill. "You are the luckiest
man alive. He went off, thinking he had killed you, then?"
''Yes."
"Well, how erbout tiler next time you meet?"
"Maybe it will be my turn to do the shooting then.•·
"Maybe so, Don. But I wouldn't figure too much that way,
if I was you. I've heard a whole lot about Young_Wild West,
an' I am satisfied that he can't be clo1Vned very easily-that is,
if he is lookin' when ther shootin' is about to be done."

Young Wild West was scarcely out of sight when something
Dandy Don shrugged his shoulders. It was evident that he
happened that would certainly have surprised him could he
was of the same opinion, though he did not say so.
have witnessed it.
"Bring me a bottle of whisky, Bill," he said, after a pause.
Dandy Don rose to a sitting posture!
His face was as paie as ashes, and he showed signs of being "I'll steady my nerves a bit, and then have a talk with my
future wife."
greatly agitated.
Bowery Bill grinned broadly at this remark, and then went
"That was a close call," be muttered. "Lucky his bullet
struck my watch -in that pocket! That fellow is too much for downS t airs.
In a few minutes he came back with a bottle and glais.~<>
me at shooting, I must admit. He's the first to ever get the
drop on me in that fasl;lion. I really thought I had received and set them on the table.
"By the way, Bill," said the dandy horseman, ":vou need not
my last dose when I felt that bullet strike."
The scoundrel, for he was nothing else, sat there on the let anybod~ know that I am in the house. If it gets nround
gr,ound for the space of a minute, and then slowly rose to his that Young Wild West laid me low, let it. The people will
only be all the more surprised when they see me sho1Y up in
feet.
He pulled the watch, which bad bE)en the means of saving full bloom to-night. I'll stay up here and keep quiet the rest
of the day."
his life, from his pocket and made an examination.
"All right, Don," was the reply. "You kin depend on me.''
The bullet had pierced the back case and lodged in among
As soon as Bowery Bill had taken his departure, Dandy Don
the works.
went to a door that opened to another room and gave a gentle
He opened the case and looked at th~ dial.
tap on it.
The watch had stopped five minutes to seven!
A key turned in the lock, and then the door was opened I.Jy
"I'll never part with this if I can help it," he said. "Five
who made a profound bow and permitted the man,
Chinaman,
a
minutes to seven! I shan't forget that time in a hurry, either.
l wish I had my horse. He must have got badly frightened who was bis master, to enter. ·
It seemed that Dandy Don had engaged the biggest part of
to run off like that. Well, he is not used to having me knocked
off his back by a bullet, and that is why he made off like that, the upper story of the hotel for his own private use, i'or lie
I suppose. I was just going to pull on Young Wild West when did not stop in this room but went across it and tapped on
I got the bullet from his shooter. He thinks I am done for, another door.
Like the first one, this was unlocked, and tbe man was
and I'll let him think so for a while, I guess. It is not such a
. great distance to the Ram's Horn, and I'll try to get there promptly admitted.
It was a woman of fifty who had opened the door. She bud
without he or any of his friends seeing me."
Picking up the revolver, which had dropped from his hand evidently been beautiful once, for traces of it could still be
seen on her well shaped but wrinkled countenance.
when he fell, Dandy Don set out to walk back to Weston.
This was Faro Fan, one of the greatest female care! sharps
He walked down the road until he got within sight of the
office of the Wild West Mining and Improvement Company, the West had ever known.
She was a sister of the villa.ill she had j11st admitted, and
and then took to the bushes.
0
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"I will gi,e you
twenty-four hours longer in \Ybich to make up your mind
wlH'ther it will bP by your consent. or whether it will be by
forc-e. You ha,e just b,enty-four hours to make up your mind .
It is now five minutes of seven-- Furies! no!"
Dandy Don had untbinkiu gly taken the watch in which the
bllllet from Young Wild West's revolve1: was embedded from
his poc-ket, and with a. horrible oath he flung it across the
room.
The ,1·ords of his sister had come upon him with full force,
and he now realized that, in spite of what he said to the contrary, he was superstitious.
Prett:r Alice Dare, standing there with the mein of a tigress
driven to a last stand, knew not what to make of the man·s
sudu.en action, but when she saw him hurriedly lean• the
room a moment later, without so much as looking at ber a.gain,
she concluded that be must have become crazy all at oncP.
As soon as sbe had recovered somewhat from the effects of
ber excitement, she walked across the room and picked i1p the
watch Dandy Don had hurled from him in such an angry wu:v.
'.!.'be case had opened, but the hands had not mo,ed a particle.
It "as still five minutes to sevt>n !
Much puzzled, the girl turned the wrecked timepiecP o\'er.
'l'heu sb<> saw where the bullet had entered it.
But even this did not explain the strange actions of the
,·illain.
"Fi.ye minutes to seven!" she murmured thpughtfully. "[
shall remember that. If it will have the same effect on him
when I say it as it did when he looked at the watch and ,:ai{]
it to himself, I may gain something by it. I will keep the
watch, too."
Alice Dnre was not one of the sort of girls who become
frightened anu. faint in times of danger. Sbe hacl been born
aucl reared in Colorad-0, and she had been taught to ride and
shoot aml fight, too, if it became necessary.
She was au orphan, and had come to Deadwood with an
uncle a11d aunt but a month beforn.
Dandy Don ha.cl met her HlHl tried to woo her, but she
would haYe notlti11g to do witlt him.
'l'he con~equences were I.hat hP had stolen her from hPr
home a.ml brought her to Vi'eston for the purpose of marrying
her, by fair means or foul.
And the girl was just as positive that she would not marry
as he was that he ,,·ould.
She seated her;;elf on the u.ivau and remained there thinking
for some little time.
Pl'etty soon Faro E'an, wbo acted in 'the capacity of her
jailer, came in.
"You bad better make up )·our mind to marry my llrotlier.''
she saitl. "lfe ;;n.rs he i,; go i11g to start for the 1;:a,;t a,; ;soon
as you are his wife, anu. I am anxious to Ree New York. as I
have never been there. Come, my dear, you mu:;t many l!iru.
'l.'hink of the gay Jife we can lead in the gayest city in America!
It is not likely that you care to stay iu the West nil your life,
an(] ,Yitb a h,,ndsome rnnn for your husband you ou~llt to
·
enjoy life.''
"You _would not marry a man you hated, would you?" replied Alice, thinking it he~t to argue the riuestiun with tile
woman.
""·ell, it would depencl on circum~tancc;;. 1 !.)ave nPYer
married, yon see; lrnt if I had wllen I was :vonr age, mH.l gut
a man who would llaYe treated me right, I woulll liaYe Ileen a •
great deal hettrr off. I am poRitirn that you c-an clo no better
than marry my bi-other."
"Aud I uru positirn that 1 will die first!.,
"No, you won't. '.!.'here i~ no nce<l or your tulkln;; so foolishly. As you ha. ,·e already been told, tl1c maniage wi 11 t:1 ke
place, \Yhctl1er 3·ou cou~Pnt to it or nut. lt seems to me it

.geuerally ,,orkPA ,1·ith him in rohhing gamblers ,,·ho 1Yel'e less the ,illnin, flying into a passion at once.

sharp than they.
She hat! received the 111:tmP of Faro l!'an from the fact that
she had run a taro bank in Denver, whic.h she had been driven
from by a vigilance committee on account of the many murders that were committed in her place.
""Well, you laid the young boss of the town low, didn't you?"
she said, in a matter-of-fact 1~ay.
"N'o, Fan, 1 did not."
"Didn't yon meet him?"
"Ob, yes. I met him."
""Well," and the woman placed her arms akimbo and waited
for J1im to explain.
Dandy Don simply took the watch from his pocket and
tu rnecl it over to her.
··Five minutes to seven!" she exclaimed. "If such a thing
bacl happened tu me, Don, I would surely feel uneasy every
time it came to the hour of five minutes of seven. I could
never forget it, and would always be on the lookout for a
bullet at that time."
··Nonsense, Fan. You are superstitious."
Hut the man shrugged his shoulders uneasily, just the same.
"lt may be nonsense, but I simply said bow I woulcl feel on
the subject. '.!.'he bullet that lodgecl in this watch was meant
for your heart, and the one who sent the bullet must have been
quicker with his shooter than you were. Take my advice, now,
and twice a day, ,Yhen the .bands of the clock mark fh·e
minutes to ·seven, look out for the man who stopped your
watch."
Dandy Don made no reply to this. Ile took the watch and
placed it back in his pocket, and then uoddecl towards the
balf open door of another room.
"She has been pretty quiet this morning," the woman said.
"Go in and see if you can do anything with her."
The villain -did not hesitate an instant, but ,valked boldly to
the door and entered the adjoining apartment.
'!.'his particular room bad evidently been constructed for just
what it was heing used for now- a sort of prison, for one had
to go down three or 1'onr ste11s to enter it, and the windows
were at least five feet from the floor, with iron bars running
across them on the inside.
The furniture was mther scant in the room, and the floor
was covered with several layers of skins from animals.
'.i'h:is was probably for the purpose of deadening sound.
In the d:ukest corner of tlie room a young girl of perhaps
nineteen sat on a rude sort of divan.
Sbe was very pretty, though her eyes were reel with weepin,g.
'l'lle moment she saw ,vbo it was who entered she sprang to
her feet.
·'Well, Dandy Don!" she exclaimed, in a tone of voice that
was half angry, half pleading, "have you u.ecided to give me
my liberty'?"'
"I ba,,e come to try and reason with you, Alice Dare," he
replied in a soft, musical voice. "I want you to make up your
mind to be my wife. If you will be.come mine of your o,-vn free
, will, I promise you that I will gi,e up the life I have been
leading llll(l take you Rast to live in luxury the remainder oJ'
:\'our life. I am a rich man, Alice-it matters not how I made
my money! 'l'ha.t, too, must go down with the past. 'l'he
g1·eatest argument of all that I can u se upon you is that I love
you madly and <lo not propose to live without you. Can you
take me for bette1· or for worse on these grounds, or must I
u::;e other means of getting you to IJe my wife?"
"I will never be your wife, Dandy Don-I swear it!" was
the reply.
'!.'he girl's eyes flashed like coals of fire as she spoke, showing that never were there more earnest words spoken.
".A.nd I swear that you will be my wife, .A.lice Dare!" cried
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would be a great deal better for you to agree in that case.
Perhaps there is some one else you would prefer to be your
husband, and if there is, you may as well drop all thoughts of
him from your mind."
"There 1s no one else. I'll tell you that much. I hnve
never yet met the man I would care to marry, but one thing
is certain. I will die by my own band before I become the
bride of the scoundrel Dandy Don!"
"Scoundrel is a hnrd name to call one."
"It is, I know. eh;e I would not call him such."
"Well, he has just told me that he bas giYen you twenty-four
hours in which to make up your mind. If you refuse, then be
will have a clergyman here, anyway, and the marriage will
take place within one hour from the time you refuse
or accept, as the case may be. As you have been told,
there is no use of your screaming for help, as no one in this
town will pay the least attention to you, even should they bear
you, and that is not likely. It has been given out that you
are my sister, and that you have lost your mind. You are
going East for your health, you know."
The woman laughed as she said this, and had Alice known
what a lie she was telling she might have felt a trifle better
than she did when she heard the words.
Faro Fan left the room, shutting the door after her, and
then, in desperation, Alice Dare moved a chair to one of the
windows and got upon it and looked out.
A dashing looking young horseman was coming along, and
she pressed her face against the glass, hoping he would
look that way.
And be did look that way I

CHAPTER VII.
THE TENDERFOOT'S GREAT AMBITION.

Che~·enne Charlie suggested that Rex l\Ioore, the tenderfoot,
take a little exercise on bis new bori=<e that morning .
•\fter the New Yorker bacl found that Young Wild West
came back safe and ;;ound from his meeting witll Dandy Don,
hP went over to the stable of Dove-Eye Dave and got the
horse he bad picked out the night before.
The steed was a full-sized JJJU'Jtang pony, as good as any to
be found in that section, and Rex wa;; more than pleased with
bis purchase and rode over to the stable Wild told him he
could keep the horse in.
Then it was that Charlie told him to take one of the saddles
in the stable and go out for a half hour's exercise.
"I would rather wait till I get through my work to-night.,"
sai<l the tenderfoot. "There is a whole lot to do to get the
books in shape."'
"'l'bat·s all right.'' spoke up Wild. "Half an hour won't
make much difference on work of that kind. Go ahead! Take
a ride through the town and show the people that you are not
so much of a tenderfoot as they think you are."
This was quite enough, and a few minutes later Moore was
attired In proper style and on the mare.
He rode up to the canyon and back first, and then finding
that his mount was all right, struck out to ride through the
town.
If be thought be was going to attract much attention, the
young New Yorker was disappointed, for no one paid particular notice to him at all.
'l hey were used to seeing horsemen riding along. so there was
nothing really to attract them, since the tcDderfoot was rid·
ing ai=< good a~ the an'rage man.
Rex rode through the center, and tllen made a COllll)leto dr-
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cult of the town, fetching out alongside the new hotel, m, he
came in to take the road to the office.
How it was he did not know, but he happened to look up rtt
one of the windows of the Ram's Horn, and there be saw the
prettiest face his eyes ever ·rested upon.
An appealing glance was shot at him-a glance that he
understood as tbough words had been spoken with it.
The face belonged to a young lady, and she was in distress.
The tenderfoot dofied bis hat to let her kno"· that Ile saw
her, and then the face disappeared.
The young man rode back to the stable in an agitated frame
of mind.
He could not help linking the face with one of the females
Wing Wah, the cook, bad spoken o.f the night before.
One of them bad been laughing and the other cryiug, he said.
It must be that this face belonged to the one who had been
crying; it looked so sad and wistful, and the Yery eyes had
appealed to him for help.
"By Jove!" be thought, "if that girl is there against her
will, I will get her away from that hotel, or die trying."
Rex had only seen her face, but he had fallen in love with
her, just the same.
He concluded to say nothing to any one just yet. ,;o he wpnt
through his work till noon, and then, soon as Ile had swallo,vecl
his dinner, made the excuse that be was going to the postoffice.
But instead of going there he made for the "l'·indow he had
seen the face in.
It was on the south end of the building, about fifteen feet
from the ground.
A bridle path leading to some of the claims went past that
end of the house, so there was an excuse for his passim, that
way, in case any one belonging to the hotel saw him.
Rex walked very slow as he neared the window, anrl Just as
he was nearly under it, the face appeared again !
It was a look of delight that was thrown upon him tbhs tim<\
and be returned the glance with a hard effort to make lier
understand that he awaited her bidding.
Then the window raised a few inche~, nnd a piece of fnldefl
paper fluttered to his feet.
He picked it up, and as he did so the face disappeared.
The young man waited a few seconds, but it did not reappear, so he walked slowly from the spot.
He did not attempt to read Urn note that had been thrown to
him till he had entered the postoffice aud came out airnin.
Then he unfolded the paper and read the following:
"I am a captive here in the han!'ls of Dandy Don. I must
get away from him before to-morrow morning. Sa,·e me, I
beseech you! I dare not speak to you from the window. for
fear they will hear me and kill me for cloing it. The windo"·
bas iron bars across it. so I cannot let myself dowu with a
rope. Again I ask you to save me!
"ALICE DARE."

The tenderfoot from Ne"I\" York gave a low whi11tle of
surprise.
"I have worked myself in a regular old fashioned romance
by coming out West," be muttered under his breath. "Sa~e
her! Well, I guess I ,vill ! I will do it without the help of
another, too. If I tell Young Wild West about it he will haYe
the hotel ransacked from top to bottom in no time, and the
girl will be rescuC'Cl, after which those who hacl a hand 'in keep·
ing ber there , ·ill be han~ed, if they don·t get shot duriug the
ran,:ackiug. I would he liable to get little cre<lit from the
pretty creature who signs herF;elf .\Ike Dare. It would he
Young Wild West who would get tlle credit. No! I mu,:t s,1 YO
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Alice Dare, a.nd do it without the help of any one but myself.
Bu how is it that she says shP i>< in the bands of Dandy Don?
Ah! I have it! She does not kno1Y that Young· Wild West shot
and killed him this morning. Well, I am going to rescue the
girl from tha:J; house, or die in the attempt!"
Rex walked back to his work and started in to get his books
in order.
But there was altogether too much on his mind for him to
make any great head1Yay, and wh,en quitting time came he had
not accomplished anything like what he had intended to.
But his employers did not find any fault with him; nor did
they know that he had not done as much as he· could have done
had it not been that the captive girl was on his mind.
The tenderfoot knew that his friends expected him to mount
his horse and go out for a ride to get himself in practice, so
lhe promptly went over to the stable and saddled and bridled
' the mare.
Then he mounted and rode off around the town,
Of course · he was itching to get beneath the window of the
,hotel as soon as he could, but he did not want to be too much
in a hurry, for fear that some one would suspect that something was wrong.
Rex finally passed the window, but saw no signs of the girl.
He did the same thing three times after that, but with the
same result.
Finally he rode boldly around to the front of the hotel and
dismounted.
Lively Rick came up -about that time, and after exchanging a.
few words in the way of greeting, the two entered the barroom.
'.Bowel·y Bill was behind the bar, and he greeted the men
pleasantly, knowing full well that they were friends of Young
Wild West.
They ordered drinks and cigars, and while they were indulging Rex took a good look around the room and noted the
doors leading from it.
There were three. One opened into the back room that was
used for gambling purposes, another was tbe entrance to the
!Jail that led to the other rooms on the first floor, and the third
opened to a private stairway.
Of course Moore did not know this, but this was the door
Dandy Don had been conducted through the night before, when
be asked the landlord to take him to his room.
"That is the way to get to the room where the girl is confined," t.he ~·oung man thought. "There must be a stairway
there."
But there was not a ghost of a show for him to open the
door and get to the adjoining apartment without being observed.
He lingered a few minutes longer in the barroom, and then
went out, with the excuse that be was going home· to supper.
LiYely nick was i'.n the humor to get a fill-up of whisky, as
he cnlled it, and was making the rounds of the places where
the stuff was ~old.
Rex mounted his horse and left Rick making his way on
foot to the llCXt place. ·
I-Tc let the horse walk around to the path at the side of the
house, and again peered up in the dil'ection of the window.
This time his heart gave a bound, for the face of the girl
was there'!
The window was raised a little, too, and down came a note,
fluttering towards him.
He managed to catch it, and with a nod, he rode off to a
safe distance and read it.
"I depend on you to save me. I think if you could get a
lauder to the window some time after dark you could twist the
iron bars loose, so I could get through. Dandy Don is a d~perate man. so I shonlcl not advise you to try to get me out by
comiug through the house, unless the other 'il·ay fails.
0

4.LICE D .A.RE."

Rex Moore felt much elated when he read this note.
He knew that the barroom would be crowded after dark
and that he would have a good chance to rescue the girl if, as
she said. the bars of iron could be twisted from the window.
So he rode back to the house, put up llis horse, and then
joined Wild and the rest at supper.
But not a word did l;J.e say of what he was going to do that
night.
"'l'he girl is still of the opinion that Dandy Don is alive,"
he thought. "Well, if he was I would not stand so good a
show to rescue her. As it is, I ought to do it pretty easily."
But the tenderfoot did not know how difficult a task was
before him.
He bad read of just such gallant rescues being made, and of
the pretty maiden marrying the young man wbo saved her
from the villain, but he had never seen anything like it
attempted.
But it looked easy to him, and that was suf:Ucient to make his
hopes go way up.
Already he could see himself standing at the altar with the
fair girl at his side.
Rex Moore was in his seventh heaven, as far as imagir!ation
went.
It seemed to be a long wait for him, but finally darkness
came.
To make matters all the better for him, it began to rain.
Wild and Jim went out and invited him to accompany them.
"I guess you are going to see your girls, so I won't go,"
Moore replied.
This was indeed the case, so they both la ughed and went on
out.
Pretty soon Lively Rick came in. He had been drinking
pretty hard, and when he challenged Jack Robedee to play a
game of euchre, .Jack agreed to oblige him, just to l,eep him
from getting worse for the wear in the saloons.
'I'his gave the ambitious young tenderfoot a chance to go
and rescue the fair captive, and h/l lost not another moment.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE CAPTURE AND ESCAPE OF DA NDY DON.

Arietta Murdock and Eloise Gardner were waiting fol' t.heir
lovers, and the two boys .were received warmly.
The four remained together at the Murdo<'I, hon;;e for probably three hours, passing the time by pla. ·i ng games and singing, as only young people of their ages can do.
'.l'hen Jim had un excuse to see Eloise home, so he took ·!Jis
departure.
Wild lme'il- that wn s about the la st of him he wonld >;f'<' that
night, so when Atietta bade the couple good-night he did likewise.
It was pretty close to midnight when our hero put on his hat
and left his sweetheart's l10me,
It was ruining pretty bard, but he only hacl a short distance
to go, and with a last good-night to Et he started.
He had just turned in t.he road that led to th~ office and
house behind it when he heard the sound of hoofs.
Young Wild West at once came to a halt and took his stand
behind a tree.
If it had not been that some one was riding out of tom1 he
would not have paid any attention to it.
Rut it struck him as being rather odd th:it an.,· one should
start to leave to,Yn at that J1our. with the storm increa;;ing in
violence.
There was more than one horse approaching, and they were
COIIlllli on a walk.
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Just then he heard the clattering of hoofs behind the halle(1
p,nty.
ilome one el$e WR8 coming!
Wild made up his mind 1,bat to do in an in ·-tant.
'l'be Yillain was holding his burden on the horse by his left
arm and one hand, so our hero kept an eye on the other hand.
He noticed that it had dropped the reins and was resting on
tlJe butt o.f a revolver.
"Dandy Don," saicl Young Wild West. speaking in tlJe reguJar wa3·, "I left you for dead on this ,ery road this morniug.
but it seems that you are alive. Do you want me to shoot you
from the saddle now, or do you want me to take you a
prisoner?"
'l'hese words bad scarcely left the boy's lips when there tame
a muffled shriek for help, and the burden on Dandy Don's horse
slid to the ground with amazing quickness.
"A thousand furies!" exclaimed Damly Dou. "It is Young
Wild West!"
"'l'hat's just who it is," 1vas the calm reply. 'Tp ,;1·itb your
ha?ds now, or you'll get a bullet het\\·een ~-our eyes."
The villain saw that he was covered. ancl ;;o be obeyed.
But just as he did so. Faro Fan, his sister, fired at Wild.
Luckily, she was not a v~ry good shot, and the bullet went
over bis head by a foot or more.
"If another shot is fired," said Wild. "I will drop the man 1
have got covered. I - - "
He did not finish what he ,Yas going to ,;ay, for at that
overtook them.
He dirl not ;;lacken his pace, bnt passed th em. calling out as instant a horse1nan dashed up and exclaimf>d:
he did !SO:
"I am here to help you, Young Wild '1'est ! These l)eople gDt
"A rough nigllt, stra{1gers."
the best of me to-night, but my tnrn come::; now. No, you don't.
''Yes,'' came the reply in a voice that caused the boy to you almond-eyed celestial!"
prick up bif< 0ars and lay his hand on his revolver.
The new arrival was Rex Moore, the tenderfoot!
Young Wild West bad a great memory of voices, and if he
Ai, be uttered the last sentence he discharged hi;; rern!Yer,
,v;u, not lmdl;1' mistaken now, tlJe person who had answered
and the Chinaman droppef! from bis horse.
him wai-; Dandy Don!
He had been in the act of shooting at '1·ilcl, but bad been t<u
Dut that could not he. a~ he was rlead-sbot. through the
al1out it that i\Ioore hacl time to clrop him.
slow
boll" t ii? the very weapon the young cleadshot had his hand
It was. of course,. Alice Dare whom Dancly Don had been
ur•>n now.
carrying off on bis horse, and the moment ,;he llcard the ,·oice
Bnt if it \\";I~ not the man who lrnd spoken, it was bis horse, of the Ne,Y Yorker she thro1y asicle tbe heaYy c.:loak that bad
3UY\Yn~·."
enveloped her form and rushed toward him.
Wild rode on. determined to find out before long.
"Confound you!" screamed Faro Fan, urging her horse after
lle had not gone more than a hundred yards ahead of them
Alice. "You infernal vh:en! I'll kill you!"
when the same voice called out to him:
The woman had drawn a dangerous-lookin g knife, and
"Hello. stranger! ,vhere are you bound, anyway?"
bent on plunging it into the girl':,; bod~-- but the ternlerseemed
It was either Dandy Don or his ghost that was speaking.
foot hft ,her a blow on the wrist with the butt of his revolYer,
Our hero was certain of that now.
and the knife fell to the ground.
Di:-guising hi,; own voice, he answf>re:l :
''Hold out your hands, woman!" commanded Rex.
'Tm goin' 01·er to Spondulicks."
Sullenly sbe obeyed.
"f:.o are we. What might you be leiwing ,Yeston for in this
them behind her," Wild advised. "Then come and treat
"Tie
storm?"
"That's a Ieadin' qu0:-;lion. ,Yhat might J' OU be leavin' for? my friend Dandy Don the same way."
The New Yorker had plenty of rope 1Yith him. to be u~ed in
You've got wimmen folks with you, too."
"1 general!r a;;k all tlJe qul'stions I please and answer tliose rescuing Alice, and he soon had the hands of tbe womau tied.
behind her and the end of the rope attached to the ,;ndr!le
I feel like answering."
so that she could not slip from her horse.
girths,
'it
how
1Yild no1v !,new he was talking to Dandy Don, but
Don sat in the saddle as immovable as a rock.
Dandy
was that he was alive he could not imagine.
in mortal fear of that weapon that "·as staring him
was
He
as
The party had come to a halt right in front of him, and
in the eyes, not over six feet from him.
he f':rtt there in the ,;addle the boy felt it was h\s duty to shoot straight
As dark as it was, he could see it plainly.
the man from hiR horse.
But it was not tlJe revolver be was afraid of so much, afte,
Rut the hurden be beld acroRs the horse in front of him!
as it was the person who held it!
all,
wondered
he
That it was a woman '1rild ,vas quite sure, and
"You caught me unawares, Young Wild '1'est." he saicl, a~
why isbe had not spoken.
The Chinaman waA just bc•hincl Dandy Don, holding the Moore proceeded to disarm him. "I did not recognize yonr
did mine. But please remember tlJat 1 am not
riderless horse by the bridle, arnl at hi,; side was another rider, voice, and you
yet!"
dead
whom ,vnd saw was a womau.
··:-;ot yet-that',; right." was the calm l'f>Jlly. "But it is only
"These are the thr<'c "'iug ·wah ;;aw. Dundy Dou belong;;
to th0-ir party:' Wild thougl1t. ·'Now, wbat ;;hall I do'/ That's th<> qne,;tion of a short tinfo lwfon, .rou ~et your mPrlicine.''
"I have done nothing to get my medicine for. What do you
the qucsLion."

The next ruinnte ther passed \\"ithin a few feet of where Wilcl
1ya,- standing l,ehind the tree.
'l'here were 1'ou1· hor,;e,;, but one of tllem hafl no rider.
And ai-; our l1ero peered thrmtgh the darkness he notiC'etl that
one of the other three had a double bnrden on its back.
But that was not all he noticed!
That particular horse was tbc one Dandy Don bad ridden in
the barroom the night before!
He could tell that by the graceful stride of the animal.
"Wbat's u11?" he thought. "This looks mighty suspicious. I
ba Ye a notion of following this strange outfit."
Just then be heard R voice.
It was a Chinaman who was talking, and the instant he
beard it "\Yild gave a start.
He thought about what Wing Wall had told him the night
before.
"All!'' he exclaimed under his breath. "Xow I will follow
tbero. SometlJing is decidedly wrong. I feel sure of it."
He quir·kly made his way to the stable where' the horses
were l;0pt and was promptly challenged by the man on guard.
Ile made himself known, and then the sorrel stallion was
saddled and bridled in a jiff,v.
'1-it11out a word of explanation to the man. be mounted and
rode o!'f after the mysterious party, wlw bad just gone up the
hill on the road to Spondulicks.
w-i!(l rorl0 along at a sharp clip, and in a few minutes he
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"Come right on this way," whispered a voice, and acting on
a sudden impulse the tenderfoot nodded and followed.
It struck him that the girl had managed to send some one
to help him to make the rescue, and though he was a little
put out at not being allowed to do the whole thing alone, he
followed the man straight to the house, and through the door
inside to the bottom of a flight of stairs.
"Did you read the note?" asked his pilot.
"Yes, I read it half a dozen times," the innocent tenderfoot
answered, thinking, of course, that the conversation referred
to tho note that had been tossed out of the window to him
by the captive girl.
"Well, you understand it, then. The girl won't act as
though she Is willing, but the marriage must take place tonight.. It is most important for her good, as well as my own.
You get five hundred dollars for performing the ceremony,
dominie. That is good money, and you shouldn't listen to
anything the girl may have to say."
The young New Yorker almost dropped when he heard this.
He knew who It was who was talking to him now!
It was Dandy Don, the man he thought Wild West had shot
and killed!
And he was going to force pretty Alice Dare to become his
wife, and took him to be the minister he had sent for!
Of all the peculiar positions he had been placed in since his
arrival in the West, this beat them all.
The tenderfoot was astounded.
But luckily for him, he was one of the kind who can very
quickly recover from surprises.
And he was also handy at getting out words.
Moore instantly realized that he must pose as the minister,
if he hoped to rescue the girl.
If it came to the worst, he would shoot the villain dead
in his tracks as he dragged the girl forward to be married!
The t enderfoot was rendered desperate at the thought of
Alice Dare being insulted by the touch of such a villain.
Just then he felt able to cope with half a dozen such men
as Dandy Don.
"I will perform the ceremony jus t as you waut me to," he
answer ed in a low tone.
"Good!" exclaimed Dandy Don. "You were so long in making a reply that I thought possibly you were going to back
out. Come right on up the stairs. I was going to wait until
to-morrow morning, but the girl said that if it had to be, it
might just as well be done to-night."
"Very well, sir. l am ready.''
The two went upstairs, the t enderfoot being well sati sfi ed
that. the villain would not recognize him as the man who was
CHAPTER IX.
with Wild West and th e others the night before.
Then he had been dressed in a hunting rig, and now the
THI! TJ::XOEIH'Offl' l'OSBS AS A ML'IIS1'ER OF THE GOSPEJ, ,
long coat certainly did give him a cl<>rical appea rance .
R ex never once thoug ht of what would happen if the real
Wh en Rex Moore left the house be meant business!
mi nister should come.
It was raining, so he put on a long coat be found hanging
But he took it for granted that he would not come to pprup, and went to the shed back of the office.
form a ceremony of that kind, anyway, if b P was a real minisThere ne found a coil of thin but strong rope, and hiding te r of the Gospel.
this under his coat, be started to rescue his fair lady.
_.Dandy Dou led him hurriedly through th e two rooms, and
He bad an idea that be could find something that would then opened the door that led into the girl's pri s on.
answer the purpose of a ladder and a bar for prying in the
Alice Dare arose at their approach.
rear of the hotel, so that is the place he made for.
"My dear," said Dandy Don, in a bland tone, "I C'am e to
He had drawn his broad-brimmed felt hat down over his eyes the conclusion that we would not wait till morning. Now,
to shield his face from the rain, and just as be entered the get a move on you. I am anxious to have the thin g over
yard in the rear of the building some one stepped before him with."
in the darkness and touched him on the arm.
At this the girl uttered a muffled s h!iek and fell fainting
to the floor.
Rex gave a start and half drew his revolver.
But the touch seemed to be reasf!uring, and he at once de- j Rex allowed the proff er ed ::,:oltl to drop from his hand and
sprang forward to assist th e girl.
sistecL
mean by that? You a.re not going to shoot me, after disarming me and bin4ing my bands behind me, are you?"
This was said with a great deal of sarcasm, and with the
purpose of angering Young Wlld West.
Dandy Don was a shrewd indiYidual.
It haci struck him all of a sudden that if be could make his
captor set him free and give him a chance to fight for his life,
he would have the only chance left, for he knew that as soon
as the men in Weston beard how be ha d kidnapped the girl
11nd brought her over from Deadwood with the intention of
forcing her to become his wife, Judge Lynch would surely
condenm blm to death in short order.
":\lo, I am not going to shoot you in your helpless state,"
said \Vild. answering his question. "I am simply going to
take you back to Weston and have your character investigate(]. If I bad wanted to shoot you, I could easily have done
it when I first spoke to you to-night. If I had sent a bullet
at you it would !Jave been aimed at your bead, and not at your
heart, as it was this morning. I had no idea that you wore
a breast-plate. or you would not be sitting there a captive now."
"I wear no breast-plate, nor never have," was the reply.
"Tt was my watch that saved my life this morning, Young
Wild West. Your bullet lodged in my time-piece, and the
surlden shock simply caused me to slip and fall from my
horse. Now you know how it is that I am alive. You have
no right to make a prisoner of me, Young Wild West, and I
dare you to set me free and give me the show that I bad this
mO!·ning!"
"Your daring me will do mP no good. You are going with
us to Weston, and that's all there is to it. Tie him securely to
the horse, Rex."
"I've got him there all right," was the reply.
But the tenderfoot only thought he had.
He had learned how to ride and shoot pretty well, but he
bad not learned bow to tie up a des~erate man.
Perhaps pretty Ali<'e Dare, who stood at bis side, afraid
to get a foot away from him, caused him to be a little careless.
At any rate, Wild had scarcely given the order to about
fa,·e and go back to Weston, when Dandy Dou jerked his
right hand free and gave his spirited horse a sudden slap on
the neck. As quick as a flash the reins were pulled from the
bands of the tenderfoot, and away dashed the horse through
the darkness, its rider uttering a triumphant laugh as he
rounded a bend and disappeared.
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went back to the bar, ancl a few minutes later returned
just succeeded in lifting her to the divan when he

He
felt the cold muzzle of a revolver pressed against his temple.
"Pronounce us man and wife, or off goes the top of your
head, dominie! ·· came the command in an icy voice from the
lips of Dandy Don.
Then the tenderfoot's courage left him temporar ily.
He had never felt a revolver pressed against his head in
that manner, and almost before he knew it he said :
"1 pronounce you man and wife!''
The handsome villain uttered a chuckle.
"Sit down at that table, dominie!" he commanded, still
keeping the revolver against his temple.
Moore felt that he must obey, so he did so.
Then Faro Fan stepped forward with pen, ink and paper.
""Write what I tell you to, or, by heavens! you will surely
die!"
Moore took the peu.
"Write down the date."
This was done with a trembling hand.
'' Now, then, write: "rhis is to certify Dandy Don Barrymore and Alice Dare were united in marriage by me on this
date.' "
The tenderfoot wrote it exactly as he was told.
··Now, your name. Be sure to put the reverend in front
of it!"
'l'be muzzle of the revolver pressed a trifle harder, and that
was incentive enough for the young man to write the first
namo that . came in his head.
"Rev. John Smith!"
That was the way he signed the paper.
'"The bottle and handkerchief now," the villain said to his
sister.
Moore did not know what this meant, but he soon found out,
for the next moment a handkerchief saturated with chloroform, or some other powerful drug, was placed tightly over his
mouth and nostrils.
He stl'uggled a little and then fell bac·k unconscious.
·· It wouldn"t hardly do to kill the dominie who was kind
enough to marry a fellow," laughed Dandy Don. "We will
simply lock him in here and let hiin sleep off the drug. Bill
will let him out when he hears him shout."
Th~ fainting girl was then carried out into the other apartment. ::rncl the door of the prison-like room was locked.
"Make her as comfortable as possible," the villain said to
his sister. ·'She is my wife now, and I don·t want her hurt.
1f c:he isn't satisfied with this marriage when she revives, I'll
satisfy her with a regular church wedding."
'rhen lle went downstairs and tapped ou the door that led
to the barroom.
In a minute or so it was opened by Bowery Bill, who, seeing who it was, came on through.
'·My man ain't got back from ther minister's yet," said the
·
hotel-keeper.
"Well, it makes no difference. The dominie got here a few
minutes ago, and the ceremony is all over."
"'l'he deuce you say! Let me congratulate you, Don!"
The two shook lrn.ncls.
"Now, Biil, bring me a bottle of the best whisky you have
in the house, and then see that the four horses are made ready
to leave at a moment's notice. Here's a thousand dollars for
the trouble you l1ave been put to . When the dominie gets to
yelling to be let out, go up and sllow how surprised you are
a t finding him there. Give him a little innocent talk, and
then bid him good-night."
Dowery Bill understood, as the whole thing had been prearranged.
He pocketed the money his guest gav1:, him, not taking the
,
trouble to examine it.

with the bottle of whisky .
'·Ther horses · will be ready for you at any time you want
'em." he said .
·· ·well, you know abot'.t what time I want to go. It won 't
do to take the girl out, even by the back way, when there is a
whole gang around the outside of the house. She might
take it in her head to let out a couple of her screams, and then
I would be in a deuce of a fix. Just let me know when everything is clear. I have made ·arrangements to put up with a
sent him word by this
man I know over in Spondulicks.
morning's stage-coach."
"Good! Well, Don, I'll let you know when ther way is clear.
It's rainin' pretty hard now, an: that'll make it all ther better,
'cause th€r men won't stay outside very long to-night. You
kin depend on me, as you ought to know.''
Dandy Dou gave a noel of satisfaction, and th en went upstairs.
He stopped in the outer room and Jiegan to drink freely uf
the whisky.
He was a little bit unnerved at what he; had passed through,
since he had been' in Weston, and he thought the whisky
would do him good.
It did do him good, too, for when he had swallowea aoou t ,
half the contents of the bottle he fell asleep with his head on
the table.
He was not awakened until a few minutes before midnight,
and then Bowery Bill came up to inform him that the t ime
had arrived for him to go.
"My customers are all inside drink in' an' playin' cards," he
said. "There ain't ~ soul outside."
•·Good!" grunted the handsome villain, as he poured another
drink from the bottle and swallowed it at a gulp.
Then he opened the door and went into the other room.
"You <are a fine one, I must say, ,to go and get drunk at the
very time you oqght to have all your wits about you! ·• exclaimed Faro Fan testily. "While yo u were sleeping off your
drunk out there, I have had no end of trouble. I was compelled to use the chloroform again a few minutes ago."
"Wlio on, sister?"
"'rhe girl a11d the minister, tuo. They both got to mak ing
a racket. So I had to do it."
"How did you manage to give the dominie the second dose?"
"Squirted it in through the key-hole with a syringe. He
was right there to receive it, as luck would have it, an<l in his
befuddled state he fell an easy Yictim. I guess I gave him ,
enough to kill him, l)y tlie noise he made when he dropped to ,

r
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tile floor."
"You did well, Fa:r.. ·come on. now. [ am sobar as a judge."
The woman was all ready, and had been for some time.
Five mim:.Les later they all went tiow;-istairs, Dandy Don
carrying the unconscious form of Alice Da1·e in his arms.
Through the drizzling rain ihey rode out of 'Neston.
Rex Moore had not been killed, as l<~aro Fan suggested.
.Not by any means!
It ove,·car:ie him fct a few minute~, but _oniy for tl:!at length
of till!C.
His plans to rescue tile fair captive ::iad been a misera!Jlo
failure, and that made him doubly sick.
By good luck he struck a chair beneath 1.hc window as he
was staggering about the room, aud r ,:>alizing that he n eeded
fresh air, climbecl upon it and succeeded i.J1 opening faA win dew.
The draught of fresh air tllat came k revived him wonderfully, and he soon became in possession ;:,f all his fac ulties.
Then he began t ugging a t the iron bare with all his strength.
The wood was epllt where one of the bars was set in and it
1.yielded.

I
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Another powerful wrench and it was twisted out.
Not a sound came from the other part of the room.
"'l'hey have gone!•· he thought bitterly, and then he utilized
the loosened bar for a pry and worked havoc with another
bar.
This one and another quiC'kly succumbed to his efforts, and
then finding that the opening was large enough for him to get
through, he crawled through feet foremost and dropped to
the ground below, after swinging himself clear of the house by
his hands.
He was just in time tp hear horses' hoof.s receding in th'e
distance, and gathering himself together, he started on a run
for the stable where his horse was kept.
He learned from the stable watchman that Wild had just
gone away With his horse in an awful hurry, so he mounted
and followed.

"Yes, and I 1.hip.l{ I will hold on to you this time," was the
1·eply.
"Where did my horse go?" and the villain tried to penetrate
the darkness for some signs of the black.
"Your horse is dead. I shot him.··
"You did?" was the angry retort. · "What did you do that
for?•·
"Because tl~e animal fell and broke his hip, and could not
get up. You did not have the idea that I killed him for spite,
or anything ljke that, did you?"
"Poor Sultan!" said Dandy Don, not noticing what our hero
said. "He was a fine horse, and I am sorry for him."
By this time Wild had secured the prisoner to the end of a

rope.
It was tied about· his neck, too, so It behooved him not to
pull back when the horse started.
Once in the saddle, Wild started off on a slow trot, making
the man run to keep up with him.
CHAPTER X.
y\'hen he pleaded of being tired, Spitfire was brought down
to a walk.
WHAT FARO FAN DID.
And so it continued all the way In to Weston.
Not wishing to run the risk of letting ·the man's friends
I
Weston.
into
prisoner
the
and
an opportunity to bribe any one to let him go, Wild got
girl
get
the
take
"Rex, you
am going. after Dandy Don!" exclaimed Young Wild West, anq Jack Robedee to stand guard over him in the little jail till
morning.
wheeling his horse around, he started in pursuit.
The two women had been brought to the house of our friends
Spitfire, the sorrel stallion, had never lost a race in his life,
this
lose
should
he
that
mean
not
Rex Moore, and it was now so near morning Wild condid
by
and his daring rider
cluded to keep them there.
one.
"I am so glad you came in time," said pretty Alice Dare,
Neither horse needed any particular urging. They were.
her eyes on those of Rex Moore.
fixing
so
master,
their
of
touch
slightest
both trained to obey the
"I am glad, too," was the· reply.
while he was riding at full speed, Dandy Don flung the ropes
"So are we all glad," spoke up Young Wild West.
that the tenderfoot had failed to :properly tie from him, and
"I am not," Faro Fan exclaimed sullenly.
then, realizing that he was being pursued, uttered a yell of
course you are not,•· and Wild laughed. "You are a
"Of
defiance.
I must say. Are you not ashamed of assisting in
woman,
fine
,iothlng
had
he
so
him,
from
His weapons had been taken
of this young lady? And you were going to
kldnaping
the
to depend upon to save him but his horse.
the wife of a heartless villain against her
become
to
her
all~w
the
at
him
behind
yards
twenty
Wild was not more than
too!"
will,
start, and he had held the distance easily.
Instead of making a reply, as they supposed she would,
"You have got something to catch this time, Spitfire," whis· the woman suddenly arose to her feet and made for the door
pered Wild to his horse. "You will have to get a move on of the room.
you."
With a defiant cry she slammed the door and darted away
For the next five minutes it was nip and tuck.
in the darkness.
Then the sorrel stallion began gaining steadily.
Wild and the tenderfoot started after her as soon as they
Tl,e black steed was certainly doing its level best, when the recovered from their astonishment .
sorrel forged alongside, and then-"I will stay right here till you come back," Alice Dare asWild's right hand grabbed Dandy Don by the collar of his sured them.
coat and whisked him from the saddle!
It was as dark as pitch when our two friends got outside,
'l'he boy let go of him immediately, so as to keep from being and they could not see over ten feet ahead of them.
dragged to the ground himself.
Meanwhile, we must follow Faro Fan.
The woman's one desire was to get away from her captors,
Relieved of his burden, the black horse made a misstep and
fell.
for she felt certain that they would hang her and her orother.
Badly fri.ghtened, the animal tried to get up, but could not. But she did not want to go without the villain.
As bad as she was, she had as much love for the man as any
A hip had been broke·n!
woman could have for a brother she admired.
Wild brought his horse to a halt and rode back.
She did not know where the jail was located, but something
Dandy Don had been rendered unconscious by his fall, and
her brother
lay in the center of the road, the rain beating upon his up- told her that she was nearing the place ;where
prisoner.
a
held
was
turned face.
Her eyes suddenly fell upon one dim light t)lat held her in
The boy dismounted and soon found what the trouble was
a fascinating way.
with the horse.
Straight for it she ran.
"I hate to do it," )le muttered, as he drew his revolver. "He
In a minute more she was at the door of the little ja!J.
is a fine beai;;t, but he could never walk again, so it will be
Jac:k Robedee, who was guarding Dandy Don, so that there
a kindness to end his suffering."
for him to escape, suddenly heard
There was a··sharp report and the horse rolled over spasmod- would be no possible chance
door.
the
at
scratching
a
ghost.
the
up
gave
ically and
It sounded like that of, a cat, and thinking that the regular
Dandy Don came to just then. He had only been stunned
whom he had relieved, had one, he walked over and
jailer,
head.
his
of
back
the
on
by striking
the door to allow it to enter.
op~ned
"You have got me agaiu, Young Wild West," he said.
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The handsome villain was a cool hand under almost any cirHe had scarcely pulled the door ajar four inches, when a
mist shot squarely into his mouth and nostrils, and with a cumstances.
In five minutes from the time he found the sfable was
gasp he sank to the floor, drugged with a spray of chlorounloclred, he and Faro ' Fan were mounted and riding from l
form.
Faro Fan stepped inside, her eyes glowing with a strange the spot.
"It is too bad that I got dished out of my bi'ide,'' said the
light.
in a low tone.
man
was
She knew she had found the jail where her brother
'' She is the cause of all this trouble we are in," was the
confined, and without the least hesitation she stooped and
reply. "If you had taken my advice you would have let her
drew the knife from Robedee's belt.
She raised it aloft to strike him a death-blow, and then alone from the start."
"Well, I didn't take your advice," was the petulant rejoinfaltered for an instant.
der. "Fan, were you ever in love?"
And in that instant she changed her mind.
"No!"
Jack's life was saved!
"Then you don't know what force made me kidnap the
Instead of stabbing l~im to the heart she drew the bottle of
chloroform that she had used so successfully that night from girl."
"Fools get in love," was all Faro Fan said.
her bosom, and saturating her handkerchief, held it tightly
'l'he two had now reached the road that led over the mounover Robedee's mouth and nostrils ti.ll be lapsed into a deathtain to Spondulicks.
like stillness.
"I guess we will get away now," observed Dandy Don, after
Jack had been placed there for the especial purpose of preventing the escape of Dandy Don, and it was turning out that a pause.
.
"Thanks to my great work," added his sister.
he was to be the means of letting him go.
right, Fan. How did you think of coming to the jail
"That's
he
that
are
chances
the
there
been
had
jailer
If the regular
would not have taken the scratching noise to be made by a after me?"
I just ran till I got there."
~ I didn't think at all.
cat, and might have acted more cautiously when he opened
"Did you know where they had me?"
the door.
''No."
Faro Fan uttered an exclamation of triumph and quickly
"It seems rather odd that you should come there and down
snatched the key that Jack had dropped to the floor.
jailer so neatly, when you did not even know where the
the
building
the
of
side
the
in
door
She unlocked the one heavy
jail was."
and pushed it open.
"I can't understand it myself. Perhaps it was Providence
The rays from the oil lamp in the hall flooded the cell with
that guided my footsteps."
a sickly light.
Dandy Don laughed hoarsely.
Sitting on a pile of dried grass, with bis bands bound behind
"If we were good, honest Christians you might put it that
him, was Dandy Dan.
He looked up in a dazed way as the door opened, and as way," be said. "But bow did you get away from Young Wild
soon as bis eyes became accustomed to the· light he recognized West?"
"Oh, they took the girl and me in a house, and said they
his sister.
guessed they would keep us there till morning. I took it in_
"Fan!"· he managed to articulate.
"Yes, it is me,' 1 was the reply. "Chance directed me here, my head all of a sudden to run away, and I did so almost beand we will now make our escape, for they will surely hang fore I knew it myself. I got a good start on them, and they
did not even know what direction I took. I caught sight of
us in the morning if we do not get away."
one little light, and I ran to it and found it to be the jail.
guess."
I
right,
is
"That
With the knife she bad taken from Robedee, the woman That is all there is to it. Never to my dying day will I know
what made me do it, but I did, and now we are safe."
severed the bonds of the handsome villain.
Dandy Don was very cautious in making his escape.
An exclamation Qf tl'lumph came from bis lips as be arose
He knew that Young Wild West and his friends would certo bis feet.
"Let us get to the Ram's Horn and rouse Bowery Bill at tainly be. hunting for Faro Fan.
That was why he insisted on letting the horse proceed on a
once," he said. "I will take the jailer's revolver, so if any
one tries to stop us on the way I will have something to de- walk till they got well on the .road.
"Let us put out on a gallop," said bis sister suddenly.
fend us with. Whew! The chloroform is strong, Fan!"
"I guess the jailer found it so," was the reply. "I used "They will never catch us now."
"Not unless Young Wild West gets after us with that sorrel
the last I had in the bottle."
bis," was the retort.
of
of
place
the
for
The two now stepped outside, and .beading
The next minute they urged their horses forward on a run.
Bowery Bill, slipped along like a couple of shadows.
There was a light still there, which showed that gambling
was in progress in the back room, and as they neared it Dandy
CHAPTER XI.
Don suddenly decided to try and get a couple of horses without disturbing Bowery Bill, if he could.
CONCLUSION.
As luck would have it, the man who had brought the horses
Wild and the tenderfoot ran out to the road that led out.
out for them when they had taken their departure from the
of the town, and pausing a moment, thought they beard the
hotel bad neglected to Jock the stable door.
There were two good horsee there, but when Dandy Don sound of rapidly receding footstep.s.
They turned and · proceeded to walk back.'
forced his way inside, leaving his sister outside to keep watch,
They bad not covered more than a dozen yards when they
good
were
they
whether
see
to
them
examine
to
stop
not
did
he
or not, but quickly found the saddles and bridles that went beard the sounds of galloping hoofs.
"Stop right here," said our hero. "We will wait here in· the
with them and led them out.
shadow of this tree and see who it ls coming out of town in
All this did not take Jong.
He was in an awful hurry, but he did not grow so excited such a hurry. It may be that Faro Fan went to the Ram's
Horn and got a horse."
that he lost time in arranging things.
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majority, the man and his sister can be given their weapons
"That's so," replied his companion.
Nearer came the souncls, and presently two hon,es !oomed and the three horses that belong to them, a.nd light out for
parts unknown ..,
up in the darkness.
This remark was receiveu with cheers.
··Halt!" cried Young Wild West, darting into tile road.
Dandy Dou was brought out of the lock-up and told what the
·The horses were ridden by Dandy Don and Faro Fan, and,
dec·ision watt
taken completely by surprise, they reined in their steeds.
·'Thank you!" be exclaimed, looking at Young Wild West.
"What's the matter?" demanded Dandy Don.
Wild recognized the voice instantly, at1d as quick as a flash ·· 1 should like to meet you at the outskirts of the town."
"You will be accommodated," replied our hero. "Jack, go
•
he knocked the revolver from the villain's gra.sp.
With an oath the man tried to force his horse over Wild, but and get my horse, will you?"
the boy was too quick for him and pulled him from the saddle. I By the time Dandy Don and his sister were mounted and
Rex Moore had caught Lhe horse ridden by Faro Fan, and ready to start, Jack came back with the sorrel.
'l'he villain had been given his weapons, and he examined
he held the bridle with one hand and had his pistol leveled at
Every one knew what was coming now.
the woman with the other.
Somebody shot ot'f a pistol, which was the signal for Dandy
·· Let me go, you hounds!" she cried fier('e!y. "I have done
Don a:nd his sister to make themselves scarce, and they
nothing that you should stop me thus."
"Oh, yes you have,'' retorted the tenderfoot. "You dosed statted, followed quick}y by Young Wild West.
'I'hose who had horses set out after them, and those who
me with chlorol'orm to-night, and that is enough to malte me
take y-0u baclc to Wef:ton. You thought l was a minister, but had none ther0 ran to get them.
r am not. l got out of the prison you hacl me in without the .. l will tell you when I am ready,·· said Dandy Don, as they
aid of any one, and 1 was on time to assist in your capture the neared the outskirts.
·· All right. I will leave that to you. I am ready any time
first time, as I am now. You can have a chance to tell your
yo11 are ...
story to a judge after it gets daylight.·•
Allout a minute later the handsome villain said:
'"!'hat's right," spoke up Wild, who had bound the hand·• \Vaii. till m~· sister gets to that tree and halts, and then
some villain's hands behind him for Lhe second time that
you begin as soon as you like."
night. ··come on. vVe must get back to Weston."
Dandy Don wbeelecl his horse around at a dislance of. perThey at once started, Moore leading Faro Fan·s llorse and
haps ten yards.
keeping his revolver in his hand.
Both could see the woman and the tree she was making for.
They were not long in reaching the jail, and when they got
'I'lleir hands now slid to their revolvers.
there Jack Robedee was just coming to from the effects of the
The next instant Faro Fan halted at the tree.
· drug the woman had administered to him.
Dandy Don was once more placed in the Jock-up and Dove- . l ,p went two revolvers, but only one report rang out!
Dandy Don reeled in the saddle and then dropped head first
Eye Dave was aroused to watch him, along with Jack.
Then Wild and Moore went back to the house where Alice . to the ground.
Young Wild West bad proved himself the quickest again.
Dare awaited them, and it was now getting well toward mornFaro Fa1i rode back, and leaping from the saddle, burst into
ing, and there was little use of going to sleep, so it was detears.
cided to keep them there.
The tenderfoot offered to stay up with them, and Alice Dare
"Can I come back ancl stay in Weston?" she asked pleadingly. ·'Bowery Bill asked me to marry him last night, and I
seemed very glad to have him.
Then he had the pleasure of escorting the girl back to refused. r am now willing to take him, ns my best friend is
· Weston, and when he had told her all about what had hap- dead. Can l come back, Mr. Wild West?"
As far as I am concerned, you. can," was the reply of our
pened, she became very talkative herself, and he learned all
hero. "You shouldn't bear me any' grude for shooting your
· about her.
The tenderfopt was so enco1,1raged that he whispered in her brother, though. He b.rought it all on hims-elf."
"I know he did. It was all his own fault."
ear that he loved her.
At tllis ji.:ncture Bowery Bill rode _up on a bonowecl horse,
And she did not become the least bit mad when he said it.
and as soon as she saw him, Faro Fan ran oYer to him, exIt was about six o'clock when Wild got up from a sleep.
He walked outside and found Moore and the rescued maiden claiming:
"Bill, poor Don has passed in his <:hips! J will marry yo u
walking up and down in front of the house.
"Jack Rob-edee came and took the woman over to the lock- now, if you want me.··
;'All i·ight, Fan, if ther residents of vVeston don't object.
up a few moments ago," the New Yorker said.
"All right,., answered Wild. "I believe I will walk over that I'll go an' hunt up ther minister at once."
'"Don·t get the one who was in your house last night," spoke
way myself. But first let me hear the young lady's story."
Alice told him how she had been kidnaped by the villain, up Rex Moore, the tenderfoot, tearing up the paper Dandy
ancl how he had force·d Rex to marry her to him the night Don had forced him to sigu and scattering the bits to the
win<l. "1V'hen you are done ,vith the minister you can send
before.
"Come on! The two of you had better go over to the lock- him over to Young 'W ild West's house. Miss Alice Dare has
agreed to marry me, and we may as well have it over with
up with me. Some one has got to appear against him."
· In a short time they were at the lock-up, where quite a now'"
This was quite a surprise to Young Wild West and the rest.
-crowd had gathered.
But surprises were common things in the town of Weston,
Among those there was Bowery Bill, and he was doing his
as the reader knows.
best to gain sympathy for Dandy Don.
He had succeeded in getting the majority to agree with him
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WlLD WEST'S
that the least they could do was to give the villain and his
TRIUMPH; OR, WINNING AGAINST GREAT ODDS. "
sister twenty minutes to get -0ut of town.
When Wild got there he was asked his opinion.
"Do as you Hke about it," he answered. "All I want is a
piece of'' paper Dandy Don has got. Then, if It pleases the
'1
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CURRENT NEWS
Samuel Bellah, of Multnomah Athletic Club at the Co- The proposal is to have an aeroplane on each steamer.
lumoia Indoor meet, Portland, Ore., established a new \I/hen ice . is sighted, the aviator is to ascend and fly · over
world's record for indoor pole vaulting. He cleared the the ice until he determines th~ best channel.
bar at 12 feet 7 3-8 inches. The previous indoor record
was 12 feet 7 inches.
~r;·~- rnit filcc1 in the Supreme Court of New Y ork a,;kiog $20,000 damages from Dr. Perry R. McNeille, a den Because he cared for him while sick, William Gatter- tist of No. 500 Fifth iwenue, 'iVilliam B. Peck, a draughtsman, of Manitowoc, Wis., was left $10,000 by .Robert A. man, alleges· that in Octol.,er, 1911, Dr. McN eille, whom
Wilson.. Wilson came. from Mon.roe and lived at the Gat- he vi sited because of toothache, gave him an anaesthetic
t02:man home until taken to Milwaukee for treatment. ai1d extrncted a tooth. Peck declares the tooth vanished,
Gatterman remained with him until he died. The two and that not long after he began to cough and to lose
men were unknown to each other until five months ago.
weight. In the belief that lie ha.cl tuberculosis he visited
many sanitariums without getting relief. A short time
At the recent meeting of the British Association in ago, the complainant declares, he contracted what he b'eAustralia Professors Edgeworth David and Wilson de- lieYecl to be pneumonia and liacl gi rcn up hope of recovery
scribed a complrtE'ly mineralized human skull found near when one clay )Je coughed violcutlY and up came t he van'\forwick in the Darling Downs of Queensland. It prob- ished tooth. Peck declares that the tooth bad been in his
ably dates from a period when the great fossil marsupials bronchial tubE's more than three years, and that it was
· than any oth er h uman re- the cause of his ill urss.
were still living and is earlier
mains hitherto found in Australia.
Poss ibly your impression of a Zeppelin is that it is a
J ames Smith, thirty-five, was brought to the County cigar-shaped balloon with propelling apparat us added, says
J ail, Sandusky, Ohio, from Castalia, to serve 527 days the American Boy. The large envelope of a Zeppelin
for drunkenness and disorderly conduct. Justice Charles dirigible is not entirely filled with gas, 15ut contains inC'anfielcl, before whom he entered a plea 0£ _guilty, gare steaJ Ft:.\.ieen separate "balloonets," each of which is filled
him six months. after assessing a fine of $200 and coft~. with h:ydrogen. Thus a shot may pierce the envelope
C'anfield, in pa~sing sentence, told Smith he wa s de1N- without bringing the airship to earth. Half the balloonets
must be punctured before a Zeppelin can be brought
minec1 io have him Rtay sober for a while.
c1own. A 1/,eppelin of the latest known type measures 400
fed in ler1gtlt and 50 in diameter. Tbe frame which supAccording to poli r.e recort1B, the number of anests in sa- porls the envelope is constructed of aluminum. Because
loon less Bemidji, Minn ., since the first of the yca1· is 'leHs of thi s rigid construction it is possi ble to mount the prothan one-seventh of' the number made the yea r before when pellers on the envelope. In the non-rigid dirigibles used
Bemidji ha.cl, sal oons . 'rh"l total rrumbcr of arrests from by other European powers, the propeller is more usually
Jan . 7 to March :27 of la.st year was 11.5, while the total mounted near the car. The Zeppelin has two cars,
from Jan. t of this year to date is fifteen. 0£ the ar- mounted close under the main body, each of which bas a
rests this year twel vc were .for drunkenness.
gasol ine motor of 500 horsepower.
There i;-; a 'hi t of romance about the reappointment of
JI. K Webb, a merchant of Milh·ille, Cal., as postmaster.
1r('bb and hiH wife took the ci.Yi] sen ice examination.
::.\frs. ·wci.}b passed " ·ii.Ii a half pn cent. better aYcruge
than her husbam1. When tltc Democrritic central commit:
fr ~ made a recommendation to Congressman Baker, Mrs.
1\"c,bb wa s i.ndorsccl rnther than her husband, because slJe
is a Democrat and he is a Republican. Mrs. Webb arranged wi.th the department so that lier husband was
honored instead of her.
A Norwegian steamship company, whose boats ply to
RusFian ports on the Arctic Ocean, l1as conceived a novel
me for the aeroplane, which it hopes to put into operation
11ext spring. 'rhe route is frequently blocked by icebergs
,mrl ice fioes, the FtParn cr,: lose much time in i::earching
fo r a channel, ancl then usually tlo not find the best one.

J uclge Mark J,, .Bozarth, of Okmulgee, Okla., has appointed R W. Kimbley as guardian of the person and
estate of Katie Fuxico, an incompetent. She is an Indian ,rho owns a valuable tract of oil lands in the north
end of' the Cushing field. 'ritle to p roperty worth in the
neighboThood of a million dollars will be affected by the
ruling of the court. The Midco Oil Company, operating
on the land, holds a lease dat ed three years ago, given
through the County Court. On the day the girl became
of age she gave a lease to Hany C. Denton on t he theory
that the first lease expired with her minority. T he land
v.-as sold on the following day by her to Walter Morton,
brother of her fo rmer guardian, for $23,000. The girl
appeared in court, and during her testimony it was shown
that she did not know a wor d of English, that she had
left school at the age of eighteen while in the third
grade, an d that she knew nothing of the ~~ r,f ~~
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The Fate of Philip Funk
-OR-

LEFT IN THE LAND OF FIRE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

enough. A great fl eet of the queer Jillie skin c;anoes of
CHAPTER XII ( continued)
"JTrom Siducy, Australia, to Buenos Ayres, with a gen- the l<'uegian clwarf:; were bearing clown upon Uie wreck .
A· the dwarfs caught sight of the figures on the bluff
eral c;a rgo:' replied Susie. ":My father had been some
began Yel l in~ like so many demons.
they
the
through
trip
third
my
is
This
trade.
years in that
Then all at onc·e :i tall figure with a great head of shaggy
straits. There is an immense stock of pro"isions on
board. If you ca re to use them there is enough to keep hair roe up ia one of 'the ranoe~ and waYe<l hi: arms
abov,, his head.
us alive for :rears.'·
".\. white man!'. cried Tom. ''~er, Cteorgc ! Hee !'"
''The dwarfs won't let us liYc that long," replied George,
' ·~foe! Don't I see?" cried George. ''Great hea l'Cns,
will
they
float
don't
she
"nor will i hey leave the ship. If
boy! ll's Philip Funk!"
soon be out :-ifter it. you may depend."
"She will not float," said Susie. "She strurk witb grc~1t
:forrc and 1 am snrr ripped a big hole in her hnll. 1fs
agaimt us all around, boys. I see no way out of it. l'm
rafrnicl we arc doomed."
CHAPThR Xlll.
"Wrll, we are all in the same boat," said Tom, "anrl
for my part I just won't take such a dcspa.iring \'iew of it
\L\S IT rnli.Jl' FL ~K?
1all. If there is something to ed o,·er there in the ship
"\\.bo i: Philip F11nk ?" aRk er1 Su,;ic. '·One of your
let's have it b~· all means. Just as soon as the wind goes
down I'll swim ofl' io the wreck, load up a basket full of party 1rho \\'a:s raptured by the rlwarf~ ~-,
''C:1ptu red b_,. them t hrcc ~·ca1·;; ago and OYer,"' ~nid
stuff natl send it owr on the bo'sen's rhair."
'·Hig-ht, ho~·!" cried George. ''That's the ,my to talk. (fof'l'gr. " TL seems impossible ihat hr ran still ]i\'c.''
"Arc you ec1'lJin il i · Philip Funk;·· n~lmi Tom. "How
NC\'.er mind the smallpox, MiFs Susie; let's forget it. ,Jeff
w_ill romc back antl get over ihe scare. You ean ·t frighten c:nn \'OU sec hii< fa('c at such a di stanre a 1rny ?"
lme into the diFca , c. that's one sure thing."
"Oh, I know him ,rell cnongh !.' said George. "\\'ho
"Jeff is coming now!" cried Torn, pointing up the beach ronld ever forget that mop of a hcnrl or his, oocc they had
;:rcn hi:- lrnir Htanding up all orcr like that, and it\ longer
in the direction which the cook of the Sutton had run.
tl 1:rn ever 11011·."
.J dT ll'flS rnnning bnck llOW .
"llr'R call mg to us!" cried Torn. ''0!1, l wish J coultl
"Tom! Tom! ;1fas., ' George!.' he slwnlcrl .. "Oh, dis
hyar's clc \\'USS rorn1try, to be suah ! Fu~t it's onr thing hr;n wli ,~! he ~ays."
" 1 ll:ink he knO\rs me.'' ~aid Ccorgc. '·'rhcre ! Tlie
and clcn it's anodclcr. 1Yc'se jc~t got lo stick togcdclcr.
II spcrs, CYrn if wr do ·get clc sma llpox. Dey·s a hundred I rhrnrf~ haYc pulled hirn rlo\\'n into lhr c·nnoc. 'llwy arc
boatload~ <'.f. r:c_m, long-h~~r:~1 little nigg~hs a-benring_~~,wn b:rnnd !'or the 1Heck. The,v mn,v nol lrouhle u;; al nil.''
The e:rnor>,; t·amc 011 w1lh grral rap1d1f.r.
upon the 11 IC( k. ancl 11ey ~ Hgbt here l'lOHC onto u8 no\\.
When they rnme near 1h e ledges many of the clwarfo
Thi: startling announcement brougl1t George a11d Torn
shot arrows at 1.hc figures on the blnff, bnt when they saw
to their fC'cl with a bound.
"Ifs the smoke of the fire!'' cried Tom. "We never tbat they :.ill fell sl1ort they gave it np nn<l, making for
the leclgc, were soon swarming up lhc clerk, going up the
ought lo have lighted it."
"\Ye had to light it!" replied George. ''Brace up, hoy! strrp and ~lipper? plank$ like so many monkeys.
Othrrs rcmninrcl in the canoes nnd others still ran
Get your rPvolver ready . If they try io land we will give
on the ledge.
about
after,
nrc
1.hcy
wrerk
the
it's
but
rcceptiou;
t hem n. warm
1
The boy,; did not get another sight of Philip Funk for
of rourse."
"Let's i;ct hack on top of Lhc blufl',"' said Tom. "117c can some time. for the canoe in which he was went around on
sec all that's going on then ancl be out of I.he ,my or the other side of the sh ip; to strip the copper off the expo ed bottom was what took the Fncgirrns around there,
their ,n-rowe, 1.oo."
They accortl ingly ascended the bluff, where Jeff pres- (icorge tlcc-lnred.
Tt had now stopped raining, aucl lhe oun soon came
entl y joined them, keeping at a dista1we from 8usie.
Looking off upon the water, the sight was startling out.
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It was a wonderful ight to watch the dw~rfs, ancl that
is what Tom and the rest c1ic1 clurjng the. hour whicJ1 followed.
'J1 hey sat there on the edge of the bluff taking it all in,
the dwarfs paying no attention to them at all.
'I'hc 1itt'le Fuegians looked like a sw'arm of monkeys.
'l'bey were crawling up the deck, often losing their
footing and rolling down against the rail.
Others were in the cabin and hold, tumbling down boxes
anc1 cases and barrels, anything they could lay their
hands on.
'J'hesc were recciYed by their friends on the ledge, and
loaded into the canoes.
When a canoe got as much aboard as it could carry it
was paddled off aTOund a projecting promontory a mile or
so beyond the wrerk by one or two of the dwarfs, who, disposing of their load, rame flying back again for another.
"They must have a camp over there," said George.
"I wouldn't wonder/' replied Tom; "but why ' do you
suppose they don't cut the rope? 'They haven't attempted
to interfere with it. Do you think it can be possible they
mean to try and use it to get over here?"
"Do11't think anything of the sort. They are just too
busy stealing, t1iat's al I," said George. "Say, we don't
seem to see any more of Philip Funk?"
"I think they must have Liecl him clown in the boat,"
sai c1 Susie. "Are _you sure he is your friend? My sight
is pl'etty good, hut I r.ol1ldn't make out bis face at all."
"I'm beginning fo wonder 11·hether after all it wasn't my
imagination," said George.
"He was a w11itc man fast enough," aclclcd Tom.
"Y cs,". said .J cff, "and he wanted us to get l~im away
from elem n iv;gahs. c1at's what."
"Oh, if we only could," saicl George. "To stay here
doing nothing is driving me crazy. What clo you sa_v if
we go on along- the bluff and sec if we can get a look at
their camp? Wh i !o they are J.ll out of it is a good time."
The suggrstio11 seemed .1 good one, and all hands started
aJ.ong tbc bluff, contiuning their walk 1.u1til they were oppo~ilc Lhc promonbry around which the canoes were coming arnl going.
Herc' further achance was chcc·ked by a clecp ravine, and
in order to get around it they had to go far out towards
thr <·ml of the promontol'_v, which they did, and were
cmiblr<l to get a look at tbo deep cove whieh set in on the
other side.
There was no sign whatever of i he Fuegian village.
Two canoe::: came along as they looked over the edge
of the blu ft going toward the wreck.
They seemed to start out among the rocks, and they
ramc into view all nt once.
The clwarfs, wbo were paddling, set up n, terrible howl
when they saw the bovs and Susie on the bh11l'.
The cry was imrncdialely taken up by other voices down
on the rocks.
Looking over the boys could sec women and children
swarming ont on the rocks, all looking up at them,
"Therc'R a cave there," saicl Tom .
"Of course, 11ncl that':; where they live," replicu George.
"What a nest of them it must be I"
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A sail!" shouted Jeff at the same instant, and

·;lll'e enough there was a full-i:iggec1 ship heading eastward
through. the straits. So interested had every one been
looking clown at the dwarfs that they had not 1ioticcd
it before.
"That's the Sutton," cried George. "I'm sure of it.
They have· tume·d back!"
"Coining after us. perhaps," said Jeff, excitedly. "Golly,
clat's good enuff ! Ruther take me chances with Mass'
Topham clan to be left in dis _yere place."
Tom, George and ,Teff now went down to the end of the
promontory to grt, a better view of the ship.
Susie declared that she wa.' too tired to walk any fur:
ther, SO Seating herself CD a pile of rocks, she said she
woulcl wait for their return.
There was nci sign cf the dwarfs, except under the cliffs~
so there seemed to he no clanger, and the boys weJ1t on
dow11 to the end of the promontory, leaving Susie to herself, as she evidently desired they should do.
Here the~1 remained a good fifteen minutes watcliing
the ship.
Tt was moving slowly eastward with all sails set to catch
the light wind.
"It mightn't be the Sutton," said Tom. "We ought to
make some siglla l."
"I'm .sure it is the Sutton," replied George, ·-,,.nc1 even
'JO, you arc right. We must signal auc1 let them know we
are l1ere."
"Don't ~cc how :youse a-gwine ter do it," .said Jeff.
"Dere hain't 110 wood hyar. We kean't build no :fire, dat's
suah !"
There were a few stunted fir trees growing at the end
of the promontorv, anc1 George, climbing one · of them,
tiecl his red bandanna handkercl1ief to a projecting limb.
It caught the breeze and :fluttered out seaward.
It ,vas all they could do.
The straits were much wider here than lower down, and ,
as the boys continued to watch the ship they .sa.w to their
dismay that she ,iras standing over toward the Patatonian
shore.
"That settles ot1r bash," said George. "There is no use
to hope for anything now. I can't make it out at all. If
she's the Sutton, why should she go over there?"
·
'fom :aid nothing.
Ile began to think that George was growing fanciful..
He had been just as sure that the Martin Olsen was the
E. W. Sutton.
Then in the mysterious white prisoner of the Fuegfane
he had been just as certain that he recognized Philip Funk,
who there was every reason to believe had met with his
fate three years before, and now in ibis sbip he could see
nothing but the Sutton again.
Still be did not like to say anything, and they were
still watching the movement of the mysterious craft when
alf were, startled by a piercing scream behind them.
"That girl," cried George.
'l'hey ran back toward the rocks .
'l'om's heart ~ank as he looked ahead, for nothing of Susie could be seen.
(To be continued).
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
MOTION-PICTURE FILMS INSTRUCT RECRUITS.
'l'he dogs are trained gradually. With a , weight of
. For a year or more preceding the outbreak of the war, 300 pounds behind the' traces the team can travel at the
the German Government made extensive use of motion- rate of four and three-quarters miles an hour, though
picture films both for instructing recruits and for making the gun detachment would be unable to march at this
the military service popular with the public, says Popular rate. At some maneuvers canied out in ] 913 the machine
:I\1:echanics. Recruits were instructed in such matters as gun dogs marched 122 kilometers in three days.
mounting guard, tent erecting, bayonet drill, etc., through
Dog transport would appear to have the following adthe medium of films. Films were also used for giving vantages: Inexpensivr, the clogs are strong and hardy,
instruction in the "scientific" branches of military work, can. stand cold, will eat at any time, can exist and work
rnch as bridge building, railway destruction, throwing up for a long time without food, will work till they die, can
earthworks, the erection of barricades for street fighting, go anywhere, never shirk their work.
mine springing and pontoon work. Special films showing _ Its disadvantages are: The dogs are apt to bark, are
military maneuvers were supplied to motion-picture . oper- surly, subject to hydrophobia, want a lot to drink in hot
ators without charge, and were exhibited to the public weather, must be kept dry or they suffer from sore feet.
throughout the empire.
ORIGI~ OF THE DUM-DU:M BULLET.
SCIENTISTS AT A LOSS.
"It was during the Chitral relief expedition of 1895,"
the Army and Navy Gazette tells us, "that it was found
Scientists who ~ce to-clay bow few people live to he a
that the small caliher bullet. of the Lee-Met.ford rifle_, then hundred years old, find themselves at a loss to explain
for practically the first time eeriously on trial in the how Methuselah managed to live 969 years, while Noah
field, dic1 not possess sufficient 'stopping' power to check reached the respectable age of 595 years. Recently, howthe rush of the tribesmen. There were instances on ever, a discovery has been made which helps to explain
record of Pathans who continued to 'come on' after being this mystery.
hit three or mnre times hy the hullets of om men's rifles,
When the causes of short life nowaclay:,; arc counted up,
and who were able to get to 1rnrk 1rith ibe chura Jong it is found that most of the ueatl1s are duP to disea~r.
after, by all the rules of the game, they ought to_ ha,c \'pry few people die from old agr. And the rrasou wliy
drop1wcl in their tracks. lt was then that the superin- people cl ie from nny one d1sease is that they have been
terJdent of the small-arms factory at Dnm-Dum was asked. weakened b,v other illnesses which they hal'e had., or "'hi<'h
to cleYise a bullet which would stop n rush, and the reHult lrnvc been l1m1ded down to them bv thrir anrestorf'. For
was the bullet with the core exposed for a short ui:;ta11ce : example, one wide,:preacl social scot~Tge whicll weakens the
from the point downwards, which was known as the constitution of many men and women to-clay was probably
• D11m-Dum bullet, and. which on encountering resistance unknow11 in primitive times.
expa1:wed by the :mushrooming o-f the lining. 'I'his bullet
To some of these diseases the human race has become
was strenuously objected to at 'l'l1e Hague Conference, so arcnstomecl that it is immune. Measles wm kill off a
especially hy the German representatives. who,:e humaui- wbole Jndiau tribe, but among tbe white races it is oulv
tarianism is, as we all know, very especially acute; and an annoying childhood malady. But the variations of di~the Dum-Dum bullet was accordingly "·ithdrawn from ease iJJcrease far more rapidly than the immunitv.
sen ice and has never since been issued."
X oa h anc1 the other pntriarchs didn't have ~early as
man? different kinds of diseaf'es to fa('e, becan,:e 'they
ha;:.lu·t lwcl eJJ011gh aucef'tors to hand them down a val\IACHl~B GUSS DRAWK BY DOGS.
The J3elgiam employ clogs to draw tlieir machine guns, riety. Consequently their constitutions were not constantand it is an 111,doubted fact that the Belgian machine- ly being weakened as are ours to-clay. For example, there
gun clogs appear to revel in their work to the same ex- is no reference in very ancient literatures to a cold in the
1.ent as their Arctic cousins in the drawing of sledges. head. The Greeks and Romans seem to have been the first
:Rdore the war it was estimated that there were 150,000 peoples to suffer from it.
dogs in Belgium. of which 10,000 were in Brussels.
The real reason why the patriarchs lived longer than
The dogs cost about fifty francs for a male, forty francs we do now was because in those days the fount of hufor a female. The daily ration costs ten centimes if fed manity was fresher. While immunity to certain diseases
on scraps, twenty-five centimes when food is purchased. has been handed down to ns by our parents, we have also
:\.ga.inst these ilgures a hor~e costs 1,000 francs, and costs received the weakened vitality which was theirs as a result
J -~ 5 francs _per day for food. Iieqnires stabling and ex- of their fight against disease'. Sooner or later the race
.pensive sadcllrry, the saddle alone costing 100 francs, will become immune to tnberculosis, but with that imwhereas the cost of the lrnroess for a dog is 100 francs, munity will come the diminished power as a result of
a.ud for the gun carriage ~00 francs.
maukinu·s long fight against the white plague.
0
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THE-·ROB ROYS
-OR-

BOLD BOB, THE CAPTAIN OF THE TEAM
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
me," Henry Selden said, with a vicious snap of his strong,
CHAPTER III (continued)
~[canwhilc the heroic young captain of the Rob Roys white teeth. "Before I will ever allow the Rob Hoys to
had wended his way back to Fairview. Of course he was beat the Orangemen, and he be the hero bf the affair, I
late, but he did not mind that, for he had been the means swear before heaven that I will kill him with my . own
of eaving- the girl lie loved from the bands of Iris enemy. hancls ! I am not afraid to do it either. ~Then :rou come
Supper was nearly ayer when he entered the warm, bright right down to business, he is a coward and · a loafer
dining-room, and Professor Romaine looked 11p in smprise. who--"
"You are mistaken there, my dear boy," and Rinold
''You are late, Robert;'' he remarked. "How did it haplaughed wickedly as he spoke. "There is not a
amb-a
pen?"
"I will explain it to you later, Rir,'' the young man an- single spark of cowardice in his whole bocly, as you well
swered. '·J am not late on my own a.ccount, but if you know, but let him alone in that line. What ,rnre you about
will allow me a short interview with you after supper is to suggest ?"
'"rbat the Rob Roys should be beaten by ftrnl means, if
ended, l can tell you alL"
cannot do it by fair," was the answer hissed between
we
Professor Romaine looked at him curiously, but said
Selclen'~ set teeth. "I tell you plainly, Wamba, tha.t
Henry
nothing beyond nodding his head gravely. But when the
shall eitJ1er conquer or die l Robert MacOrangemen
the
meal drew to a dose he hurriedly clismisse<l the other boys,
beggar, who is the captain of the
handsome
the
Gregor,
and motioned for Hobert to follow lrim to his own private
shall never get the laugh on yours truly. I have
Hoys,
Rob
studio.
the fellow, and now I hate him worse than
He listened gravel:y to the young man's story, and when always hatecl
!"
e,·er
lie was done with it, he gra~pe<l. him by the hand, saying
"But how are you going to pre,ent the Rob Iloys winearnestly:
Hinold Wamba asked, a ring of curiosity in his
ning?''
SelHenry
liked
nerer
I
you.
of
proU<l
am
I
'·My boy,
clcn, but 1 neYer helieved he was such a scoundrel as all voice. "I do not understand it at all."
"How?" and Henry Selden laughed wickec1ly. "How?
that. Bnt you gave him the punishment he deserved. If
tliere is anything in this world that I despise, it is a man I shall kill him! I will not allow him to stand in my way,
no matter what the cost may be. Listen, you know Louis
of that type. 'l'here is nothing hacl enough for him."
"I have reason to believe thaL he will remember me as Wallace, the haH-breed. Well, for a small sum of money
long aH lie Jim;;," Robert remarked, wiil1 a grim smile. lie will commit almost any deed. He is under obligations
"For i[ he cloes not wear a pair of lovely blat:k eyes for to me, and I need only ask him to send a bullet through '
the next ten tlays, then I do not know what I am talking Bold Bob's heart when it will be done, and to the one he
serves he is as faithful as a dog."
about."
Bad as he was, Rinold Wamba could not help but shud- ,
"vYell, ince yon have given him a severe puni~bment,
lie will not be likely to interfere with you again," Pro- der at his companion's words, and his swa.rth_y face grew
fc~~or Romaine said; "and once he is defea.ted by the Rob pale.
"You would kill him, then?" he asked, huskily. "You
l'{oys, he will be somewhat meeker."
Aml yet ]low· little ]10 Jreanwcl of the coward.l? scheme would. kill him in order to win the game? You-you--"
the aav"I 11·oulcl do anything to. defeat that cad,"
to defeat tbe RoL Hoy,;, being plannecl even at that momc11t. Long ::ifter he was peacefully sllllnl.iering and the I age retort. "I would hesitate at nothing, for I hate him
.
gallant )''i>U0)2; <:,tpbin was alone in his room, poring over so!''
'\Yamba shuclclerecl. There was no mercy, no pity in
his books far into tlte night, both Henr~· ~elclen and his
companion in sin, Ilinol<l. \\' amba, were plotting anJ plan- Henry Selclen ·s nature, and he -Jmew it, and if he should
ning how they could best ruin the life of handsome Robert once turn ou him what hope would he have?
A few moments later and Louis Wallace, a low-browed,
MacGregor.
They met in a small grove only a short distanr.e from skull,ing half-breed, joined them. It was then planned
San Hema c.:ollcge, rrncl there they conversed for a long that lie shoutd be present at the ball game and if he saw
the Rob Roys were sure to be the victors, he was to send
time, laying their eYi.l schemes.
. "I tell you that beggarly cacl shall never triumph over a bullet throl1gh the gallant young captain's heart.

1,
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"lvly aim is sure, my hand is steady, Mr. Selden,'' he
f::.id, with a wicked drndde, "aud I.hi.' :roung man wl10
1,iJ, · ~tand~ in your way will soon be removed. Ah, but
a friend in need, is a friend indeed. _If the Orangemen
cam10t win the game, then we will liave the pleao~re of
destroyiug the whole thing. But trust in me. I uever
yef ·Betrayed a friend, or one who trusted me."

CHAPTER IV.
OVERB.EARD BY TIP AND TOPSEY .

A :few moments later, and the precious trio paJ.·ted, each
going their separate ways. Scarcely had they disappeared
from sight, when two small jet-black :faces with knots of
wool standing out in every direction, suddenly appeared
· above the hedges.
"Did yo' heah dat, Tip, :fo' de Lawd's sake, did yo' heah
dat? Dem. villains done gwine ter shoot young Ma.rse Bob
clean fro' de gizzard, an' he'll be kilt daid :fo' shuah. What
we gwine ter do, Tip, fo' de lub ob de Lawd, what we
,gwine ter do?"
Ii was a girl's voice, and it came from the small girl
whose big, black eyes were almost popping out of her head
with terror. She clutched the arm of her companion, a
'boy of about the same age and size, shaking him violently.
"Look heah, Topsey, doan' yo' know no moah den ,-ter
shake my teeth outen my head?" he asked. "Yo' am a
,:fool nigger. Neher saw a yaller gal dat knows so little.
How in de name ob de Lawd am dey gwii 3 ter shoot Marse
Bob when de ball game doan come off till ter-morrow?
Hain't we got time ter nm back ter de college and done
tell him? Go 'way dar, yo' make me tired. Yo' am a
gal, an' dey hain't no good. Pappy says so."
"Shut up, nigger," and the speaker edged nearer her
brotlier, doubling up her fists in a threatenino manner.
"Shut up, fo' I bends dat black mug all out of ~hape. If
I gib yo' one bang on dat mop ob wool, yo' neber see
$traight while yo' hb _; ~·o' hc-ah <lat, nigger? I done gwine
ter tell mammy on yo'_, :md she whale de stuffin' outer
yo'.''.
" 'Deed he won't, an' if yo' say so, I'll git pappy ter
wallop yo'. But look-a heah, how we gwine tcr manao-e
'bo\lt stealin' dem d1ickens an' tcllin' Marse Bob ter lo;k
out .fo' his gizzard?" Tip asked, anxiously.
"I done ha.te ter let dem chickens slide, but Marse Bob
hev been mighty g0od ter me, an' I think I see him befo'.
Say, Tip, what's de matter wif lettin' dem hens an'
roosters go till some ocler 11ight? I feels mighty funny
like," was 'J Op$ey's au wer.
"I reckons yo' am right, honey,'' and Tip dmckled while
he . hrnggecl his shoulders. "I reckons yo' am right.
Lawcl, how I does lub JUarse Bob, an' l'se gwine ter tell
him how elem pizen skunks want ter put a bullet plum
fro' his gizzard. Come, honey, we'se bettah git home, fo'
hits gittin' late, an' mammy she'll wallop th' stuffin' outen
us fo' shuah."
So hand in hand the pair of little coons scrambled over
the hedge, and started on a run for the college. They
were twins, the children of Rosie, the cook, and Jerry, the

colored gardener, and they were capable of more mischie£
than a11y other couple in .\mcrie;a.
'iVhile they annoyed the ·tudeuts at Fairview, they al::io
scned to amuse them, and really to look at them one would
haYe to mile, fo1· they were the oddest looking twins in
the world, with their kinky locks anu inky faces.
'rip was his father's favorite, while 'l'opsy was the idol
of her mother's heart.
At first their story was not believed at Fairview, for I
am sorry to say that the twins had a way of enlarging their
very strong tales, and it took some time to convince our
hero that they were peaking the truth.
"I 'clar fo' de Lord, -Marse Bob, <lat I done tell yo' de
trufe," and 'l'ip rolled his eyes about in his head. "I done
heah de hnll ting, ::m' I swar dat I hain't tellin' no lies,
sah . Deed an' deed I ha.in't."
And when he stopped to think of it, Robert was convinced that he was telling the truth, for there was nothing
too mean for Henry Selden to do . And yet he had no
fea.r, for Robert :MacGregor was not afraid of any living
man in the world. Nevertheless he resolved to be on the
lookout for his enemy.
At last the day of the great ball game rolled around,
and the excitement concerning both teams knew no bounds.
Each had their friends, and those friends were sure tliat
their favorites..would win.
The grand stand was packed when the Rob Roys entered
the field. At sight of the familiar plaid, a mighty cheer
arose, and then the cry :
"The Rob Roys! 'l'he Rob .Roys forever!"
In return the eager boys answered with their own fa,.
miliar yells:
"Rah ! Rah ! Rah !
'·Rub-a-dub-dub!
"Who can conquer the Rob Roys' Club?"
Scarce had the echo died away when, wtih a great blare
of trumpets, the Orangemen dashed up, and the next moment a moving liue of black and yellow faced the wall of
silken plaid. 'rhen they answered with their crv:
"O rangemen 1. 0 rnngemen ! Orangcmen true- !
"Will conquer you, will conquer you!"
In the midst of mad cheering the rival teams took their
places in the field. Robert MacGregor caught sight of
Henry Selden's cla.rk, scowling face, and he suddenly remembered Tip's warning. In the excitement of the great
event he had completely forgotten it.
"But he will never dare haJ.·m me," he muttered to himself. ." He is like all bullies, a big boast and a coward. Let
him tr:v it just once, and he will regret it to the last hour
of his life. I would like to catch him at any of his dirty
tricks ."
Henry Selden's eye$ did flash hatred and revenge as
they met the calm glance of the _gallant captain of the Rob
Roys, and he ground his teeth in bitter, silent rage.
" "That begga_r thinks he will win,'' he said, savagely.
But, blame him, he shall not! If Louis does his work
well he will soon be out of the way. Then I shall have
the pleasure of seeing Miss Sidney Worth crying over his
clead body. I hate her almost as much as I do him."
_(To be continued)
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TIMF.LY TOPICS
After establishing a record for continuous fasting, Jim I A serious situation has ariSf~n in the Intercollegiate
Robinson. of Warsaw, Ind., asked for a glass of butter- Fencing League over the questiion of the adoption by the
milk, anc1 as he slowly swallowed it admitted that it ta ted league of the three-year rule, which has caused such a 1
good. This was the first nourishment takeµ by Robinson, bitter contest in the Intercollegiate Basketball L eague and
who is an inmate of the county infirmary, for eight weeks. the swimming association. Harvard, Yale and Cornell
His long fast was due to lack of appetite and the fact that are favoring the adoption of the three-year rule, which '
the taste and smell of food nauseated him. Physicians bars freshmen, and its adoption is being opposed by Cohere declare his case has no parallel in medical history. lumbia, Pennsylvania and the United States Military
Fifty-five days was held to be the limit of man's endur- Academy. The passing of the three-year rule would driYe
ance, yet Robinson passed that mark by more than a day Columbia and Pennsylvania O'Ut of the league, according 1
and is still alive. During that period he loF-t nearly 100 to delegates from these two colleges. It was owing to the '
pounds. Except for being weakened, his general physical passing of this rule that Columbia withdrew from the
condition was not affected.
hockey league, aDil there is some talk of her getting out 1
of the basketball league for the same reason.
For the license of Bubbles, a clog owned by Edward W.
Burns, former proprietor of lhe Hotel RamRclell, Wanen,
O:-:car Sutherland, of Haddon Heights, a suburb of
Mass., 200 cents were pa.i d to Town Clerk William F. Camden, N. ,T., was taken from there to the county jail,
Duncan. Bubbles collected the cents himself from travel- where he was held in default of bail to answer a charge
ing salesmen and other guests in the hotel. He is a Bos- of having broken open the poor box in the room of Hadton bull terrier, six years old, and is known to every child don Heights L odge, No. 191, F. and A. M ., of which he is
in Warren. Bnbbles will not be satisfied unless he is given a member. It is charged that a ten-dollar bill which had
a cent. At all times he will refuse silver. When .a cent been previously marked was found on him. Private deis thrown to him, lie grabs it in his teeth and nms to a tectives employed by the Masons, and themselves Masons,
corner of a room, and then returns £or more. At the be- make the charge.' In the lasit year much money had been
ginning of the year Mr. Burns' son began to save the cents missed from the poor bo " in the lodgeroom. It was dereceived by Bubbles. The cents are on exhibition in the cided the money was taken nights, anc1 recently the carpet
window of a Main street store.
was raised aud a trap set. A board was so placed that a
.
.
.
.
·.
person stepping upon it bore it down until it made an
An Eno-lish
paper has Just prmte.d a narrative .wluch e1ec t·nca
· 1 connec t·ion wh.1ch 1·1g11t ed a 1amp. Tl1e d ct ec t·1ves
o
discloses those deeps of human broth~rhood th~t lie far remained in the lodgeroom, and they said that at 4 :45
below the storms of war's _fierce passwns. . It 111~strates I o'clock the other mornin~ Sutherland entered, and, standwell _the truth that the s~lchers of the warrrng nations are ing npon the board, opened the box with a false key and
settlrng n? quarrel of their own. ~nly a few feet separated abstracted moncv. Sutherland is 35 years old, and lives
t~~ ?pposmg trenches of th e E~ghsh and. Germans. Ho_s- at Seventh aven~rn and Green street, Haddon Heio-hts.
0
tihties hac1 ceased. An Englishman, with a camera m
______
bis hand, ventured to call a.cross the narrow space: "Any
At their own expense Capts. H. D. South and E. R.
of you want your pictures taken?" Five Germans appeared above the trenches, and with smiling faces were Beadle, U . S. M. C., are making experiments with carrier
photographed. These men, cherishing no grudge each for pigeons as a means of communication between the fleet ·
the other, knew that when the order came thP.y must and expeditionary forces of marines. It .is reported that
despite the development of wireless telegraphy, field
shoot across that intervening space to kill.
telegraphy and o.t her modern modes of communication,
"He bought me a paper cap with silver paper wings on carrier pigeons are being used extensively in the
our , ilvcr wedding anniversary and I flew Tight down European war. According to these reports there are
here,"' said Mrs. William Corn, of Detroit, Mich., to Jus- 20,000 pigeons with the British army, and the other
tice Stein. The woman had her husband arrested for dis- armies are using pigeons in sending messages under certurbing the peace. She became angry when he gave her tain conditions where it is claimed that they prove a betonly the paper cap, while other relatives gave .her a silver ter means of communication than wireless or any other
shower. An argument started at their home and con- system. It is thought that pigeons would be of special
tinued until they reached her father's home, where the use in the sending of small detachments into the interior
celebration was to be held. William was arrested. "I told of a wild country, where it would be impossible to carry
him I would take those wings and fly right to see Judge a wireless outfit. Captains South and Beadle have purStein," the woman told the court. ''The idea, after twenty- chased some high-bred Belgian pigeons and are sending
five years of married life, to get a paper cap and wings!" them to Guantanamo, where Capt. W. G. Fay, comSentence was su!'lpcnded on William on his promise to be mandant of the Marine Corps Barracks, will conduct the
experiments.
more considerate.
.
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GOOD CURREN'l' NEWS ARTICLES
One hundred and serentY UniYersih ol: Illinois e:o-e(ls
hare ea rnect' !J;:2,5.Jf5 towar~l their hvinp: ant1 school expen~es ~ince last fal l. Iloucework, earing for children and
waiting on table were some of their nctivi.t-ies.

Lord Kitchener has called on Canada for a second expeditionary force . The news was gi,-en :Parliament the
other night by Premier Sir Hobert Borden, who said that
the call hac1 been ,?xpccted for some time. 'rhree months
ago Lord · Kitchener · was informed that the force was
reatlv in Canada to boarcl troop ships and sail for Europe.
Prrmier Borden said that since that time the war office
had made suggestions which harl been followed with absolute wecision by the C.rnaclian authorities. Xow that
the summons has come, the second expeditionary force
woulc:l go fonrnrcl at an unrevealecl elate in the near future to join the first expeditionary Ca11aclian force now
at tl1e front . 'l'he announcement of Lord Kitchener's ·call
was receiYed wi Lh e:heers from both parties in the Hons".
"So far as at present can be fore:een," sait1 the premier,
"a total of about 150,000 men will be reqtriTeL1 should the
war last another year. 'rhat is to ay, au original force
of .:;o,ooo plus 50,00_0 sent overseas for reinforcements,
plus 50,000 in C'anacla under training.·,

GRINS AND CIIUCKLES
She-My parrot says some awfully cle,er things. H eAncl who taught it 10 talk? 8he-Oli, I dicl.

On e of the most unustrnl methods of taking testim~oy
in the history of tl1e local courts \Vas rewrtcd to recently
"How cliLl you come out with :vour lawsnit ?" " T won
when Dr. George H. Brown, n- victim of smallpox and a
it." "Get damages?"' "Sure. I got almost en~ugh to
patient at the contagion!' clisense hospital, Grand Hapid.s,
pay' my lawyer:'
111ich., testified over the telephone in a damage rnit in the
Circuit Court. One. attorney for ea.ch side and a comt
"Say, mamma," queried little Elsie, "what is a sing
stenographer henrd the testimony o,er separate receivers.
party?" "Stag, my clear, is an abbreYiation of stagger,"
replied the knowing mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Thoma s Slifer, of Freeport, Ill., both
ninety-eight years old, celebrated their f'eventy-s ixth well" l 'Ye alwa:vs been taught to make a. lii.tle go n, great
ding anni,ersan. 'l'hcy are believed to hold the American
1T:1_1·:' remarked the fa n ner, as he dropped a pebble from
r ecord for length Qf wedded life. 'l'hey lrnYe three chilthe top of the "\YaslJington monument.
dren, the oldest son heing serenty-five, who were prese11t
at the celebration. Mr. aucl nibs. Slifer have lived verv
Father-I wo11der ·what';- the matter ,rith· Kellie this
t emperate li ves, ::n{d in tbe last fifty years nothing excep"t
Silo actc: like one possessed . Sister-She probeYening?
r el igious meetings ha.Ye kept them up later than 9 o'clock.
ably is. T noii e:ed a new ring on her finger when she
came downs ta ir~.
Ja.wes Bookl,ater, ,rhile plowing on his farm, near
Findlay, Ohio, saw a s11ake crawl into a small opening in
Customer-T want to get a collar for my wife's poodle.
the grotmcl. He i1westigatecl, picked up a, shovel, and
plain, sir? Customer-No, f:ome.t hing
Dealer-Something
with a littl e digging cliscovererl :i small ca.Ye occupied by
I want some one to stea l
expensive-looking.
anr1
showv
scores of' snakes. Bookwater called for help ancl when the
·
beast.
liitle·
tl,e
small army of men were throngh with the Plaughter 12[,
had been killed. All were of ibc blne racer Ynriety. SevKiUsem (a natirn of the Cannibal I si'ancls)-Th cy are
efal of tlie large ones showed fight, but they were killed
a barbecue clown on the beach. Eatscm-Whab
having
without mu ch trouble.
i.he entrce, man or woman? Killsem-Neither. Tbev\·e
John Kirb.v, of Los Angeles, born in England, veteran captured a ship laden with New York new~papers, ~nd
of the Civil War, ancl a voter at every Presidential election they· are devouring the news.
since the close of the war, h,as just discovered that he is
"Count," said the lady to the foreign nobleman at the
still an alien. Kirby, now seventy-three, took the oath of
allegiance when he joinecl the nrmy ancl assumed that charity ha7,aar, "won't you buy this rose? It is Ollly one
that oath made him an Amerir-an ritizen. While proving guinea." "I am very son y," said.the count, with a courtup on n homestead in tho unitcll 81 ates Janel office lie was 1? bow, "hut ze price is a littl e too high." The lady kissed
asked to show his naturalization pa1~ers. He had none. t] 1c rose. "And 110w, count, will you buy it?'' ":N"o, maAfter ii!ty-thr<;c ;years of practical citizenship, he said he dame," be said, with a still cleo,per bQw. "Xow ze rose is.
priceless."
would try again legally to become an A.mericnn.
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''BOYCOTTED."
By Paul Braclclon

My duty uot long since rarried me over the water and
1ec1 me to Ireland, thrilled from one encl to the other by
a deep fpeling of bah-eel towa:rcJ the large landed pro·
prietors.
1t is not my inte~tion to go into any learned disquisition
on the p's an<l q's of the situation, but my observation ,:atisfietl me that there is much to say on both sides, although,
as iR natural, my sympathies ran toward the popular side.
In - ·- I i::aw a family of eight huddled together in a
little shanty, the children all but naked, and po,eTty their
constant guest.
The head of this family had a "holding" of a few acres,
but not an:ywhere neaT enough to support his family and
pa_y the l1eaYy ground rent.
He was to he sympathized witby for so liard put to it
wa.s the family that I was informed they had none of
them eaten a mouthful of meat in a year.
On foe contrary,· however, a little intelligent effortwhich they ,were free 1.o make-would have made their
,
home cleaner and more comfortable than it was.
The fact of my being an .American was an "ope~
sesame" for me, mad the Irish people clic1 not at all hesitate to take me into their confidence, so satisfied are they
that America and Americans are in sympathy with them;
and they are not far wrong.
) tra,elerl owr a good part of Irelarnl at the time, and
in one town was a ,yitnes,; to an affair of "Boycotti.n<r ,.
ll'hi<;lt i~, llamely-leaving 1.he "Boycotted"' pcxso;1. entir~iv
to hi:, own resourc·es; 110L ,:peal- ing to, assis1.i11g, or being
a;:;,-,i,,;ted by, lhr obnoxious iucl iYirl 1rnl.
I 11 the preEent installre i.he "boycotterl'' individual wa~
n c·ertain J'eny :Mc-'l'eigue.
At a no very distant date he had been the "holder" of a
small farm, bnt certain apparent qualities had so recommended him to the owner or Jandlorcl, that Jerry had been
made a sorL of superintencleni. of thr farm,:; aud tenants.
\\'hen, in response 1.o the landlord\, noiiecs, lhc:: te11ants
fai lc•d to pay tliei r rent:-; promplly, .1 erry hail been engaged
to ltnnY them up.
(':nricd away liy hi~ Jilt le brid nutho1·ii_1·, he belied
even· opinion heretofore formed of Jiirn, by becoming oppres:-;ive, and overbearing and harsh.
Speedily a deep feeling arose ngainst him, whi0h had
gainotl such proportions by· t}1e time he realized the fact
tha(· he coulll not undo it.
P.ecoming uwarr that he was held in detr>station, cmseil
whc-re,er he went, pelted on severnl occasions with rotten '
rgg;;, ancl sufferi11g l'Urions other indignitie:,;, his wrath wag
arc,nsed, aud he clcterminec1 to more than get square with
t111· otlie1·,:.
··'I'Jw rent musi. he paid at onve, or out yon go.·'
'l'he:::e worcl:; WC'l'e so frequen1l_v on h1s JipR thai. thc_v
be,·amr stereo1.ypeC:I, and he_ ac-1.ed up to the ve,y letler of
his tlnea.ts.
TJ1c storm of imlignai ton ·against him reached its high"st pikh when he inlrnmanly turned a widow (her husband
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had diecl the week before) ancl her small chi ldren out of
doors.
I was present at a cha nee gathering of thr I l'ish ''holders:· who ar0 110w known under i.he general term of "landleagn ers."
,
It was solemnly 12njoinecl n1ion all present uot to l1ave
aught to do with ,Terry McTeigue, not to speak to liim,
nor do him a favor, but rather to obstruct him wherever
po~sible in the performance of his duties.
As a result of this meeting, Mc'feigue passed to "and fro
among them, but none answered his "Top o' the marnin',"
OT his bows; only angTy glances 'and :fro,v11i11g brows were
turned toward him.
They avoided him as if he were a leper.
"See here, Denny," said Jerry, stopping on the road a
man who had long" been his neighbor, an old-time friend,
and indeed a crony-"see here, Denny, old man, why
clon't you stop and take a11 old friend bv the band as vou
"
used to do? Ilere, shake hands with me·!''
FTom his head to his feet a pair of scornful eyes sm"eyed the agent, and then Denny replied, in -a cutting
tone :
"Shake hands with you? . I'd rather shake hands with
the dil'il himself! Shake hands with you? Jerry Mcrreigue, I'd be roasted fiTst ! If you wasn't an Irishman
like myseH, I could forgive you belike. But whin a man
goes back on l1is own countrymen, he ain't · fit to live.
Shake l1ands with you? If . I ever so far forget myself,
may ID} good Tiglit harn1 witheT and rot u11til the flesh
falls from the bones !-may my eyes be struck with blindJier,;s !-111av m_y tongue be tom out !-and mRy I go limpi11g tluough purgatory foriYeT !"
'fhe iJliense detestation visible in Denny's words and
manner nngerecl thr agent, who, cle,-pite the de~picable part
he was playing, w:1s not tlcvoid of a certain c0urage, which
caused lJim to spring close to the man who had uttered
th is fearf'tll adjuration.
"Denny, man, you'll regret ever having said those words
to me," shaking his finger in front of Denny's face.
'·'l'ake: it dowii !"
As he said this Denny knocked aside tlie threatening
forefinger and ~pat at it r;ontemptuously.
,J erry <;]enchccl liis fi8ts.
'·H,1 !"'. snarled llen11y, "clo you show fight? Whoop!
'I'llut suib,; rne exactly. l 've been wajti11g the chance to ,
giYe ye a good drubbing. 'l'ake that, ye spalpane !" giving
Jerry a black eye, which he carried for many a day.
Jerry did 1iot fight back.
He knew t]rnt Denny was the better man, and pocketed .
the insults and the blow, and went his way, threatening
roull(U_y, and vowing ·vengeance on the othe1)s head .
A. month or more passed away, and it was then that I
appeared on, the scene.
By tbis time Jeny bad been so thoToughly boycottiid
that he c·onld not eYen pnrchase goods at any of the neighboring store~.
They would not sell to him.
Just at this time Denny had the misfortune to break
__ _
his leg.
It was -a piece oi very hard luck, as rent day waa ·aot
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very far distant, and the land-leaguers a~ yet ha11 not got earth . .his f. ce turned ll]? to the sky, a big. dark-red patch
of co:1guln.ted Mood on his forehead.
so far as to dare to absolutely refuse to pay re'.!;lt.
Near by hirn lay a revolver, one barrel of which was disDenny was just able to hobble around when rent day archarged.
riYed.
Some said it was a case of suici le1 and I knew that if it
Almost to the hour Jerry McTeigue put in an appearnot, he had at' lea·s t had a show for his life.
was
an ce, an 8vil and triumphant s:qiile on bis lips. £pr he
not wish to know too much, and tumccl away from
did
I
guessed that Denny would be unable to pay his rent, not
·
having done "a tap of work" since the breaking of his leg. the spot. .
I found, on returning, that Denny was gone, whither no
"Are you ready with your rent?" l1e demanded.
one seemed to know.,
"I° am not."
I said nothing, but instinctively I knew how the agent
"Perhaps ye'll have it afore dark?"
met his death.
had
"I shall not."
But, after all, it was only surmise, and I did not ac"Do you refuse to pay?"
tually wish to know anytl1i11g, so I soon packed up my
"1 can't pay."
"\.Yell. it's all the same. I suppose you know what to things and left the town .
Going into Dublin by train I heard two gentlemen
.expect?"
speaking of a ffaim-of how alarming they were grow"What?"
in-g-in Ireland.
"Dispossession."
"The fatal missile was dug out, a.nd proved to be a bit
"Of course, seeing the power is in such hands as yours,"
of spike."
said Denny. "And you'll rio be givin' me a week?"
"\'\Tho it was that was killed by the bit of spike I never
"A week? No, not a day; 110 t an hour. I owe you a
grudge, Denny, for what :vou saicl to me, and I Iilean i.o knew.
Nor ca.n I guess-perhaps because I don't wish to.
1
square it. I'll be off for the papers at once."
Ycu, reader, may be able to connect the 4vo circum· The ]aw allows three days, and promptly on tlie'ir exstances, although I cannot.
piration Jerry Mc'I'eigue put in a.n a.p pearanee.
One of Denny's children hac1 suddenly fallen . seriolisly , I'll say no more, further than that Denny is in New
ill, but this fact had no wright with Jerry, who proceeded York, anc1 that, true to his worcl, he has returned the
to ruthlessly hustle Denny's few poor things out of doorn, money 1 luanecl him.
"Was there much excitement that day?" be asked me
together with the sick chilcl.
The exposure, brief as it was before she was taken into !on the occ:rnion when he came to pay back tl1c money.
"What day?" _
the hut of a kind-hearted neighbor, caused the child's
"Why, the day I - - "·
death.
H c pallsetl, and we looked :fixedly at each other for sevHaving heard of Denny's case; I sympathized with him,
and paid him a visit to proffei: some little assistance, and eral minlltes.
"l am a detective, attached to the New York force," I
chanced to be in the hovel when the child died.
'"rhis goes to the account of Jerry McTeigue," said the1i said.
He looked a little sfartlc,J at first, hut soon an expresDenny, his face expressing as much res·e ntment a-s sorrow.
Half an hour ldcr I found him behind an outhouse sion of coJJficlence came into hiB face.
"Bless you!" he said, aml extirnclcd his hand.
'
engaged in. loadinf!; up an old-fashioned pistol.
Silently we shook handr,, and silently parted.
He had already got the charge of powder in, and was
I don't waDt to see him again.
putting in a bit of the head part of a spike as a bullet,
can gues~ why.
You
him.
upon
came
I
when
He hastily con~ealed the weapon on seeing me, and at
once began talking of America.
Before n man lights a cigar he alway!:! lrns to cut or Lite
"Can you loan me the money to go there?" he :finally off the en,1 i11 order that tho cigar will draw well. Even
asked me. "I'll pay you back in good time."
then the cigar occasional1y does nol smoke as it should.
"I ca!l.1, and will lencl you the money," I said. "But, 'ro remedy these defects a certain cigarmaker cuts oJf the
Denny, I l1ope you intend nobody any harm?"
encl of the cigars which he manufactures ancl inserts a
laTge pin about two inches in length ancl provided with a
He looked earnestly at me.
"I'm no coward, nor a skulker, nor an assassin. No head similar to the tip of the cigar which was removed.
man. can, and no man ever s1rnll, say that I took any ad- 'l1he pin is the same color as the cigaT and in no respect
cletractR from tl1e appearance of the article. ln' fact, the
vantage of him."
casual ouserver would not notice it. As a first aid to imWith this reply I was forced to be content.
About a week late:r a wild rumor ran thro11gb the whole prove the smoking qualities of the cigar it is highly efficient. 'l'he consumer merely pulls the pin from the end
county.
Jerry McTeigue, the agent, had been "boycotted" to his of the cigar and then enjoys a perfect smoke. He doesn't
have to bite off the cigar end and he doesn't have to fuss
death.
In company with many others I made my way to the with the cigar to get it to smoke evenly and to draw well.
This handy scheme has delighted all smokers who have
spot where the body of Jerry had been discovered.
The inhuman agent was stretched at full length on the tried it.
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NEWS OF
THE DAY
.,
No matter who Connie :.\Iac:k ultimately chooses to play
third base in plnc·e oi' Fra1tk Baker, Larry Lajoie ?ill take
his place in the batting order. Larry, who is still ·one of
the greatest hitters in the game, just fits into the clean-up
fourth position in the Macklan batting order. The chances
are that. the order of hitting will not be a great departure
from tliat of last year. Murphy, of comse, will 1eac1 off,
and Olclring, as urnal, is probably the best guess for second man up. As for the third hitter, that is vet an un S8ttlccl qucstio11, because some of the positions ;n the dub
are unsettlC'd .

Fred. Maxan and helpers. 'l.'he main part, howc\'er, was
bumP.d . Ouc of the buildiugs saYecl wa8 tltai. known as
the GoYernor's room. 11'lr. Garv.111, the new owner, carrie
up from New York the other night and \vent to the camp.
He brought a11 an:hitect with him and stated that he
would rebuild al ouce for the summer.

'l'ltis is i.o be the greatest year for stoe;kmen of the
~outhwest in half a century, according to Dr. George .\.
Lipp, of the Bureau of Ai1imal lnclustry of the Departmen t of Agriculture, who recently made a tour of parts of
'l'Pxa~ and Xew }1exico. '·'l'aken as a whole, last winter
Tlie pric-es of a very large nmnber of chcmic-als i.hat was liard on both c·attle and sheep," 8ays Dr. Lipp, "but
have bP.eu affected by the embargo on German eommerce the ]C1ss has been comparatiYely small, less e,·cn than in
have advallceu tremendously of lai.e, and eveu at the exor- less severe winters, beeause the stoekman has leameu how
bitant prices quoted there is ,ery little of an_y of these to take care of hi,; slock. 'l'hey have eome to realize that
articles to be had. Carbolic aeid has gone frum 12 eents they must feed; t11at wi1t!er range alone will not produce
a pound, wholesale, to $ l.50; salieylic at·i<l from 30 eent~ the income to which they are entitled. Cattle and sheep
to $1 GO; phenacetin from $2.75 to !J;8, and benzole from ar wprth too much i he~e days to lo,e. Ewes are worth
J5 <·C'nb to $4 a gol lon. ~ aturall_v all potash salt,; ha,,e lpG.50 a head. ~tnd 1rool i~ likL•ly to be worth 18 to :ZZ cents
goJJe off in proportion, and now pernrnnganai.e of potu,,h a pound this _ve,1r. 'l'he ]Jrospeds for a big spring crop
is quoted at --1.0 cr11! s :1 · again ,t 11 vents of u [cw month.c of L1mb., is better than it ha,, been for a long time. It
ago, wliik there is a conc,;poncli11g shortage- and advanec would take a miradc lo pt·eyeut !he. ~tockman of the
in price of o1 he1 snl:s of !his nece,;sary ehemieal.
SonUlll'est 111c1kiug sorn!· rncmey this year. '!'here is Ye ry
litll<' 1'eab and little infection on the open ra11ge ."' ConIL will be news to _most poop!~ ~hat there is iu Engl~nd Id~t'.~ns in the westen.1 p.a'.·t_ ~f -~e~v l\iexi~_o and in A1:izona
a ta;-ern where srnokmg is prolnbited. 'l'he hou,;c is situ- ha,e _not lJ~en gct:cl. pa1heula1l) atuo11 0 the ;1foqu1 and
ntrsd in _\.rtillel'I' row, not a stone's throw from Lirerpoul ::\araJo lnchan,;, \l'!lO h,11e bet' n heavy losers of sheep from
i;trect station, :unl it i~ remarkable how few Londonl'rs L'OlLl -.rt•ather and deep snows. The <Joyernment l1as begun
know of L ,.mrlc il·s only smokeless t:wern. lt ,rn ~ e::;tab- the· erediou of 1rindmi!ls on the lmlian resel'l'atiorn; of
]ished in IGSZ. The · ::itrangcr who enters its doors i,; Xe1r ~lexi<·o and .\.rizoua to fo,;ler the Jiyestock industry.
prnmptly ::<L·rvecl with a pamphlet in wltieli i:; set forth the
emi•Jus rules by whi(;h rhe esb1blishmenl ii- bournl. Hnl e
'J'!ic large"'t squad m the history of football d Prine;eone pnt:-1 up 11w !Jar againd liim wl10 lins drunk unwi$ely !ou re11or tcJ to Coad1 Rn~h ':; Hr,,t c·,ill for t·a11di1late:; for
and too wpJ]. H11le 2. " Xo per~on Ol' pnl'ty of µ c 1·son~ the spri11g footuall pi :1dic·L' 1rhid1 began the other week.
c-an be cil'J'V Pcl uncJcr any !· i l'('UJll~tltn(;e$ rn on, than onc-e, the .\pp1 ox imately forty me11 tun1L'd out tl!c first day, and
rule being ihnt lie. she Ol' they ( a~ 1.he C'ase 11H1,V be) must that uu1nber C'oueh Hu sh !:op~~ to Lloul;le before the spring
l1a 1e le[t the honse at le,,,t h:.tlf au houl' licforc either an~ pradic·p ha ,, l·los2d. Tlie 11ork has been light, consisting
c11tiUed lo be ~L"nc,l agaiu."
1cwinl_v of pr,1cti<·E: in handling the lrnll, fonrnr<l and
lat<,ral puo~ii1g, rnnning tlu,ru nntlrr pnnb arnl p1 nr-tices
Kamp Kill [(are, tlie mag11ilieeHL esl,ile in the .\diron- in qui< ·k slarling for iiot!i linemen allll ln:eks. C'apt.
chc·ks, whivh ll'a:i owned by 'l'imothy L. Woodruff and Ulick and JI. S. Stuck,cY, ·08, are Coach Hush'~ assistants
lai.er ~ol<l to Francis P. Uarl'an, cx-As~isi.ant Di,;trid Al- and will be aided hv several of the varsit)' men who gradtomey of :-rc w Yod,, wn~ almo,;i. totally cl e;,tro~·et1 early uate this .Juue. 1-'rnc-ii C''.) will be hdcl a~ ofiPn as the
the other morni11g bv u fire whicd1 started in the ,;enants' weai.lier permits un<l will last for about fil'e ,reeks, ending
quarkr~, 1'hr loci:; will reat-11 IJctween $7:1.000 and in ~ome ~ignal drill s ancl light scrimmage work together.
*1011,()00 nncl i,, partly eoYC'recl by insuranc,'. Thi;:: eamp with th<' annual coutest in punting, drop kit:king an<l
has li!'en the mcl'tin~ plaC'c of man y politicinus and big passing. 'l'lie aim oE the ~pring praci.iC'e this year is to
mcu prominent in fi.nan ee in :-icw York 8tate. It. was teae;h fn11dament:1h so well that no time need be lost orer
hcrP tlrnt politieian:=1 gathcrecl to talk over campaign,; on them next fall. In commenting on the fir-t clay of practhe quiPL t\Ir. \\'0od ruff expended about half a million tiee Coach Rush sairl : · "I am well plea;;e<l with the showdollar~ in <lPYC'loping the camp to what was one of tbc ing, nllhough l hope to have twice as many men. F or
mo~t elnlinrni.el,v furni8hed <'amps in the mountains. The the present we will confine our attention to getting the
C'::Unp i11,·lncles nbout twenty buildings and 1,200 acreR of men into shape, devoting most of the time to kicking, passland. Two d the buildings were saved by Snper1nte:1dent ing, s t::trli ng and carrying the ball in the · open."
1
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A QUlCK MARBJAUE.
" ·\ re have l,ut six minute:; to get om· liu'n~e, haYe ihe
CC!rernony performed aml l'alc-l1 onr car;· ~aid Carl .Jeren1 ia;;, twenty-two_, as lie requested lrn.-,te 01 the Ji<.;t>nse clerk
of l!'remont, Ohio. He was ma eried to Miss Gladys Bauer,
eightee11, in record-breaking time. _A ta.xi wm; used i11
corl'ring the ground from the courthouse arn1 church to
tbe st.a.tio11. Jeremias and his briue-to-he waited at the
courthouse Joor lialf an hom for the license clerk.

A MARVELOUS EDIFICE.
The Cathedral of St. Sophia, at Constantinople, was
built by the Emperor .Justinian, in the year A. D. 568,
and on the site of another church which had been· erected
by Constantina the Great in 32;:;0 lmt was afterward desLrovecl by fire.
'11!1e arcl1itects of thr pre~ent building were Anthe1;is of
'l'rallis, and Isadore of Miletus . N cw taxes were imposed
in order to raise the funds necessary for the construction
of the edifice, which was to be built of such costly materials as to surpass in magn i.ficence the famous temple of
8olomon.
Bver,v kind of marble that could be proe1rrerl for the
columns-white marble with pink Yein~ from Phr:rgia,
gteen. and blue marble from Libya, blaci{ marble with
white veins, awl white marhle with hl,H·k Yoin~, granite
from E&'ypt, and porphyry from Sais.
'l'en thousand men were employed upon the work. and it
was completed in eigl1t years. The edifice is crowned with
, surrounqecl by nine smaller ones. They
a gigantic cupola_
are supported by four columns each, and l.>etwoen them
arf' eight porph_yrv eolumns from tlie Temple of the Sun
at Banlbek.
]'our green pilasters from the Temple of Ephesus support the women's choir, ancl there are 'si.,ty-sernn other
c-ol11m1rn. all of granite or red marble, and delicately
ct11·1·ed, in various parts of the building. Irn,icle the green
cupola is an inscription from the Koran, in gold letters
thirty feet high, meaning, "God is the light of l1oaven
and earth."
At the four corners of the central portion of the building are representations of the four seraphim. in mosaic,
originally calle(l a.rchangels, but now named Abubekr,
Omar, Osman and .Ali.
'l'he original site of the altar and pulpit have been altered, being now placed in a southeastern direction (to\Yar<l 1\llecca) _; and the pulpit is adorned with two flags
as n s ig-.o of the triumph of Mabometanism Ol'er .Judaism
),
and Chri.~tianity.
Nothing now rem nins of the original altar, and all the
more valnable articles in the church were distributed hy
Sultan Mahommed among his troops at the capture of
Constantinople in 1453.

1Y011LD"S LARGES'I' SOUJ=' KITCHEN.
The Brus!lcl:; ;:oup kikbeu organized Ly the Lo11don
Co111u1i,,ion for Relief .is now um1011btedly the very largest
in foe world. X enrly frft:v thousand people entirely destitute wait in the "bread lines" every day, and · over six
thousand gallons of sonp and four thousand kilogrammes
oJ' bread are daily distributed to tbem. Unlike the "bread
1inei-;"' I have seen in America, these are all people of one
nationality, and all with a common and undeserved misfortune . Some are transients, it is true, but the large
majority are people of Brussels. As one of the canteen
wreetors sa,i d:
"They are or nll classes, but we know none of them save
by number, beca11~e no matter what their station or the extent of their misfortune, they still have l'amour propre,
and many of them if they were compelled to write their
names on coupons when they get the soup would rather
starve than take it."
The soup for those pitiful flotsam and jetsam of war is
all prepared iu the large storehouse of the International
Express Company Van Gand . More than one hundred
people are eng~1,ged in this work. Among them are former
cbcfs of some of the leading hotels of Brussels, who give
directions as to the kind and quaJity of the soup, its ingredients, and their proportion s. Under them arc those
who cletm the Ycgrtables-potatoes, carrots, beans, etc.and prepare tl1 e mcnt. This rntire staff is composed of
rnlimtecrs, cx<·ept tbe d1cf"i<, who Tecei,e at the most hn If
a c-rown a da_v.
From three o\:lock in the morning, wh0n the cooking
01' the .fi mt li. ve thousand gallons of soup is started, the
scene iu the circus-like storehouse of the Express Company
is one of tremendous activity, with the moving figures of
the one lnrndred white-clad chefs, the fires ablaze under
sco1;r:;; of immense cauldrolls-a.11 dimly seen through the
shifting 1.:louds oi pungent steam l'ising f.rom the boiling
soup.
When the soup i~ cooked it is sent, under the seals of
the Commission and under the protection of the American
flag, jn large lorries to the twenty-one canteens, scatterf'd
all orer Brussel~. These canteens were formerly schools,
dance halls, 'l'urkish baths, etc. During the morning,
wherever one goes, women and children may be seen coming ancl going with pitchers of steaming soup and their
ration of bread under their arms.
While Brussel~ is being fed, the one hundred trained
hands at the soup kitrhen start preparing vegetables , and
meat for the next day. It keeps them busy. On December
24 the staff had to prepare for Christmas-which was a
normal day so far ns this work is concerned, although the
director told me rather pathetically that he was trying to.
make "unp soupe cle fe-te"-the following: 1,000 pounfls
of potatoes, 1,800 potmds of meat, 2,400 pounds of celery
and eanots. 1,000 pounds of onions, 1,000 pounds o·f
South Carolinn ric<', and 1,000 pounds of noodles made
from American flour.

e~,

1lold plated tooth, shape made •o that It
•lll llt any tooth. Price, 6c,, poatpald.
,voLFF NOVELTY co., 29 w. 20th St., N. Y.

Ride a RANGER'

THE HELLO PUZZLE

DIITATION GOLD TEE'A'Z.

Can you get the ring otr: !
ThJs puzzle is the latcct creation of Yankee ingenuity.
Apparently It is the easle•t
thing In .the wor)d to remove
the rlni; from the block, but

bicycle and know yoa have the best. Bu:, a

machine you can prove before acceptina-.
DELIVERED FREE on approval and 60

da11a' trial. NO EXPENSE to you It, after
trial you do not wiah to keep ft.

~~~~t ;~
dlncover the trlc~~ u~l~;:
O.one. Price by mail, postpaid, 10c.: 3 tor 25c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

ments and values nt"Ver b(fore ~lled.•

eh!":i!!~u~!!~~}:.J1ftu~ ~f 13Jf bf~":z~°!
0

TIRES, sundries and parts, and learn th;
wonderful n6W offer• and terms we will
sriTe you. ~uto and M9torcycle Snpplies atfact01"ll'
to UBer pnc,a. Do not buy until you know what
we eandoforyou. A J)O!ltal card bringeeverythinR'.

'l'HE SURPRISE FOUNTAIN J.>~.N

St., B'klyn, N. Y.
---------------------

JAPANESE TRICK KNIFE.

614

If fid

&W

¥W

t~!

gr:ate~~vel~erl~f
looks just like a gen•

MEAD CYCLE CO., DEl"T,H mCHICAGO

fln1~:.~~nt~hnaf.:~~h1!~! I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~the joke comes In. IC
feo~o!a~~P~!re~he Thoe~er,yo~ ni1;,e~ ~{fee,
$1570 in Stage Money for 10c.
You
you lend it to the merry 1 'ha-ha."
Get a. bunch of Stage Greenbacks
might call It an everlastlns joke becau•e you ,
Inot eouutcrfeit,), wra.p t.bem around
can use it over and over again. Price, by
yourown roll andshow your friends
mall, poetpa.ld, 10c,
wba.t a.wad you carry, Blg bnnchof
$1570 FOR 10 CENTS,
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y.

GREENBACKS

t!t::~J

You can show the knife and
Instantly draw It across your
r~i~erth:PK:;~~tlhcit:!igb1i~~
a.ppears on the blade of the
THE MYSTIC RING.
knife, slvlnr; a startling effect
A Brand-New Trick,
to the spectators. The knife
Out.-Puzzling,
Just
'"·
11 removed and the finger is
Mystifying and Perfound In good condition. Quite an ef!ectlvo I
pJexlng. A metal ring
Price 10c. each by ma.II.
1llualon.
around for
t • dist o handed
d
examination
1
FRA..ll<"K SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y,
be solid, unbroken
1
, an Is oun
A ca.ne, a ;pencil qr a string
'I japanned ll'On.
SMALL COLLAPSIBLE PENCILS
The name Is a joke. le held tightly at each end by a spectator.
It looks small enough Tre per~ormer lightly taps the cane with the
~iffiii,;,in
wh!Je It Is hanging on \ngil an h th " ring suddenly is seen to be enyour ' watch-charm, and it is very handsome ~;c°ct~f0 ;, 8 et cane. How did the ring pass the
In desisn, prettily nickeled, and very compact. The most ,';;.~ 5 ~f;'i~s a.~~ fet on the cane?
r cc eve1· invented.
g
But just band the end of .ft to your friend, Others char
5
1· th;fs trick; but our
and it begins to unteJescope until he imagines price
1 8 rue on,
1 ~ 1 2c .• ;'QStpaJd.
'
Besides its ability to
there fs no end to tt
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City,
make fun, It ls a good useful pencil, too.
postpaid.
mall,
by
Price, loo. each,
IMITATION CUT FINGER.
WOLID' NOVEL'J'Y. CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
A cardboard !Inger,
bandaged
,..
carefully
with linen, and tho
end are
side and
blood-stained. 'Vi'hen
you slip 1t on your
finger and ehow lt to
juot
friends,
i-our
give a groan or two,
pull
and
up,
It
se
nu
VANISHING COINS.-A coin held In th•
will get nothing but
~a.Im ot the hand Is ma.de to vanish when a look of pa.In. You givA
them the laugh.
the hand Is closed. Only one hand used, No oympathy until you
practice required. Wonderful effect. Price. ?..3c. Then duck! Price, lOc., posti;,ald.
B'klyn, N. Y.
St.,
Centre
H. F. LANG, 1816 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y. H. F. LANG, 18Jo

·
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NORWEGIAN MOUSE.
A very large gray mouse.
measuring 8 inchets from tip

of nose to end of tail.

The

ENTERPRISE CO.
1'W-S848 LOW}; AVE.,

$

ness. Dperate from your home. Spare time You
ehoald make $50 weekly. Experlanoe unneceeeery.

O. A. BOTL.EB, :J61 Factories, TOLEDO, OUIO

KORKER Repeating

LIQUID PISTOL

Will stop the most vicious dog
(or man) without permanent

injury. f>erJ~ ·tJy Hale to cti,ny wllh·
Clm danger oJ leakM,t&, I-'h·eH aud ri:·
t'harges by pulliug thtt trigger. l,o.,l\li., from tt,uyLtq_u.11\.
Nocartrtdge1 required. O,&r elx shot& In ouelo.adtng.
.All du.Jen, or lly mall, 90c. Pl1Hol w lthrubber-co-Yered
holeter, 1100. llobtera eeparate, 1011. Seod money order or U.

"•mp,.

i

PARKER, STEARNS & GO., 273 Geor2ia Ave., Brooklya, ll, I

BOY'S BASEBALL OUTFIT

consisting of

&

"t,laclt

leather glove, a. rubber centre horsehide cover ball, and a Bo~ton style
cap, gra.y n.thletic flannel, t rimmed lo n,avy blut,;

given free for sellLug 20 pa.cln:i.geis l:lluing at 10 cents
each.

.Wr·lte

Ul,OVER PREMI~I CO,,
Winter Illll, Maso.

22 llartlett Street,

ltsTHMA
.

Bue·eall
~'f~[e :~ur ~i-~fe fln1:er h1~ 10h'r~ I AJersey

finger up and down, the mouse ·
appears to bo running up your
Enter a .coom where
sleeve.
there a.re ladles, with the
mouse runn·.1g up your sleeve,
and you will see a rapid scattering of the fair sex.

cmo,oo

INEE D!.~~~o~~..i~!~,!~!~

body, and then by moving your

APPEARING BILLIARD BALL.-A solid
billiard ba.11, beautifully made, can be made
to a.ppear tn the bare han<le with the sleeve•
Very tine and easy
roJled back to elbow•.
Price, 35c.
to do.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO .. 29 W. 26th St., N, l',

<:.

LOW FACTORY COST,Jlreat lmi,rove-

i~iiukno~!

RElllEDT1ent to you 011;:FREJITRUT,,
If it curet. 1ond $1.00; It not.. dO!l 't.
Oin n:preH1otllco. Writo t.od•1• lf.][.
SterUDo, 83'1 Ob.lo .&.,a.. Sida•y-~ 0 ~

Without a Cent of Cost to You

l glvo ~·ou a very dno pure wnol
11wo11.ter i <loublo coll&r aud cu..tr,.,
yonr choke or colr,r. JuiJt b•ndl•
for me your chtb'e Mprlng order
ror bn8eball goods-at 1poclM
t111:1cor11,t, snit this jere:ey I~
roura. !:lend for complete caca.lo.t
of my best gr-ade sportln& aood•
at wholesale prtces-hsk.etba.U ,
ba1u,d>all, touuh1, :olf, etc. Wrile
me uow.

Many

practical jokes can be perpetrated with this small rodent.
Price, 10c .; S for 25c. mailed, postpaid,
J!'RA.NK SMITH, 883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

SH.ANNON CO,
Uept,85, 54 E. MoorotSt.,Cbleac0i

JACK

THE FIGHTING BOOSTERS.
A full blooded pair of
cock1.
g a.me
fighting
Theee llllput!&n l!gbters
haYe real feathere, yellow
lec-s and ftery red com ba.
their movements when
fighting are perfectly nat.......,, ural and ll!ellke, and the
aecret or thetr move1nenta
is known only to the operator, who can ce.uee
them to battle with each other as otten
and ae long as de•lred. Independent of t,he!r
fighting procltvitles they make very pretty
Price tor the pair in a
rnantel ornamente.
a.trong box. 10c.; 3 pairs for 2Gca by maU.
postpaid.
U. l,. LANG, 181G Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
PIGGY IN A COFFIN.
'l' hl• lo a wicked pig that
died :.1.t an early nee, and here
he ts 1n his coffin ready tor
bur!a.l. There will be a great
n1n.ny mourner:, at h1• funeral.
for thl• coffin, pretty aa It
loolts, I• very tricky, a.nd the man who get•
1t open wUI feel real grlot. The coffin Is made
fl,f metal, perfectly ahaped a.nd beautlfull:,
~quered. The trick I• to open It to eee the
,pl&', The me.n that tries 1t gets hi• nngerw
- d feelings hurl, a.nd piggy comes out tu
fljl'Unt a.t hi• victims. Tl,6 t•lbule.r end ot tho
c:em.n. T1hich everyone (in trying to open)
J>rosaes inward, conta1ne a needle which stabs
the victim tn his thumb or finger every ttme.
This is the latest and a "very "lmpresstv13"
trtck. It can be opened enslly l>Y anyone in
the secret, and ae a neat catch-joke to save
your11e1,t' from a bore is unsurpassed. Price,
J0c.: 3 tor !6c., poatpalu; one ciosen by expres•. 75c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 28 W, ZGtb St., N. Y,

O

WHISTLEPlIO:l>,"1!.'
This is one ot the
inmusical
greatest
1Btruments ever Invented. It is u1ade entirely
ot metal and is almost
in"-'iaible when Jn use •
With it, ln a few mo-

n1ents, you can learn
to pJn.y all kinds or
tunes, !laYe lot1 ot tun, please and a1nusa
your friends and make some money, too. Fine
for either song or piano a!'compa.niment or
l.>y itRelf a lone. You place the whistlephone
in the mouth with half clrcle out. place end
o! tongue to rounded part and blow gently
a• H to cool the lips. A few trials will enaltl, o~e to play any tune or air.
Price 6 .-,ents , ..ch by mail, post-paid
H, F. LANG, 181G Centre St., B'l<lyn, N. Y.

THE HIDEOUS SPIDER.
~

Fun tor every•
body with one of
th es e handsome
His body
brutes.
I• 3 Inches long,
beautifully enameled gr e e n, with
white ridges, yel•
low speckles, bulging eyes, and a big red
mouth. He is armed with six legs and two
upright :reelers, made or flexible tJplral springs.
j A dark, invisible thread attached to his body
lets you shake him in the air before your
friends' eyes, when the legs wiggle fn a most
natural, lifelike manner. Guaranteed to make
any lady howl and to scare the bravest hero
on earth out of his boots.
Price by mall, 10c, each.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St,, N. 'L
,
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IOca
300 SORBS
Lo••

to LI•• in
ON l!OONLl<¾RT BAY; I'd
tovel&nd; It You. 'IaU.:in Yoar SleePt,2hMr.
1
·'
Dr~&mMa..n ; Everybody•sDoin' It: wtien ~ '
'\Va. 21 e.nd You Wero Sweet 16: ls itVe1y Faltolie11:-ren: A!:1.u

~=;

the Honeymoon; I'm Gohig Back to Dixi&2 "i1Uu:ander'1:1 Rat•
1
0

~e

¥t~ ~r::~! ~~f~~;~:~I,;!i!~Y~::zol~ 8&;:;

llonndf Steamboat .Bill~ Lat lfo Call Yon S-weethearl: Rosca
!:ring Droamsot Yon; Sflver Boll: Bill1;;N:ysieriouaRagotc.
OVER 300 l.olt~n Soni!: l!lto & 10 i>iL""' PW{O ffllSIO fo,: lOo.

Enterprise 1\Iuslc Co., 3348Lowe Ave •• Cblcai,:-o

-~ I
[i]THROW YOUR VOICE[ M
.-IMITATE - - 4 ./

BIRDS BEASTS MICE BABIES
With our fa.mous \~nfrtlowh\ss or Swiss War er.
Greatest fun~mUer ever prod·ucrd .MysU(v and fool
Y-QUr friends. Cre_~Lo woncier a.nd :nei-rlm61,t with

TI1.is littl~ INVISIBLE mouth ln:slrument . .Send lOf
<;: .
Iorono or 25'T!or !ourWb.l"bl~rs~
.a.nd our grel).t Cartoon Catalog. ~\
SATISFACTION •• YOUR MONEY REFUNDED ,,_,
H. 2LATZ CO. ATLANTIC CITY N

SEE-SAW PUZZLE.

SURPRISE PERFUME
BOTTLE.
Thooa in the Joke may freely
smell the perfume In the bottle,
but the uninitiated, on removing
the cork will receive the content•
Thl1. la a almple
In his hands.
v.nd clever joke.
Price, 10c. en.ch by mall, poat•
paid; 3 tor 25c.
H. F, LAN&,
1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N. Y.

THE LITTLE GEM TELEPHOYE.

JltA VELLING JOKE.
Yards upon yards of laughs.
Don't miss it! Everyone falls tor
this one. It consists o! a nice lit·
tle bobbin around which is wound
You pln the
a apool of thread.
th
~~~bi;u~fdf~e ;n':P';,1f o~lieou~h';.~!a
through your button hole, then
watch your friends try to pick the
piece o! thread off your coat.
Enough aatd ! Get one! Price, 12c. each, by
snail. Postage stamps taken same as money.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

r

X-RAY WONDER

This is a wonderful little
optical illusion. In use, you
app~rently see the bones In
your hand, the hole tn a.
pipe-stem. the lead in a penThe principle on
cil, etc.
which It is operated cnnnot
be disclosed here, but It will afford no end of
tuq !or any person who has one. Price, 16
centa each. by mall, postpaid.
FRANK S.l\llTH, 888 Lenox ATe,, N. Y.

MARBLE VASE.
A clever and puzzling efr.ect,
easy to do; the apparatus can
be minutely examined. Eftect:
A. marble can be made to pae !
trom the hand Into the closed
vase, which a moment before
beautiful enam:f:J.

tnoney; each one put up in a neat box; fully

Uustrated , with full directions how to uae
them. Price, 12c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

JAPANESE DITEB
The atran,:eet toy on the market.
They are made In .Japan and look
Each
like a little red mandarlo.
ma.nlkln la turnl•bed · wtth a cartridge to which a pair of leg• are
attached. By makiDt: two ptn-holel
In the cartridge, attaching It to the
figure. an<l immersing tt in a &laaa
of water the little 1\c;-ure wtll dart
- up and <&own for an hour llke a
real dl•er. P:-Jce. b7 ma.ii. 25 centa
each, pootpald.
F. LANG, 1115 Cenve St.., B'k]p, N. Y,

i
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A NEW SQUmT BADGE.
Great fun for the milWear It In your
lion I
buttonhole and then press
the bulb and watch the
other fellow run.
Price, 140.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St,
New Yori< City.

THE SURPRISE BOUQUET.
The best practical joke of
This beautiful
the season.
buttonhole bouquet is made
o! arttflctal .flowers and leaves

ftow~~~set\rat r~~~m:~:
. - :t~~al
per1on in a thousand would

MAGIC MIRROR

dotect the difference. Arter
placing the bouquet in your
buttonhole you call the attention o! a friend
He wlll very
to its beauty and fragrance.
naturally step forward and smell o! it, when,
to his utter aatoniahment, a. fl.ne stream ot
water will be thrown Into hie fa ce. Where
the water comes trom Is a. mystery, as you can
tio~u\o~~hdat~t b~~~u~lfetn°ra~;h~!n~~~~
You can clve one dozen o·r more peraona a
1hower b&th without removln~ the bouquet
from your buttonhole, and a!ter the water 11
•xhauoted It can be Immediately reftlled without removing it trom your coat. Colocne ca.n
be used tn place or water when desired. We
have many funny things tn our stock, b 12t
nothing- that excels thJs. Price, complete in
a beautiful box, with full printed int1truct1on1,
16o., or ll for 60c. by ma.II, poatpald.
62d !it., New York City.
c. li.t,;HR, 160

Fat and Lean Funny Paces
By looking In these mlrr<.;-., npr11ht your feature& become n11,rrow ancl elonratecl. Look Into It
aldewlae ancl :rour phlz broaden•
out Jn the moat comical ma.nner.
Size 8}(x2}( lnchea, ln a h11nd11ome imlt&tion morocco ca.se,

:~de

Price 10 cents each, postpaid
H .F. LANG,

1815 Centre St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

·w.

WE WA NT YO U
TO READ ·

"Mo vin g Pic... ture Sto ries ''

AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

Absolutely the finest llttle publication on the news-stands

IIFPR ICE 5 CENT S A
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER D1!81CNS
New portrait• of aotora and aotreaaes every week

copy -...

THIRTY-TW O PAGES

FINE HALF•TONE FRONTISPIE CES
Get a oopy of thla weekly magazine and aee what It la

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

ln the
Six Gripping Stories, based un the latest and best fflml!I, eaeh profusely illustrated with llne halt-tones of scenes
plays.
Photographs and Blograpldes of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articlel!I relating to Mortng Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the ttlm business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photo"plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we w11l mall
you the latest number laaiued.

FRANK TOUSEY~ Publis her
168 West 23d Street

a

MYSTERIOUS l"LA1.'l!l .LlFTER.
I\IIade of fine rubber,
with bulb on one end
and lntlator at ot'her.
Place It under a table
cover, under plate or
glass, and bulb is pressed
underneath, object rises
Ins.
40
Jon~. Price. ~Ge.. po¼~?J.1ously;
WOLJTF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .. N. Y.

The tra.n:!!!lmitter tn

lo
telephone
this
made f rom the best
imported parchment:
ua&
ordinary
wtth
will la1t a. Ion~ time;
ca.n be made Jn any
adding
by
length
cord; the only real
the
tor
te1ephone

:~in~~

H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'kG,'~~eN_20~'.

New York

616
617
618
619

. 620
621
622
623

624

625
626

627
628
629
630
631

632
633
634
635

636

63 7 Young Wild West and tbe Servian; or, Tbe Sbot Tbat Saved a
-LATEST lSSUESGeneral.
Youn·g Wlld West and tbe Mad Miner; or, Arletta and tbe Secret 638 Young Wild West's Neutrahty; or, Accused by Germans and All!e&.
.
of the Cliffs.
639 Young Wild West and tbe Frencb Spy; or. Tbe Honor or an
Young Wlld Weet and "Go ld Dust Bill"; or,'The Man Witb tbe
American.
Yellow Streak.
Forts: or, Outwitting a Russian Captain.
Young Wild West and the Deatb Brand; or._Arietta·s Great Risk. 640 Young Wild West at tbe tbe
Sharpsbooters; or, Arietta and the
Young WIid West's Pawnee Pursuit; or, The White F lower ot 6-!l Young Wild West and
'
Hindoos.
·
the Redskins.
or, Saving a Bel&lan
Young WIid West and tbe :Mexican Man •.rrap: or, Arietta In 642 Young WIid West at the Flooded Trencbes;
Town.
the Robbers' Den.
643 Young Wild West Along the Yser; or,. Arletta's Wonderful Shot.
Young Wild W est's Lively Lariat; or, Roping the Rustlers.
Young Wild West's Duel With a Dozen ; or, Arietta's .Only 644 Young Wild West and General Von fi.luck ; or. The Treasure of
the Ruins
ce.
Chan
Young WIid West Tralilng a Treasure: or. Outwitting tbe Road 645 Young \Yild West' s Luck: or, Striking It Rich at tbe Hills.
Agents.
646 Young \\'ild West's Victory; or, The Road Agents' Last Hold Up.
Young Wild West Ruling u Rancb: or, Arletta and tbe Cowgirls. 647 Young \\'ild West's Pluck: or, Bound to Beat tbe "Bad" Men.
Cbasm.
a
in
Cornered
or,
Shot;
Straight
West's
Young Wild
648 Young Wild West's Best Sbot; o,·, The R escue of Arietta.
Young Wild West's Mexican Mine: or, Arietta Breaking a Siege. 640 Young \\'lid W est at Devil Creel<; or, Helping to Boom a New
Reward
Big
a
Winning
or.
:
Trail
Hottest
West's
Wild
Young
'l'own .
Young Wild West Tracking a Horse Thief; or. Arie tta and tbe
650 Young \Y lld West's Surprise: or, The Indian Cbief's Legacy.
Wil<l Girl.
Wild W est ~Iissing; or, Saved By an Indian Princess.
Young
651
Young Wild West's Apache Friend; or. The· Hidden Gold or tbe
652 Young Wild West nnd tile Detect ive; or, 'fhe Red Riders of tbe
Pecos .
Range.
Young WIid West's Tbree Shot•; or. Arietta and tbe Rattlesnakes 65:1 Young Wild West at the Stake; or, The Jealousy of Arietta.
Young Wild West and tbe "Sky Pilot., .. or. Tbe Ropers ot Roua:b 654 Young Wild West's Nerve; or, 'I'he Nine Golden Bullets.
and-Ready Ranch .
655 Young \Vilt! West and the 'l' enderfoot; or, A New Yorker in the
Young Wild West's Lucky Drop: or. Arietta and tbe Out1awa
West.
Young Wild West's Wild West Sbow; or. Caugbt in tbe European 656 Young Wild West's •.rriumph; or, Winning Against Great Odds.
War.
Young Wild West and tbe Kaiser; or, Tbe Big Sbow in Berlin.
Young Wild West Under Fire; or, Skirmlsbing on tbe Frenc h
Frontier.
Young Wild West Helping tbe Red Cross: or. Tbe Crown Prince· ,
Gratitude.
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ETIQUETTE.-It ls a great ll!e secret, a.nd
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUIII AND
No. 1.
one that every young man desires to know all
DREAI\I BOOK.-Conta1n1ng the great oracle
There's happiness in it.
about
of
meaning
ot human destiny: also the true
No. 14. HOW TO IIIAKE CANDY.-A como.I most any kind or dreams, together with
plete hand-book for ma.king all kinds of
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of
candy, tee-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
cards.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOIIIE BEAUTIFUL.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
of the brightest and most valuable
___;One
full
containing
tricks,
card
book o r magic and
little books ever given to the world. EverytnstructJon on all the leading card tricks of
b0dy wishes to know how to become beautlthe day also the most popular magical illuThe secret is
ful, both male and female.
•lc.ns a,/ performer1 by our leading magicians;
simple, and almost costless.
every boy shou Id obtain a copy of this book.
AN !£VENENTER'l'AJN
TO
HOW
20.
No.
and
arts
FLIRT.-The
TO
HOW
No. 8.
ING PARTY.-A complete compendium ot
wlles of flirtation are fully explained by tbls
games, sports, caJ'd diversions, comic recita}lttle book. Besides the various methods of
tions, etc., suitable for parlor or drawinghandkerchief. fan. glove, parasol, wlnd-0w · and
It contains more for
room entertainment.
hat fltrtatiOn, it contains a full list of the
the money than . any book published.
language and sentiment or flowers.
AND FISH.-The
HUNT
TO
HOW
21.
No
of
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE ls the title
most complete hunting and fls}Jing guide ever
this little book. rt contains full instructions
published. It contains !ull instructions about
In the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballguns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishroom and at parties, how to dress, and fu11
Ing, together with description or game and
dire ctions for calltng ott In a11 popular square
flsh.
dances.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 5. HOW TO IIIA:KE LOVE.-A comHeller's second sight explained by his former
plete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
assi111tant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
slvtng sensible advice, rules and etiquette to
s ecret dialogues were carried on between the
be observed, wlth many curious and interest magician and the boy on the stage: also givtng things not generally known.
Ing all the codes and signals.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOIIIE AN ATHLETE.
No. 23 . HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAlllS.-Giving full instructi on !ot· the use or dumbThis little book g!ve1 the explanation to all
bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
bars and various other methods or developing
•
a g ood, healthy muscle; containing over sixty unlucky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
Ill ustrations.
GENTLEMJ-:N.-Con tatning full directions for
No. 7. HO\V TO KEEP BIBDS.-Handwriting to gentlemen on all subjects.
•omely 11lustrated and containing full tnstrucNo. 25. HOW TO BECOIIIE A GYMNAST.tione tor the management and training o! the
Containing full Instructions !o• all kinds or
canary, mockingbird. bobollnk, blackbird, paro·
1rymnaet1c sports and athletic exercises. Emoquet, parrot, etc.
bracing thirty-five illuatratlons. By Professor
No. 9. HOW TO BF.COJ\IE A VEN'l.'RILOW. Macdonald.
Every intellJQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy.
No. 26. no,v TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
l'ent boy reading this book ot lnstructlot\s can
A BOAT.-Fully lllustrated. Full lnstructlone
maot.er the art. and create any amount or tun
given tn thi• ltttle book, together with inar.e
greatest
the
is
It
!or himself and friends.
atructtons on swimming and riding, companion
book e ver published.
sports to boating.
. No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The lrt of selfNo. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
Containing over thirty
de!ense made easy.
RECITATIONS.-C ontaining the most populs
tlluatratlone of guards, blows, and the differin use, comprising Dutch dialect,
•elections
boy
Every
boxer.
ent positions of a &'OOd
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dia.tect
ahould obtain one of these useful and instrucpieces, together with many standard readings.
ttve Books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.without a.n Instructor.
Everyone Is desirous or !mowing what hi•
No. 11. HOW '1'0 ,vRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
re life will bring forth. whether happiness
tutu
tull
containing
-A mo11t complete little book,
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
dlrectlen• for writing love-letters, and when
by a glance at this little book. Buy one and
to uae them, giving specimen letters for
be convinced.
young and old.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOM E AN INVENTOR.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
-Every boy should know how fnventions origLADIES.-Gtvtng complete instructions !or
lnated. This book explP:.ins them all, giving
writing letters to ladies on all subjects; also
examples in electricity, hydraulJcs, magnetletters of in troduction, notes an d requests.
lam, optics, pneumatic•, mechanics, etc.
No. lS. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
address on receipt of J)t'lre, 10 cts. pu copy,
any
to
sent
be
l'or sale by all newsdealers, or will

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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No. SO. HOW TO COO:K.-One ot the moot
instructive books on cooking ever publtahed.
It contains recipes for cooking meats. ftah,
game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakea
and all kinds of pastry, and a grand collecUon of recipes.
No. 81. HOW TO BECOIIIE A SPEAKER.
-Containing fourteen 111ustratlons, gtvtnc the
different positions requisite to become a good
Also con1peaker, reader and elocutionist.
taining gems from all the popular authors of
prose and poetry.
No. 82. HOW TO RIDE A BICYOLE.Containing Instructions for beginners, choice
01 a machine, hints on training, etc. A complete book. Full of practical lllustrattona.
No. 35. HOW 'l'O PLAY GAl\lES.-A complete and useful little book, containing the
rules and regulations or bllllardl,, ba.g-atelle,
backgammon, croquet, dorntnoel!I, etc.
No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE OONUNDRUMS
-Containing all the leading conundrums 0 f
the day, amusing riddles, curious catches and
witty sayings.
No, 38. HOW TO BECOIIIE YOUR OWN
DOC'fOR.-A wonderful book, containing use!ul and practical ln!ormati on in the treatment
of ordfnary diseases and ailments common to
every !amily. Abounding In useful and effec ..
tlve recipes for general complaints.
No. 39; HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY,
PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A useful and inHandsomely 11luetrated.
atructJve book.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS
-Including hints on how to catch molee·
weasels , otter, rats, squirrels and birds. AlaO
how to cure skins. Copiously Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NElV YORK END
MEN'S JOK E BOOK.-Contalnlng a great variety of the latest jokes used by t·he moat
No amateur minstrel• ja
!amoul!I end men.
complete without this wonderful little book
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STU:MP SPEAKER.-Contal nlng a varied aasortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thtns
for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 48. HOW TO BECOME A l\lAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment of ma.gteal tllusfons ever placed before the publtc.
Also tricks with cards. Incantations etc
No. 4-4. Ho,v TO WRITE IN' AN. ALB 0:\1.-A grand collection or Album Versea
suitable tor any tlf11e and occasion; embraclng Lines or Love, Affection, Sentiment, HumoT", Respect, and Condolence; also Verse•
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
No. 45. THE BOl'S OF NEW YORK llIIN
STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Some:
Every boy
thing new and very instructive.
1thould obtai n this book, as tt contains run
tnatructtons for organizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
or 8 tor 25 cts .. In money or postage stamps, by

168 West 23d St., New York..

